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Abstract 

This dissertation examines the ties of kinship and affinity in the lives of sex or gender non-complying 

individuals, or sexual dissidents, in Muslim contexts in an era globally marked by the racialization of 

Islam, the rise of neoliberalism, and queer liberalism. Starting from a transnational perspective, it maps 

the field of queer globalizations and takes Turkey, a Muslim majority and secular nation state grappling 

with the influences of neoliberalism and the rise of authoritarianism, as a case study. At the local level, 

the project analyses the heteropatriarchal sex/gender system as one of the pillars of the nation state as 

opposed to the struggles of a young but vivid LGBT movement. Within this context, the dissertation 

specifically looks into the ties of ‘familial’ belongings among the community of sexual dissidents in 

Turkey, as well as how sexual dissidents who are involved in the practice of mothering among them 

situate themselves at the nexus of the hegemonic discourse on motherhood and their sense of belonging to 

this imagined ‘queer’ community. Following a queer ethnographic methodology, the analysis engages 

with the findings from fieldwork based on participant observation, focus group interviews with LGBT 

activists, and in depth interviews with sexual dissidents with children.  

An engaged analysis of the LGBT movement in Turkey reveals that the activists are in a constant 

process of negotiation with the neoliberal policies imposed on them by the local governance and the 

international agencies that provide funding to their projects regularly. While NGOization stirred the 

activist scene in the country, the legal recognition was contingent on restructuring the groups in line with 

this rigid model and there has been a proliferation of LGBT associations. Only time will tell if these 

organizations will turn to single-issue oriented, rights based approaches in line with the rise of queer 

liberalism in Western locations. While the activists find feelings of family and kinship within their 

organizations, in their larger community, the camia, life has a different pace. The sexual dissident parents 

engage in a bargain with the sex/gender system in place and thread the heteropatriarchy strategically in 

different moments of their lives. While they maintain or even reproduce the normative system in some 

moments, they also challenge it by queering parenting practices.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Time was the queerest of all the encounters during my ‘fieldwork’ in Turkey. Some moments 

were impossible to unpack and express in an academic text such as a dissertation project. I could 

write an entire dissertation to explain one such moment, yet it would just be a glimpse into the 

everyday life of a queer person in Turkey.  

A friend of mine, a trans1 activist based in Ankara, made a phone call and introduced me 

to a hard-to-reach Istanbul LGBT activist. On my way to meet them, I was not as comfortable as I 

would be in Ankara. I was not friends with any of the activists from that group but I had attended 

a couple of events with them. It was a very hot summer day and I found their office in one of the 

back alleys of Istiklal Street in Taksim. I reached their building late in the afternoon. It was a 

small space on the third floor of an old building. There was only one person to greet me, a young 

trans woman waiting for the others to arrive. She told me the person who was going to help me 

organize the focus group was probably delayed because of another event at a nearby organization 

where she worked with sex workers. I sat on one of the old chairs, trying to catch my breath after 

climbing three flights of stairs in the humid, sticky Istanbul weather. The two large windows were 

both open along with the old entrance door. Yet I could tell someone had just put out a cigarette. 

One could hear all the street noise of a Taksim back alley, as well as the tailor’s sewing machine 

across the hallway, and the shoemaker’s small hammer pounding rhythmically on the top floor of 

the building. While we waited for the others to arrive, we engaged in small talk. She told me she 

was considerably new to Istanbul. That organization had a central place in her life in this city of 

13 million people. 

                                                     

1 The word trans is used in this study to be inclusive of all trans identities. I adopted this approach 

following the usage of the participants. Another alternative would be to use the word ‘trans*’, 

however, that practice was not common among the participants.  
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About an hour later, the room was filled with about eight people, while more dropped by 

intermittently. It was that moment in that cramped up old apartment that all the beauty and 

fertility of chaos was hidden but at the heat of the moment I was too engaged in the conversation 

to realize that. There were at least three dialogues going on in any one instant accompanied by the 

noise of Istanbul pouring in with the hot breeze through the open windows. While one activist 

was proudly explaining to me that they are a grassroots organization trying to run this place 

through the minimal funding they raise, another activist was responding to the emails at the back 

of the room listening to our conversation. They shouted at us from time to time when they had 

something to add. Later on they admitted that my project about queer mothering did not make 

sense. They said “but darling, you know that our community does not grow by making children. 

You know that right?”  

A middle-aged trans woman was sitting in one of the decrepit armchairs silently, while a 

younger trans woman activist was on the phone trying to raise funds to cover her hotel bill for the 

week. She was a sex worker and due to health reasons she was not able to work anymore. She 

stayed at a cheap hotel that the LGBT Istanbul activists found for her. Another trans activist had 

to leave in a hurry to run an errand. She shouted “God damn this Bulent Ersoy and Zeki Muren!2” 

on her way out. I assumed she was shouting at me because she was not going to take part in the 

focus group we were holding later that evening and she expected me to make a note of that. Yet, 

we were delayed. There was too much going on at that moment and I could clearly see that these 

matters were all urgent. When she came back, the focus group was over as we decided to hold it 

                                                     

2 Two famous singers in Turkey. Bulent Ersoy is the most famous trans woman in Turkey. While 

Bulent Ersoy is a trans woman, who was banned from stage after her sex-alignment surgery at the 

end of 1980s, the government passed a legislation based on her case which benefited a lot of trans 

people. Yet she never publicly claimed her sexual identity or provide support to sexual dissidents 

in the country. Zeki Muren was the most famous gay man for years. Though he never came out 

publicly, he was non-conforming in terms of his gender expression especially on stage 

performances. He was a keen supporter of the army and was called the Pasha (general in Turkish) 

For further info see: Altinay 2008; Arslan 2011; Selen 2012. For further elaboration see chapter 

5. 
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as soon as possible and she was even more excited than she left. She had an idea.  She wanted to 

organize a march for peace. “They do not take us seriously,” she said. “We are a bunch of fags to 

them. When we march for peace, I bet they will!”  I had to leave the city in the following days 

and I could not join the march but it did take place and the activists in that small apartment 

dealing with a million things at the same moment were the organizers. They were joined by 

members of other political dissident groups and marched to protest the aggression of the 

government against the Kurdish minority demanding peace. Apparently, the authorities took the 

protest march seriously and they were attacked by the police and tear gassed. I do not know if 

they were able to raise enough money that day to pay the hotel bill for the middle-aged trans 

woman who needed care. Yet, almost two years later Istanbul LGBT activists opened up the first- 

and only to this day- shelter for LGBT people in Turkey. The shelter is still operational and they 

host about twenty trans and gay people in need, some of whom are refugees in Turkey.  

As for my project about queering motherhood, which did not make sense to the gender-

neutral activist initially, I had a chance to explain later that I was interested in the concept of 

family in Turkey in relation to sex or gender non-complying people. I learned that they were one 

of the care-givers to their nephews/nieces3 and would very much like to adopt a child one day but 

did not have high hopes to imagine that future since “after all we live in Turkey!’ 

“But darling, our community does not grow by making children. You know that right?” 

was the sentiment held by a lot of lesbian, gay, bisexual, and trans (LGBT)4 people as they 

struggled to find prospective parents to participate in my interviews. However, later we found out 

together that people in the networks of the organizations did not always share that they are 

parents. They did not always make any extra effort to hide this fact. For some of them, the topic 

has not even come up as a point of conversation.  

                                                     

3 The word yegen in Turkish is gender-neutral. 
4 The acronym that was more commonly used in Turkey at the time of the fieldwork was LGBT. 

Thus I utilize this form in the dissertation. However, more recently, the acronym that LGBT 

activist use is LGBTI. I stands for intersex. 
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The unfolding of events in Turkey have been so fast or accelerating to the extent that the 

analysis is constantly fleeting; once you make sense of a given moment, the current conjuncture is 

already gone and even forgotten. For decades this country was a young democracy with problem 

areas, yet now it is an eroding democracy.  In this context, my project that centralizes on the 

meanings of family and the practices of mothering in a sexual dissident population, inevitably 

unfolds the power relations influenced by the shifting political, social, and economic power 

relations.  

In this brief introduction instead of framing the entire dissertation, I set out to unpack the 

title of the project by starting with the terms “sexual citizenship” and “sexual dissidence.” While 

the two concepts can be observed as standing in opposition to each other, I deploy sexual 

dissidence as a model that brings together aspects of sexual citizenship while maintaining a queer 

critique of the heteronormative regulatory systems. In the rest of this chapter, I first go over the 

sexual citizenship framework and explain sexual dissidence as a model that has been used to 

analyze the sex and gender non-conforming people in Turkey, some of whom are involved in 

parenting. In the second section, I present the methodology and research design and go over some 

of the principles of queer ethnographic work that guided me throughout the research process. The 

last section provides an overview of the chapters.  

1.1 Sexual Citizenship and Sexual Dissidence 

Citizenship, or the right to have rights as Hannah Arendt defined it, is a contested terrain as it 

marks belonging in a state and marks the borders that excludes others (Arendt in Eng 2007: 41).  

In this section, I go over one of the extensions of the citizenship framework; sexual citizenship in 

relation to the critique it has received from queer radicals that cast this approach as 

assimilationist. Then I turn to sexual dissidence as a model that derives from both the queer acts 

of transgression and the appeals to the rights framework by extending the discussions on 

citizenship.  
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Sexual- or intimate citizenship- evolved from the previous ‘sexual minority’ frame of 

analysis and was used to decipher the heteronormativity embedded in the conceptualization of 

conventional citizenship formulations. By revealing the embedded heteronormativity in the 

imagined citizen, this analysis shows that citizenship discussions are already sexual and regulate 

the intimate lives of citizens in a way that makes room only for heterosexual subjects. “All 

citizenship is sexual citizenship, in that the foundational tenets of being a citizen are all inflected 

by sexualities” (Bell and Binnie 2000:10). Hegemony of heterosexuality is challenged by 

struggling to extend the citizenship framework to include sex and gender non-complying subjects. 

Previously unrecognized areas of omission in terms of the rights and responsibilities of 

citizenship ranging from taxation to health care were brought into critique.  This framework is 

progressive as long as it struggles against the constraining of intimacy into the private sphere by 

relating it to the citizenship that is coupled with the public sphere. In other words, freedom is not 

defined as the liberty of individuals or consenting adults to act as they please in the privacy of 

their homes but beyond that intimacy which also shapes our presence in the public sphere and in a 

way the artificial borders constructed between the private and the public are contested.  

Jeffrey Weeks opines about the emergence of the sexual citizen in 1998: “new personage 

is a harbinger of a new politics of intimacy and everyday life”; in other words, one that is no 

longer content with being free from criminalization (1998: 35). For Weeks, who quite often relies 

on the work of Anthony Giddens to the extent that the two scholars’ ideas almost merge in that 

text, this new person is a sign of the more egalitarian relations people have started forming 

whether they are same sex couples or otherwise these new relations are more democratic. Weeks 

argues sexual citizenship is not an act of transgression but it is certainly a “claim to full 

citizenship,” and it aims to amend the laws by bringing attention to the sexual aspects of 

citizenship. Acts of transgression, on the other hand, compliment the claims for these rights. It is 

almost as if queer activists are one day on the streets holding protests to upset the normative 
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system while next day are lobbying for rights based in the same system. While in reality they 

were mostly separate groups. Borrowing from Sara Ahmed5, we can playfully cast radical queers 

as the queer killjoys attacking the newly acquired rights that make the domestic bliss accessible to 

some LGB subjects.  

This strategy of seeking access to the dominant culture’s rights framework is not new. 

Gay and lesbian scholars and activists followed the well-travelled path of gender and race 

activisms by appealing to the sexualisation of citizenship, which had already been proven to be a 

gendered and raced framework. The idea that the citizen was a gender-neutral, raceless, socially 

and politically abstract individual was at least contested, although it had not been obliterated. 

Also, most of the sexual citizenship literature does not cite the previous work by feminists and/or 

people of color. As Diane Richardson (Richardson et. al. 2001; Richardson 2015) argues, the 

interrelationship between gender and sexuality that was/is centralized in feminist work does not 

receive sufficient emphasis in such studies.  

In this project, I underline the need to hold gender, race and sexuality lenses together in 

the analysis of power relations6. More so, I find the route that separates them dangerous. Yet the 

academic trend has been historically to separate out critical race, gender and sexuality studies. 

Uncoupling gender and sexuality analyses, for example in citizenship studies, takes away the 

cutting critical edge from both of the categories. Along this line, I argue that so long as the 

dichotomy of public and private spaces exist, one disadvantaged group will be constrained by it. 

Any strategy that entrenches the divide between these two spaces is short sighted even if it might 

bring gains in the short run. Same sex marriage legislation and the preceding discussions 

constitute a fertile field for discussions in that respect. The right to same-sex marriage is often 

                                                     

5 As a variation of Sara Ahmed’s concept feminist killjoys (2010)  
6 Unlike Gayle Rubin, who argued for the need to form a separate theory of radical sexuality 

studies in her seminal article “The Traffic in Women: Notes on the Political economy of Sex.” 

Although I do not follow her lead, I rely on her distinction of Sex/Gender system from time to 

time.  
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framed as an achievement, even though the freedom that it brought is rather limited and privileges 

white, upper-class male subjects. In line with “the culturalization of race” and being branded as 

life-style and contained in the private sphere (as it will be discussed further in Chapter 4), same 

sex couples run the risk of being constrained by the freedom to their life-styles in the privacy of 

their homes. 

On the other hand, although sexual dissent is a concept that has been used since at least 

the 1990s, it suffers from under-theorization. I deploy it in this study as a standpoint that reveals 

the assimilationist politics of the mainstream LGBT movement in line with the rise of queer 

liberalism. Drawing from queer modes of political act and analysis, it provides alternatives for 

social change with a vision of sexual transformative justice. In this sense it involves acts of 

transgressions, boundary crossings, and resistance yet it does not point to a stable identity 

category. Sexual dissent does not prioritize, privilege, or prescribe any form of subjectivity. It 

might be in relation to different forms of sexual subjectivities depending on the context, on 

geography, and on historicity. It relates to and coheres with a queer analysis but it could also 

involve people who identify with stable sex/gender categories, people work against the 

imposition of these locations as norms, as the center that marks the deviants. I was inspired by the 

U.S.-based LGBT historian Lisa Duggan’s use of the concept. She identifies sexual dissent most 

clearly in her work, Sex Wars first published in 1995. This concept can be traced as an organizing 

principle in all her work:  

The specific political tool that we have worked to forge throughout the 

essays in this volume is the concept of sexual dissent, a concept that 

invokes a unity of speech, politics and practices, and forges a 

connection among sexual expressions, oppositional politics, and claims 

to public space. Because sexual representations construct identities 

(they do not merely reflect preexisting ones), restriction and regulation 

of sexual expression is a form of political repression aimed at sexual 

minorities and gender nonconformists. This is abundantly clear in 

conservative attacks on the arts that define homoeroticism as “obscene,” 

and in antigay campaigns that attempt to restrict the “promotion” or 

“advocacy” of homosexuality in safe-sex materials or in schools. What 
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the right wing wishes to eliminate is our power to invent and represent 

ourselves, and to define and redefine our politics. They know our public 

sexual expression is political, and that is how we must defend it. Rather 

than invoking fixed, natural identities and asking only for privacy or an 

end to discrimination, we must expand our right to public sexual 

dissent. This is the path of access to public discourse and political 

representation7. (Duggan 2006: 5) 

 

As early as 1994, Duggan critiqued queer studies from within queer studies. Her work never loses 

sight of queer activism in the field while she holds on to a materialist analysis to decipher the 

attacks of conservative policies under neoliberalism. This means that her framework is tenable to 

the interlocking axes of power on a grander scale. Her proposition is that scholars, activists, and 

intellectuals maintain their public representation and watch state policies closely so that we can 

come up with new strategies “not with our familiar emphases on equality (we’re just like you and 

want the same rights) or difference (we’re here, we’re queer, get used to it) only, but with 

campaigns of our own” (179). Revealing the ways the state invests in heterosexuality and pushing 

for it to de-invest in heterosexuality, in other words, demanding neutrality in sexual issues is one 

of her suggestions to queer the state. In order to explain what this kind of analysis looks like, I 

will briefly turn to Duggan’s critique of the same sex marriage campaign. Duggan was an ardent 

critique for years of the investment in same sex marriage as it became a central demand of the 

LGBT movement in the Western neoliberal democracies8. While she agreed that the current 

legislation needs to be contested as it works to the disadvantage of LGBT people, the framing of 

                                                     

7 In her article “Queering the State”, in a footnote, Duggan acknowledges that she takes the term 

dissent from Gayle Rubin, who cast the word to describe the moral judgment against the S/M 

community and the moral panics it caused.  In “The Leather Menace: Comments on Politics and 

S/M”, Rubin uses words like sexual or erotic dissenters and sex outlaws for marginalized 

populations like “boy-lovers, sadomasochists, prostitutes, and trans people among others- have an 

especially rich knowledge of the prevailing system of sexual hierarchy and of how sexual controls 

are exercised. These populations of erotic dissenters have a great deal to contribute to the reviving 

radical debate on sexuality” (2011: 136) 
8 For an extensive critique of the same sex marriage campaign in the U.S. by activists from the 

field see part 1: Queer Critiques of Gay Marriage in Against Equality: Queer Revolution not Mere 

Inclusion edited by Ryan Conrad 2014.  
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the demand for civil unions as marriage is exclusionary for marginalized people mostly from 

intersectional locations, who desperately need them. 

In the field, I strived to come up with a concise and clear definition of sexual dissidence: 

‘people of all sexual orientations and gender identities who are against the gender regime that 

imposes heterosexuality and the binary sexual order composed of men and women.’ This 

definition derives from the queer mode of analysis but I refrained from using the word in my 

fieldwork since it was too loaded with meaning and I wanted to learn more about the possible 

new meanings (emic meanings) that the word was gaining. Although I am interested in finding 

out more about how “queer” is being taken and whether it was territorializing in Turkey9, I had 

reservations to use the word queer. In Turkey, the concept was being discussed through Judith 

Butler’s use of queer alliance which was translated into Turkish as kuir yoldasligi or queer 

comradery. This usage was relevant to the context since the LGBT movement had been creating 

spaces for social transformation with all the groups open, eager or willing to have a dialogue with 

them. My usage of sexual dissidence received positive feedback especially among people who 

identified with other forms of political dissent in the country.  

I also use sexual dissidence as a central theoretical tool of analysis in my project. I 

propose it as a model for transnational queer studies as opposed to the reductionist gay 

globalization model which assumes a unilateral dissemination of Western sex/gender categories 

by imagining a receptive passive consumer local gay who is ready to replicate the Western style 

gay identity.  

1.2 Methodology 

While I rely on queer ethnography as my methodology for this project, as I explain in this section, 

I argue that, queerness as a location came into existence in Western locations, and queer being an 

                                                     

9 While queer identification is taken by a small group that reflected it through their gender 

expression they were marginalized even in the camia. For further discussion see Chapter 5 
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appropriated word, the historicity of its radical roots are meaningful only in the context from 

where it originates. The word does not have the same meaning elsewhere around the world. 

Besides, it is being stripped of its radical potential each time it is used as an umbrella term to 

replace the ever-lengthening acronym LGBTTQIA? these days. Yet, as a part of the 

methodology, queer opens up the possibilities to bring data from the everyday lives of the 

sexually dissident people or the ‘lived experiences of queerness’ as relational processes and 

subjectivities. 

Ethnography allows the researcher to enter the daily lives of new societies and encounter 

the meaning-making processes of the locals using her participatory self as a tool10. Queer 

ethnography as a methodology is not merely the study of queer ‘fields’ or subjectivities. While 

queer resists definition, as it is hinted in the previous section, queer theories and approaches work 

against normativity not only in the field of sexuality but increasingly in a multiplicity of axes of 

power. Queer within the methodology of ethnography challenges the conventions of the 

discipline by making visible and destabilizing power relations on different scales, starting with 

the positionality and the experience of the researcher and building up to relations of 

globalizations (Rooke 2010).   

The transnational aspect of queer ethnography, while questioning the dissemination of 

West-oriented identity categories, makes room to analyze the local LGBT formations. In relation 

to postcolonial theories, a queer ethnographic methodology rejects a linear dispersal of these 

identities as a colonial move. Instead it strives to capture queer as a “locationally contingent 

term” to understand the perpetually unstable queer becomings in relation to each other (Browne 

and Nash 2010). Queer ethnography, in that sense, actually frames this project as it defines the 

                                                     

10 In my research experience, the distinct boundaries and roles between the researcher and the 

locals were somewhat blurred due to my insider/outsider position to the ‘field’ as I was returning 

back ‘home’ to do my ‘field’ research.  
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logic between the theories deployed and methods implemented. It helped me form the guiding 

questions that I needed as a part of the field. 

A major issue I needed to address was the tension between difference and similitude in 

ethnographic research.  In a process problematized by Tom Boellstorff the search for authenticity 

puts the emphasis on difference rather than similitude (2007b). As a result similarities are not 

sought for, ignored when they are encountered, or evaluated as signs that the local group are 

copies of the original.  The researcher is to look for differences that are specific to those groups; 

differences that mark them as the other of an unnamed category that is cast as the original by this 

process11. One of the aims of the ‘new queer studies’ as defined by Martin Manalansan is to 

transgress this research attitude. Instead of resorting to redemptive narratives on globalization 

then, queer scholars need to study the local formations inflected by global relations (2003). 

Careful ethnographic research on non-conforming people who are not a part of Western 

neoliberal democracies consistently reveals hybrid identities created through identifications as 

well as disidentifications12 with Western identities (Muñoz 1999). These sutured subject 

formations exemplified in the “dubbing culture” by Boellstorff in his research on Indonesia show 

similarities to their counterparts elsewhere (2005a; 2005b). For example, Fatima El-Tayeb 

studying queer Muslims in Europe calls them “creole identities” (2012). In other words, 

populations that are cast as outsiders to the Western LGBT culture, regardless of where they are 

located, can only be understood by theories that capture multiple aspects of their lives. In this 

sense, studies regarding queers of color, indigenous and/or two-spirit identities, as well as the 

work on queer Muslims in the diaspora, have a theoretical kinship that feeds into a 

                                                     

11 This attitude is very much in line with the process of othering explained in Chapter II. 

Derrida’s analysis shows the significant role difference plays in the structuralist meaning making 

process marking one category as subordinate and constructing a binary opposition. 
12 Muñoz explains how people of color selectively identify with aspects of the dominant LGBT 

culture.  
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methodological connection since the way we study them requires attention to interlocking axes of 

power13.  

The theory of intersectionality, then, is at the heart of this project. Occupying an 

intersectional subject position in a third world Muslim majority country, such as Turkey, I 

wondered, how my participants would define the privileged subject at the center. Audre Lorde in 

“Age, Race, Class, and Sex: Women Redefining Difference” suggests redefining differences not 

in simplistic opposition to each other but in new ways (1984: 123): “Somewhere, on the edge of 

our consciousness, there is what I call a mythical norm, which each one of us within our hearts 

knows “that is not me.” In America this norm is usually defined as white, thin, male, young, 

heterosexual, christian14, and financially secure” (1984: 114). In my project, I strived to identify 

this mythical norm in Turkey and without posing the question, one of my gay activist participants 

claimed: “Heterosexual, middle class, Turkish, cisgender men in Turkey have it all!” and so 

identified the proper citizen of the republic.  In this light, I strived to reveal the privileges and 

oppressions my participants experienced based on the locations they occupy within multiple axes 

of power,  

Intersectionality is a feminist sociological theory first highlighted by Kimberlé Crenshaw 

(1989) with the claim that the forms of oppression experienced as 'race', class, gender, sexuality 

and nations are linked to each other. In her study on black women, she claimed that negative 

definitions of black womanhood imposed from outside have acted as obstacles to black women's 

development. The world views created by black women have been generated out of the need for 

self-definition, and with the aim of working toward social justice. Many of the experiences they 

face are not subsumed within the traditional boundaries of ‘race’ or gender discrimination as 

                                                     

13 One major difference that marks my participants is the role of religion. Islam is not presented in 

terms of the doctrine or its interpretation but analyzed as it seeps into the field. Although 

participants do not call themselves Muslim since unless one is an Islamist there is no need to state 

that in a Muslim majority country. Also, there is a laic public space discipline among many 

people in the country.  
14As a typical play of language Lorde did not capitalize the word Christian in the original.  
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these boundaries are currently understood, and that the intersection of racism and sexism factors 

into black women's lives in ways that cannot be captured wholly by looking at the ‘race’ or 

gender dimensions of those experiences separately.  

Recently the theory of intersectionality has received critique for not making enough room 

for constant shifts in power relations including discriminatory and privileging practices.  Jasbir 

Puar, for example, relies on interlocking axes of power but utilizes the model of assemblage to 

make room for the fluidity and the constant change through ties of affect interlocking, indeed 

constitutive, axes of power (2007). According to Puar, the tension between the sexual citizenship 

framework which follows a rights based approach and the line of analysis that deems such a 

strategy as liberal seductions under neoliberal capitalism is a “fatigued debate” based on 

resistance and opposition. 

I seek to exhume the convivial relations between queerness and militarism, 

securitization, war, terrorism, surveillance technologies, empire, torture, 

nationalism, globalization, fundamentalism, secularism, incarceration, detention, 

deportation and neoliberalism: the tactics, strategies, and logistics of our 

contemporary war machines. (2007: XIV) 

As much as I acknowledge Puar’s concern, I am of the idea that we can still use intersectionality 

without getting caught up in that stagnant debate. The influence of temporality, specifically in a 

country where the political climate is going through rapid changes, inevitably brings fluidity to 

research.  

With this methodological framework in mind, I tentatively formulated the following research 

questions: 

 Have sexual dissidents in Turkey conceived or formed any ‘queer’ or LGBT communities 

within the local or global contexts? Do they have a sense of belonging to these 

‘imagined’ communities? 

 What types of affinity ties and networks have sexual dissidents in Turkey established?  

 How is citizenship sexualized in Turkey? Who are proper citizens and who is left out of 

the discourses for being proper citizens? What is the form of heteropatriarchy in Turkey? 

 How does Turkey relate to homonationalism?  

 Are sexual dissidents in Turkey involved in the practice of mothering? In what ways? 

 How do sexual dissidents with children cope with heteropatriarchy and the hegemonic 

discourses on motherhood and sexuality? 
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To answer these questions, I designed a multifaceted research in which I brought together data 

from multiple sources: Ethnographic field research that involved participant observation in 

Ankara, Istanbul, and Izmir for four months in 2011 between May and August, focus group 

interviews with LGBT activists, and in-depth interviews with sexual dissidents with children. I 

also conducted an unplanned interview with a trans-mother. She is a woman whom members of 

the LGBT community call mother. Based on her narrative, the practice of trans-mothering in 

Turkey is a disappearing custom and she was the only trans-mother I met in the ‘field’15. 

Discourse analysis of the gathered material such as pamphlets, articles, news items, and chants in 

rally and pride walks also helped me in the analysis stage. 

Five focus group interviews with LGBT activists brought together the voice of 18 

activists most of whom talked out of their experience for years working in the field. Some of 

these activists were professional as employees of the organizations working on specific projects 

while others were activist volunteers. The organizations that generously made time for those 

interviews are Kaos GL and Pink Life in Ankara, Black Pink Triangle16 in Izmir and Istanbul 

LGBT Solidarity in Istanbul. Since there is no autonomous women’s organization, I conducted a 

focus group with women who struggled to establish a women’s LGBT feminist group in Ankara. 

On the other hand, it was not possible to conduct a separate focus group interview with Kurdish 

LGBT activists, since they disbanded their group located in Diyarbakir before I arrived in Turkey. 

There were Kurdish participants in the other groups and I was able to have informal 

conversations with the members of the disbanded group Hevjin in Ankara and Istanbul. Each 

focus group interview lasted about two to three hours. All the interviews took place in the cultural 

centers run by these organizations while the women’s group invited me to a coffee house where 

they usually gathered.  

                                                     

15 Mother of the house is a practice not unknown to the Western audience as it was captured by 

the director in the famous documentary Paris is Burning. The decision to conduct this interview 

will be explained further in the chapter.  
16 Pembe Hayat in Ankara and Siyah Pembe Ucgen in Izmir. 
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I conducted ten semi-structured interviews with sexual dissident parents. Each interview 

lasted from an hour to three hours. Some of the parents invited me to their homes while others 

met me in public places such as parks or cafeterias. I digitally recorded all the interviews with the 

(oral) consent of my participants and refrained from taking notes during the interviews. Although 

I had a set of questions, they were tentative, I rephrased the questions according to the 

participants’ responses and sometimes life stories. Each had a unique experience to share with me 

and their narratives brought extra questions.  

As an insider17 to the ‘field’ I was revisiting, I faced a set of unexpected challenges. I felt 

the need to take a distance. My eyes and ears were so familiar to those conversations that I could 

easily take a significant sign for granted. To keep myself grounded, I relied on taking notes. I also 

listened to the interviews multiple times during and after the field to catch phrases as well as 

signs that my familiar eyes and ears would be missing important clues my participants were 

telling me about.  

The ethnographic component of the project involved me to attend LGBT events as a 

“participant observer”. Each time I attended an event, unless it was already open to public, I 

informed the group about my attendance and asked for their permission. It was flawless in the 

sense that nobody voiced any concerns regarding my presence. At one point I started to get 

worried because I was already an insider to those groups and maybe they should be made aware 

again and again that this time it was different: I was there for research purposes. The aim of the 

researcher is to be unobtrusive to the extent possible. While the presence of the researcher is 

going to alter the field in one way or another, we need to take this fact into consideration during 

the analysis stage. In my research process though, I got worried for almost the opposite reasons: 

my participants could be revealing too much since some of them were already used to my 

                                                     

17 I consider myself an insider since I was involved with LGBT activism in Turkey between the 

years 1997 and 2008. At the time, we did not use the word activist since we were all volunteers. 

As it will be explained in Chapter V, there were no official LGBT groups in the country. I was 

affiliated with Kaos GL in Ankara on a volunteer basis.  
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presence while the people I met recently most probably did not perceive me as an outsider or as 

an “akademik18”, I was treated like “a baci19 [sis or sister] doing some academic work”. Then I 

brought the topic up during a conversation with one my participants after an in-depth interview; 

that maybe she was revealing too much. She told me “you should be the judge on what to include 

in your work. I trust you on that.” Yet it was a heavy burden especially with the rising 

authoritarian conservatism in the country and in relation to growing surveillance regimes that 

target the dissidents. What to reveal or not in the writing stage was the biggest challenge of this 

project and I paid specific attention to move out all the determining information about sexual 

dissident parents.  

There were also times during the research that I took unplanned turns and followed my 

‘gut feelings’ as a researcher. One such incidence was my unplanned interview with Mother 

Birgul. She is an amazing personality, a trans-mother whom I had been acquainted with for years. 

She has been in the camia20 for decades. A large number of LGBT activists and sexual dissidents 

call her mother and she treats those people in a maternal manner. I asked her to tell me about the 

story of that and she agreed to have an interview. I had no predetermined questions, but tried to 

steer the conversation on themes of mothering in camia and the past and the present (if they are 

separable at all) of the movement. I decided to use that in my project and embedded her account 

in the fifth chapter, you will read some of her stories entangled with the history of the LGBT 

movement in Turkey.  

I started listening to the interviews when I was already in the ‘field’. All the interviews 

were conducted in Turkish, which is my first language. I transcribed the interviews as a second 

stage and went through them multiple times to determine the key words and themes. I brought 

                                                     

18 Academician is a usual presence in those cycles. The organizations usually have established 

mechanisms to regulate their relations with such investigators. Ironically, I was also a part of the 

committee during my “activist’ work trying to formulate our policies. 
19 Baci is the common word for sister also used in Lubunca. See Chapter 5.  
20 The imagined community of sexual dissidents in Turkey. For further explanations see Chapter 

5. 
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sections together using these themes and my initial research questions. I translated the quotations 

into English at the very last stage of bringing them together with my field notes and literature 

review.   

The literature review which was written before the fieldwork was revised accordingly. It 

shaped which parts received more emphasis. While the original plan for the literature review was 

to cover the formations of queer families and alternative kin networks as well as same sex 

families, the dynamics of the field altered the focus. I have not been able to reach any same sex 

couples who have conceived or adopted a child together. Although some couples have voiced 

their plans and dreams, all the children in this project are born as a result of heterosexual 

relations. Thus, I put more emphasis on the notion of family, the symbolic meaning of mothering, 

and the specific meaning of the concepts in Turkey as they relate more closely with the 

experiences of my participants. This approach also provided the ideational tools to think about the 

lack of couples who have children together. To my surprise the central role of the family of origin 

came to the fore in the processes of whether to have a child. The family appeared as a control 

mechanism, even an impediment, for sexual dissident people who wanted to have children.  

I did not use the word “mother” as a stable category but emphasized the process of being 

the care giver to a child regardless of identity categories. I designed my research from the 

beginning to be inclusive of multiple genders. “Mothering,” as I borrowed from Rich, had the 

potential to be uncoupled from gender. Still I used it as queer mothering since putting the 

emphasis on the act of providing care to a child disrupts many of the assumptions that surround 

the institution of motherhood. I altered the word mothering with parenting from time to time but 

it was never turned into fathering partially due to the differences attached to these two care giving 

roles; mothers being cast as primary care givers and fathers being more detached from the 

process. Also, analik etmek (literally mothering) is an idiom in Turkish that expresses the 
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potential of the act of care-giving. In that sense, mothering as a term made more sense to my 

participants.  

Before I turn to the synopsis of the chapters to provide a roadmap for the dissertation, I 

would like to briefly mention the academic work to date in regards to sexual dissidence in 

Turkey. While it is possible to talk about the proliferation of such work today, up until 2010 

academic studies on the topic were rare and even today there is a striking lack of studies on 

family issues and experiences of female identifying sexual dissidents. Pinar Selek’s study, 

Maskeler Süvariler Gacılar, was a pioneering work. It was published in 2001 and told a violent 

story of gentrification that took place in Istanbul when sex worker trans women were banished 

from their neighborhoods under the guise of protecting public morality. Eşcinsel Erkekler 

(Hocaoğlu 2002), Eşcinsel Kadınlar (Özbay and Soydan 2003) were both based on interviews 

with LGB people. In the meantime one MA thesis on ‘Turkish’ men who have sex with men 

came out in Canada. Tarik Bereket (2003), under the supervision of Barry Adams, scrutinized the 

“sexual behavior of Turkish male sexual minorities”. Another considerably early work is 

Lubunya: Transseksüel Kimlik ve Beden [Lubunya: Transexual Identity and the Body] that was 

published again in the form of interviews (Berghan 2007). Elcin Kurbanoglu (2010) looked into 

the LGBT movement in Turkey through her MA thesis. Her careful analysis of the LGBT 

movement transcends the expectations of an MA thesis. After 2010 we can talk about diverse foci 

in academic work on LGBT people in Turkey. Queer literature with a special focus on issues of 

sexuality such as the special issue of Cogito Cinsel Yönelimler ve Queer Kuram (2011), Cinsellik 

Muamması (Çakırlar and Delice 2012), and Queer Tahayyül (Güçlü and Yardımcı 2013) brought 

together original articles with translations of major texts from the Western countries. Nowadays, 

academic publications on queer issues are spearheaded by KAOS GL’s publication of the first 

academic journal in Turkey published since 2014: KaosQueer+: Queer Calismalari Dergisi. Not 

much work has focused exclusively on the concept of family or mothering. While it is possible to 
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come across multiple articles and narratives about the institution of family including ‘coming out’ 

stories to parents and kin, “Bozuk Aile” in Cinsellik Muamması and my article in Fe Feminist 

Journal, “The Construction of Heteropatriarchal Family and Dissident Sexualities in Turkey” 

(Baba 2011) were the first academic studies. This was followed by an MA thesis written by Sema 

Merve Is in 2012.  

The two academic projects that are specifically germane to my research on queer 

mothering in Turkey are the above mentioned MA thesis by Is (2102) and the dissertation by 

Evren Savci (2011). While the former puts the focus on queer parents, the latter has a broader 

perspective. Both Is and Savci aim to capture and analyze the national gender and sexuality 

system. Savci focuses on the "quite history of hetero-normalizing" that she argues was central to 

the formation of the modern Turkish nation-state (43). While I agree with her analysis in regards 

to the state trying to maintain its silence in the face of queer acts or identities that would disrupt 

the binary gender/sex system, I am of the idea that the word “quiete” does not reveal the violence 

that this broad project entailed. Instead, by using the concept of heteropatriarchy, I would like to 

take a more intersectional analytic approach. The aim here is not only to underline the links 

between the violence of patriarchy and homo/transphobia but also to state that 

heteronormativity/cisnormativity and patriarchy function as interlocking systems of power in the 

modernization project of Turkey. They are entangled to the extent that they function as one. Yet 

this does not mean that the two axes of power cannot act in contradictory ways or that they are 

immune to change. I also do not lose sight of the violence caused by neoliberal capitalism and the 

rising authoritarianism in the country with the intensification of already present political divides.   

1.3 Synopsis of Chapters  

In this chapter, I introduce the project from a broader perspective and explicate the methodology 

as well as the research design. I conclude by presenting a synopsis of the chapters. 
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Chapter 2 entitled “On Mothering: Mothering through Stories” presents a social history 

of mothering through a selection of narratives on mothering. The emphasis is on the feminist 

analysis of mothering as opposed to the patriarchal institution of motherhood. By deriving from 

western theories about mothering, the chapter strives to capture what mothering means. I start 

with a seminal text by Adrianne Rich:  Of Woman Born (1976). This foundational feminist work 

on mothering that establishes the differences between the experience and the institution of 

patriarchal motherhood was brought up by a couple of my participants as well. I summarize the 

binary logic at the roots of modernization that casts women/mother as the Other and discuss the 

essentialist and essentialising aspects of motherhood. After a brief discussion of psychoanalysis, I 

turn to the French Feminist, Luce Irigaray, who tried to add women to the symbolic world of 

psychoanalytic theory. The post-structural critique of Foucault and Butler open up the terrains of 

gender and sexuality to further and more radical questioning by bringing constructionism into the 

debate. The chapter concludes with a discussion of the features of queer mothering. While this 

chapter functions as an enquiry into the historicity of mothering, it also presents the major 

theories behind the discussions of identity and the essentialist notions of identities as stable 

locations for subject formation processes.  

While Chapter 2 looks into western narratives about motherhood, Chapter 3: “Mothers of 

the Nation” surveils three local narratives of motherhood from different eras. Through these 

stories it weaves the threads that inform and inflect the current understandings of motherhood. By 

centering on motherhood in the Turkish Republic, the chapter presents an analysis of the 

sex/gender system in the country as a post-imperial nation state. The construction of the 

heteropatriarchal family via a strictly bi-polar sex/gender system is followed in the chapter 

starting with the origin myth for the Turkish nation; the story of Asena. The chapter then takes a 

central mother figure from the Ottoman Empire era and tells the sacralised position of mothers 

through the Valide Sultan or Queen Mother. The privileged position of family and roles of 
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women in relation to the nationalist ideology in the early times of the TR are presented. The last 

section of the chapter analyzes the shifts in the gender/sex system of the country under the 

neoliberal and neo-conservative governance of the Islamist party that has been in power since 

2003. Reproductive rights in Turkey for women and LGBTs are being targeted and regulated in 

increasingly more overt forms. Pro-natalist policies of the government such as the political 

discourse to encourage at least three children per family and the initiative to ban abortion are 

brought together in juxtaposition to the repression of sexual dissent.   

Chapter 4 entitled ‘Queer Transnational:  Can the Queer Muslim Speak?’ tells a more 

contemporary story about motherhood, the story of Yunus, a little boy of Turkish origin taken 

from his biological parents and given to a lesbian couple for foster care in the Netherlands. When 

the Turkish government demanded that Yunus be returned to his biological parents a diplomatic 

row between the two states ensued. The chapter discusses the event as a moment in the ever-

growing cleft between Turkey and the European Union and argues that homophobia and 

Islamophobia, the two concepts widely in circulation, to analyze the case constitute a part of the 

problem. The deployment of sexual citizenship as the ultimate symbol of modernity in the 

Western neoliberal democracies that feeds into the attribution of homophobia to Muslim 

immigrants is discussed in relation to the extension of gender exceptionalism into sexual 

exceptionalism as an imperial turn. 

Chapter 5: “The LGBT Movement in Turkey: ‘We are a big and colourful family’” ‘starts 

with a brief history of the LGBT Movement in Turkey over the last three decades. The demands 

and achievements of the movement are narrated along with the data from the in-depth interview 

with a trans-mother, a trans woman whom many sexual dissidents call mother. She has been 

active in the camia since the 1970s. The chapter analyzes the process of NGOization in the 

country and presents the challenges the association form of organizing brings to the movement. 

The sexual dissident networks in the country and the ties that bring their ‘imagined community’ 
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together are scrutinized. It proceeds by presenting an overview of the LGBT scene in Turkey in 

2011 through the faces of the protesters in the pride walk in Istanbul and the march against 

homophobia in Ankara. The events are treated as still frames of the camia with its allies, which I 

call family photos. The findings of the focus group interviews with the LGBT activists in Turkey 

along with participant observation findings of the pride week events in Istanbul and the 

International Gathering against Homophobia in Ankara frame the chapter. 

Chapter 6, “Bargaining with Hetero-patriarchy: Queer Mothering in Turkey”, looks into 

the heteropatriarchal sex/gender system in Turkey through the experiences of sexual dissident 

parents. The analysis is inspired by Deniz Kandiyoti’s seminal article “Bargaining with 

Patriarchy” (1988) in which she looks into the negotiations of women with patriarchy. The 

findings of the in-depth interviews with parents reveal their sense of belonging to the camia, ties 

to the movement and the injuries they bear through feeling left out or partially included along 

with their interpretation of what it means to be a ‘sexual dissident’ and how this relates to 

mothering a child in Turkey. Their coping strategies to deal with the disconnect between their 

lives as parents and sexual dissidents, namely their heteropatriarchal bargains, are put into the 

context of their daily lives.  

The last chapter concludes the dissertation by summarizing the findings of the research 

with an explication of the current crisis of heteropatriarchy in Turkey. The theoretical 

contributions of this study are explained and the sexual dissidence model of analysis is outlined.  
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Chapter 2 On Mothering: Mothering through Stories 

In the current global context we are witnessing the rise of conservative political parties 

reinvigorating the discourse of “family values” along with the proliferation of family forms in the 

Western neoliberal democracies including but not limited to gay, lesbian, trans or bisexual 

families. These new forms of family involve shifts in mothering practices that seem to stand in 

contradiction to the former trend. However, primary form of parenting is still cast as mothering. 

In this chapter, I return to some of the foundational theories on mothering. The chapter grounds 

the dissertation in foundational theories in terms of parenting and elucidates why primary 

parenting is imagined as a gendered process, named as mothering in a restrictive manner while 

fathering does not receive as much emphasis.  

As it has been problematized over the last couple of decades, foundational theories are 

inhibited by Eurocentric values and they pay scant attention to the “constitutive outside” that 

determines the norms at the center. When the subject is family and mothering, the constitutive 

outside is too broad to specify. The distinction between the center and the outside also determines 

who gets to mother and who is prevented from the practice. It is not possible to reach a final 

analysis on mothering since it is a patriarchal institution imposed on some women while other 

women are kept a drift, which turns it into a privilege that divides women’s’ experiences. Rather 

than the subjects who engage in mothering, the emphasis is on the reproduction of the family 

form whose race is unmarked, whose economic survival is not determined by class, whose 

sovereignty is not questioned by their national status. The aim of the chapter is to present the 

history behind current forms of analysis. Besides, I contend that by going over the mechanisms 

creating the m-other, I also explain how the constitutive outside is determined.  

I approach the practice of mothering from different perspectives and search for an 

emancipation of mothers from the social expectations of motherhood by looking into the 

reproductive labor of women. After discussing the significance of the essentialism versus 
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constructionism debate in the context of feminism, I turn to the conceptualization of mothering in 

Of Woman Born (1976), one of the foundational and most cited feminist books on mothering. The 

next section of the chapter examines psychoanalysis and the symbolic meanings of being a 

mother, which includes efforts to create a place for women in the symbolic universe of 

psychoanalysis. Poststructuralist analysis on gender and family follow. In the last section, I 

examine the literature on queer mothering and consider the possibility of establishing 

emancipating forms of mothering as opposed to essentialist impositions of motherhood. The 

chapter upholds that there are endless ways to become a mother and engage in the practice of 

mothering. Theories on mothering should accommodate different locations and multiplicities. 

Thus, in this project, mothering is taken as a performance that people from any gender can engage 

and perform in multiple ways.  

 

2.1 Feminism and Mother 

Before we turn to the various theoretical debates surrounding women’s sexual identities and 

reproduction, we need to put the concept of mothering into historical context as it has been 

analyzed by feminists. Under the rule of patriarchy in many cultures, having a child is what 

makes a woman; it is often considered the essence of being a woman to the extent that other than 

meeting the need for reproduction, the woman is denied a sexual identity. Her desire is 

suppressed by the authority of patriarchy, namely the rule of the father. Feminist theory and 

activism has paid specific attention to the role of mothering in women’s lives and as a result of 

women’s efforts through generations women are defining their sexual identities and reclaiming 

their rights to mother on their own terms.  

First of all, the widespread use of effective, female-controlled contraception and the 

availability of safe abortion have provided the majority of chiefly white and north/western 

women with a chance to make their reproductive choices starting in the 1960s. Most of the 
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feminist texts by women after that period are written in a context where the availability of 

contraception changed sex for women who had access to those technologies (Murphy 2012). 

Second, becoming a mother is not taken as an experience of some women only  but  as a central 

experience not only for women who actually mother but also for the ‘others’ who choose not to, 

or who cannot have a child.  

Feminists of different persuasions have analyzed and approached mothering through 

differing and even contradicting ways. Liberal feminism sought the emancipation of women 

through empowerment especially as a result of education and employment. They have struggled 

for the rights of women mostly in the public sphere or the rights that would help them get out of 

the private sphere. Radical feminists, in their emphasis on the body, centralized on the role of 

reproduction. With their motto “personal is political”, they argued that male domination is 

universal. Some radical feminists like Shulamith Firestone were of the idea that motherhood was 

barbaric and the salvation was to be found within science, like an artificial womb, while some 

later radical feminists glorified it as an enriching experience. 

No matter how much educational, legal, and political equality women 

achieve and no matter how many women enter public industry, nothing 

fundamental will change for women as long as natural reproduction 

remains the rule and artificial or assisted reproduction the exception. 

Natural reproduction is neither in women’s best interests nor in those of 

the children so reproduced. The joy of giving birth- invoked so 

frequently in this society- is a patriarchal myth. In fact, pregnancy is 

barbaric, and natural childbirth is at best necessary and tolerable and at 

worst it is like shitting a pumpkin. (Firestone cited in O’Reilly 2014: 

n.p.) 

 

One of the reasons why most radical feminists were against the idea of motherhood was that it 

has been imposed on women in restrictive ways where there are certain assumptions about 

mothers:  Every woman is expected to give birth and take care of the baby herself. She is 

expected to know how to take care of the baby inherently. If she listens to her female ‘nature’, all 

the duties associated with motherhood will flow perfectly. The needs of the baby take priority 

over the woman’s, and like all mothers, she is altruistic in mystical and beyond-human ways. She 
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takes ultimate satisfaction from her baby. Furthermore, motherhood becomes a stable identity 

under patriarchy. Once a mother, she is always a mother; as if motherhood is the final step of 

being a woman and there is no turning back. She is expected to behave in certain ways varying 

from culture to culture even after her child is grown up. These assumptions vary from society to 

society but, according to radical feminists, in each culture there are similar assumptions which 

result in several expectations from mothers. The women themselves might also hold similar 

assumptions and experience frustrations with these social expectations due to their own different 

practices of mothering (Tong 1998: 81). 

Materialist feminist analysis looks into the issue of becoming a mother through its 

implications instead of blaming or glorifying it. For example, socialist feminists problematized 

the issue of women’s labour at home and in the field of reproduction. They questioned why 

reproduction is considered less valuable than production and why it does not generate income like 

production relations that are remunerated at the market. They demanded the socialization of child 

care.  

Motherhood was also problematized since it constrained women to the private sphere. 

Through the efforts of feminists who questioned the binary construction of public and private 

spheres, they started devising their policies to overcome it. While it is not possible to claim that 

the public-private dichotomy has been overcome, we know that the reproductive labour of women 

can be appropriated more easily because it is assumed to take place mostly in the private sphere 

and is seen as an extension of a naturalized reproduction.  Today, home-based or part-time work 

for women is popular under global capitalism. It is easier to exploit the labour in the private 

sphere and these workers are less likely to get organized; regardless of how alienated they are 

from their labour and product (Mohanty 1988).  Today, one of the most central strategies of 

materialist feminist analysis seems to be blurring the lines between public and private by getting 
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men to take more responsibilities in the private sphere while encouraging women to work outside 

the house. 

The mainstream feminist movement received a lot of criticism for making universal 

claims about women and excluding black, lesbian, indigenous and/or third world feminists. These 

feminists, who are cast as the constitutive outside of the whiteness at the center, revolted against a 

universal form of feminism, defined as sisterhood, which excluded the experiences of women 

who were not white, heterosexual or middle-class and did not mention the sometimes conflicting 

interests of women groups. Especially black women in America argued that their experiences 

were left out of feminist demands and differences among women were denied. The understanding 

of mothering from this perspective contradicts the experiences of white, middle-class women.  

…motherHOOD is a status granted by patriarchy to white middle-class 

women, those women whose legal rights to their children are never 

questioned, regardless of who does the labor of keeping them alive. 

MotherING is another matter, a possible action, the name for that 

nurturing work, that survival dance, worked by enslaved women who 

were forced to breastfeed the children of the status mothers while 

having no control over whether their birth or chosen children were sold 

away. Mothering is a form of labor worked by immigrant nannies like 

my grandmother who mothered wealthy white kids in order to send 

money to Jamaica for my mother and her brothers who could not afford 

the privilege of her presence. Mothering is worked by chosen and 

accidental mentors who agree to support some growing unpredictable 

thing called future. Mothering is worked by house mothers in ball 

culture who provide spaces of self-love and expression for/ as queer 

youth of color in the street. What would it mean for us to take the word 

“mother” less as a gendered identity and more as a possible action, a 

technology of transformation that those people who do the most 

mothering labor are teaching us right now?  (Gumbs 2016: 23) 

 

One of the central areas of contestation became the critiques of mothering and family by 

mainstream feminists. Some feminist women of color and Third World feminists argued that the 

view that marks family only as a field of oppression for women was white-centric and did not 

apply to women of intersectional positions of marginalization. For them, family is where they 

find solidarity at the face of the discrimination they face in the general society. The emancipation 
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for these feminists is to take place with their families and/or communities, not despite or against 

them. The intersectional analysis that women of color, especially black feminists as explained in 

the first chapter, brought to the feminist analysis altered feminism by expanding its purview.  

 

2.2 Motherhood versus Mothering  

In her famous book Of Woman Born (1976), Adrienne Rich wrote about her own experiences of 

mothering and criticized the patriarchal system for alienating woman to their own experiences. 

She clarified the difference between motherhood and mothering as such:  

I try to distinguish between two meanings of motherhood, one 

superimposed on the other: the potential relationship of any woman to 

her powers of reproduction and to children; and the institution, which 

aims at ensuring that that potential-and all women- shall remain under 

male control. (13)  

 

Rich makes the distinction between motherhood and mothering that made it easier for women to 

reclaim their own experiences. This has become highly popular among feminists writing on the 

topic. For her, motherhood is a powerless responsibility but it has the potential to be taken back.  

The medicalization of mothering in the 20th century is one of the important themes in Of 

Woman Born. Rich takes the issue in the broader context of alienation of women to her body and 

being appropriated as the passive object of medical practices. She strongly asserts that the process 

of pregnancy and giving birth need to be reclaimed by women.  For her, this passive suffering and 

pain is related to the concept of mother-woman and rationalized in Christianity by the sin of Eve. 

The mother is passive in the object position and the total surrender of the mother to the 

obstetrician marks the experience of giving birth for most women even today. Being a woman has 

been identified with suffering and sacrifice throughout history. 

Following birth comes the nurturing of the baby, Rich explains. Other than providing 

care, it is the mothers’ duty to indoctrinate patriarchal values in their children and failure to do so 

will result in the maladjustment of the child. One might take the risk of raising a child against the 
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values of the society since women also provide models for their children. Rich also mentioned the 

importance of mother-daughter relations. Motherhood turns women into passive mothers and 

daughters might develop a phobia of becoming like their mothers. The fear of one’s mother and 

the fear of becoming her or:  

Matrophobia can be seen as a womanly splitting of the self, in the desire 

to become purged once and for all of our mothers’ bondage, to become 

individuated and free. The mother stands for the victim in ourselves, the 

unfree woman, the martyr. Our personalities seem dangerously to blur 

and overlap with our mothers’; and, in a desperate attempt to know 

where mother ends and daughter begins, we perform radical surgery. 

(Rich: 236) 

 

Rich came out as a lesbian the same year she published the book and proceeded with her poetry. 

Writing about her own experiences of motherhood and mothering helped her find her own voice. 

In 1978, she published a highly provocative article, “Compulsory Heterosexuality and the 

Lesbian Continuum”, and suggested that lesbianism was the practice to the theory of feminism. If 

women do not want to take part in patriarchy, they should invest in each other and create bonds 

which she cast as the lesbian continuum. In that sense, a woman can become a lesbian because of 

her feminist determinations and her relations to women do not have to involve sexual intimacy. 

While, she obliterated the role of sexuality for lesbianism with this account, it also posed sexual 

orientation as an area open to change for all women, not an issue that concerns “sexual 

minorities” as lesbians were called at the time.  

After a ten year separation from the book, Rich wrote a new introduction for the tenth 

year edition. This text can be seen as a reflection of what happened within those ten years 

pertaining to the issues of mothering and motherhood. In 1986 Rich wrote “little has changed and 

much has changed”. These years are marked by the fall of the welfare state in the U.S., which 

effected women disproportionally especially poor mothers. Within those ten years, Rich never 

ceased to be a part of the women’s movement. She witnessed the erosion of the hard earned rights 

of women and the debates around abortion raged as ever as well as the exclusionary attitudes 
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against lesbians in the feminist communities.  A ten-year older Rich is more cautious with her 

choice of vocabulary. She does not use patriarchy as a catchall phrase and she tries to be more 

inclusive in her speech. She mentions the experiences of women of color and lesbians. Today 

feminists still rely on her distinction and it is still utilized among feminists. While the editors of a 

recent feminist collection, Revolutionary Mothering, stick to Rich’s wording they define 

mothering more broadly as “the practice of creating, nurturing, affirming, and supporting life” 

(2016: XV), some other feminists take her distinction as a basis for their scholarship.   

The patriarchal ideology of motherhood makes  mothering deeply 

oppressive to women because it requires the repression or denial of the 

mother’s own selfhood; as well it assigns mothers all the responsibility 

but gives them no real power from which to mother. (O’Reilly 2008: 

10) 
  

In the light of the feminist work that attempts to recuperate mothering from the patriarchal 

institution of motherhood from Rich, I will look into some qualities for an emancipating 

experience of mothering. I will utilize the four qualities of feminist mothering as listed by Andrea 

O’Reilly, a well-established feminist scholar in the field of motherhood studies who coined the 

term matricentric feminism, or mother- centered feminism (2014). O’Reilly, who is also a mother 

of three, writes about her own experiences as a feminist mother and argues that there is a need for 

a separate feminist branch for the identity of mother to analyze the marginalization of mothers 

from an intersectional perspective. She engages in a dialogue with Rich through Of Woman Born. 

For her, Rich constructs feminist mothering as a negation of patriarchal motherhood so that it is 

no longer oppressive or limiting to women (O’Reilly 2007: 796). As they are listed in her article 

the basic qualities of feminist mothering affirm the agency, authority, authenticity, and autonomy 

of the mother.   

Agency refers to the subject position of the mother in child caring responsibilities. The 

mother is actively involved in decisions and mothering. The responsibilities are shared and the 

partners are also involved. Those mothers are able to maintain a life outside, including 
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employment or activism. Anti-sexist child rearing and empowerment of women are the two points 

O’Reilly emphasizes the most and since the former is bound to the latter it needs to be given 

priority. It is linked to social change and should not be considered only for the sake of the child 

but for the women’s own lives, otherwise, the strategies of putting the child at the center will 

backfire in the long run. Mothers should be able to make demands for themselves without 

legitimizing it by relating it to the good of the child.  

Authority of the mother is related to the power relations around the house. Rich states the 

need for feminist mothering and adds that women should be able to mother from a position of 

power. She points to the possibility of empowering mothering that is satisfactory for women. The 

motherhood under patriarchy isolates women and imposes feelings of guilt by presenting 

unachievable ideals for women. It is impossible to reach the ideals presented to women as ‘good 

mothers’.  The quality of authenticity relies on the fact that each person mothers in a different 

way.  In the context of her own life she makes choices and creates new meanings from what is 

available to her.  The last quality on O’Reilly’s list is autonomy. This point has also been one of 

the most emphasized qualities over the literature on mothering.  Rich calls for an identification of 

woman as other than mother and asks the mother not to be inhibited by her role as a mother or 

reduce herself to the maternal function. 

From a matricentric feminist perspective, O’Reilly claims that there is no room for 

essentialism in this kind of a mothering yet her approach analyses the practice as an identity and 

she pays scant attention to her wording by alternating between mothering and motherhood 

ignoring the difference from time to time. The use of the word mother as a verb makes room for 

different kinds of practices and breaks the hegemony of the patriarchal form of motherhood, by 

uncoupling it from the cisgender female bodies who are able to give birth. Different forms of 

mothering are acclaimed by the use of that word such as mothering by males, or non-heterosexual 

couples or groups of people. While the four qualities she lists for empowering mothers from a 
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feminist perspective are meaningful and essential, they do not make room for gender and/or sex 

non-conforming people to engage in mothering. Mothering is an active process and through 

feminist mothering women should be able to make this experience a part of their stories despite 

the normative patriarchal expectations. Essentialism plays a central role and is worthy of further 

discussion.  

2.3 Mother: Essential or Constructed  

The concept of difference is indispensable to understand the central role of essentialism. Jacques 

Derrida’s analysis of logocentrism that explains the binary model of thinking as well as his 

deconstructive method are at the roots of this understanding. In his early work as presented in Of 

Grammatology, Derrida contended that “metaphysics of presence” 21 was at the center of the 

Western scientific tradition (1969). While criticizing foundational figures including Ferdinand de 

Saussure and Sigmund Freud, he actually brought a critique to the foundations of the Western 

thought. He claimed through his concept of logocentrism, or “logocentrism of sign”, that writing 

had always had primacy over speech since it entailed immediate presence (Bradley 2008). By 

problematizing the logic of understanding concepts in relation, or more specifically in opposition, 

to each other through the primary example of presence and lack (as it is applied to the primacy of 

speech and writing), the logic of logocentrism showcases the model for the construction of binary 

oppositions as the primary means of meaning making. While the two concepts are defined 

through each other, presence is always valued over absence. The lack defines the difference of the 

second or subordinated category of absence. Saussure’s structural account of signification 

explains the creation of meaning within language through semiotic relations. The sign is 

composed of the signified, the real world object, and the signifier, the phonemic item which refers 

to the object. Derrida problematized the arbitrariness of the relationship between the signifier and 

                                                     

21 A logic that Western scientific thought inherited from monotheistic religion that centered on 

the presence of God as the foundational idea, the organizing principle.  
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the signified. If the signifying relation is not caused by any essential qualities of the signifier then 

signifiers gain meaning only in relation to each other (Derrida 1968; Bradley 2008). 

The construct of binary opposition, though, already includes its demise within itself. In 

other words, binary oppositions are not perfect and they are already dissolving themselves (Royle 

2003/2013). Through deconstruction, Derrida argues, a careful analysis, what he calls an 

‘immanent critique’, can reveal the contradictions and internal instabilities of the construct 

(Derrida 1997/1976: 105). This is not a process of inverting the hierarchy between the two 

concepts but disassociating them from each other and attaching new meanings to them to 

reconstruct them not as oppositional but separate entities. 

At the heart of essentialism lies the binary logic or thinking in dualisms. This tendency, 

as inherited from the tenants of enlightenment and heavily relied on even in the best examples of 

scientific world, creates a polarized worldview.  The binary construction of sex can be taken as an 

example. While man constitute the dominant category imbued with intellect, woman is 

characterized as lacking in these traits. Therefore she is the sexed category. Three significant 

features of the binary oppositions are useful in explicating how the process works. First, these 

binary constructs are jointly exhaustive, that is together they comprise the entire universe and no 

subject is left outside. Second, the two concepts are mutually exclusive. The subject can belong to 

one of the categories only. For the example of sex binary, it entails that one is either a woman or a 

man and no person is recognizable outside these two categories. And third, it is a relationship of 

domination/ hierarchy, in which one of the categories is defined by the difference, which names 

this difference as the lack of the features of the primary category. The former constitutes the 

norm/normal and difference marks ‘the other’22. To continue with the example of the man- 

                                                     

22Using terms in plural forms is one strategy to convey the message that one is trying not to be 

essentialist in suggesting that there is one natural way to carry a task. For example, when we say 

feminisms instead of feminism or when we talks about all genders instead of two, we are more 

being more inclusive. Although this is not enough, acknowledging differences and multiplicities 
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woman binary, man is the norm and woman is the category defined by the lack of phallus, the 

symbol of the male reproductive organ23. If the subject is male, sex might not be mentioned at all 

whereas if the subject is female sex is mentioned more frequently even if it has no relation to the 

context. The difference is usually naturalized (essentialized) and is presented as immune to 

change24.  

 The theory of essentialism has been widely debated among feminists for two main 

reasons. Initially, women including feminists, objected to a pervasive patriarchal culture that 

insisted on an essential role of women and their place in the world with the claims that it was the 

natural order of life. Women were getting constrained by the essence imposed on them not only 

as an ideal but the healthy way of subject formation through psychoanalysis, as it will be 

explained in the following section. Essentialism might as well be read as biological determinism 

that relies on the binary construct of the sexes and the association of women with the body as 

opposed to the association of the mind with the male. It is in this context that women have been 

reduced to their bodies in the patriarchal order. Through the appropriation of their bodies and 

reproductive potentials, women were alienated from their reproductive capacities and even used 

as exchange objects in a libidinal economy.  For some feminists, such as Luce Irigaray, if the 

body has been the arena of this exploitation, it could be utilized for its annihilation as well. The 

subordination through the body does not necessarily entail the idea that our bodies are not us or a 

                                                                                                                                                            

is a good start. For the argument at hand, the more central point lies in the way we conduct 

feminist analysis and get mobilized as women.  
23 The binary constructed between man and woman is maintained even in considerably later work. 

Lacan’s analysis of psychoanalysis goes beyond Freud’s original theory yet the subordination of 

woman was still maintained as will be explained in the following section.  
24 Within this opposition there is also a prescription to overcome the binary construction. If it is 

constructed it can also be deconstructed by carefully analyzing and scrutinizing the text, it is 

possible to show that the polarity is linguistically constructed. This way one reveals the story 

behind these categories and shows that it is finite. There is a beginning thus inevitably there will 

be an end. Deconstruction is also a tool or method that analyzes texts and strives to show the 

contradictions hidden within them. It is not a theory on its own.  
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part of us. It underlines the fact that, as women, our relations with our bodies have been 

problematic and we need to proclaim it back. 

Feminist Philosopher Diana Fuss defines essentialism as opposed to constructionism:  

“Essentialism is most commonly understood as a belief in the real, true essence of things, the 

invariable and fixed properties which define the “whatness” of a given entity” (Fuss 1989: XI). It 

is then the unchanging and irreducible essence that constitutes a person or a thing. 

“Constructionism (the position that differences are constructed, not innate) really operates as a 

more sophisticated form of essentialism” (Fuss 1989: XII).  Constructionism can turn into a trap 

when it is a part of an essentialism-constructionism oppositional divide.  In the nature - culture 

binary, assuming the body as unchanging would be essentialist. In more contemporary analyses, 

the bonds between nature and culture are less clear. Feminists proved the point that gender is 

socially constructed and it is subject to change but they took the analysis further. The social 

constitution of sex has also been established. The male and female biology are not so clear cut 

and well defined entities and they gain meaning thorough existing value systems. The way 

humans inhabit our bodies are defined as sexing the body and as it will be explicated further it is 

these repeated performances that constitute the subject.  

 

2.4 Mother in Psychoanalysis  

At the turn of the 19th century, the theory of Sigmund Freud that explained human psychic 

development gained significance. Freud’s account that explained the social repression of 

sexuality established itself as the objective scientific method of healthy human development. At 

the center of psychoanalysis, lied the story of the psychic development of the male child 

becoming a man. The M-other in that story was the first other that was cathected, yet always 

longed for, which is evaluated as a painful loss but a necessary step for the formation of the new 

subject.  
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The founding father of psychoanalysis looked into the processes of subject formation and 

told a very specific story of how a baby becomes a human within the nuclear form of family. 

“The Law of the Father” was taken as a universal given that applies to all cultures as the 

necessary organizing force that lies at the foundations of the social order25. The story of the 

female child was one of profound disappointment since she is marked by the lack of a penis, 

which inevitably resulted in envy (Greenberg and Mitchell 1983). This story, which has been torn 

down and deconstructed by feminists, gives the possibility of sexual satisfaction to women only 

in giving birth to a child, if possible a male child.  

The desire of the child for the mother, which is harnessed by the fear of the father and the 

fear of castration are the turning points for the normal development of the male child according to 

Freud (Bateman and Holmes 1995). He puts the penis at the center of the psychic universe and 

claims that there are two groups of people: the bearers of the penis and the ones who envy them. 

In his account of the Oedipus complex, Freud ignores the mother torn apart between the husband 

and the son, but the emphasis is on the killing of the father by the son.  

Jacques Lacan, another psychoanalyst who gained prominence through his claims of 

returning the theory back to its origins, was critical of Freud’s reliance on the body and he put the 

emphasis on language. Anatomy can be considered destiny according to Freud but for Lacan the 

signifying relationship determines the child’s destiny. In that sense he differs from Freud in the 

use of the symbolic order. The penis from Freud’s theory turns into a sign that signifies power in 

Lacan’s psychoanalysis and becomes powerfully symbolic. Lacan relies on the signification 

process as theorized by the structuralist linguist Ferdinand de Saussure, which was explicated in 

the previous section.  

                                                     

25 Fatima Mernissi in Beyond the Veil: Male-Female Dynamics in Modern Muslim Society (1985) 

provides another story for the establishment of law and order. She claims that women’s sexuality 

is taken under male control in Muslim societies. In this understanding, unlike psychoanalysis, 

women’s sexuality is acknowledged as active and dynamic yet it is viewed as a source of threat to 

the social order. 
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In the construction of the symbolic order, phallus has been cast as the master signifier. 

This phallocentrism has had material consequences as well.  In this libidinal economy, sexual 

desire is always male and the model is solely based on one sex. Analyzing female sexuality on the 

male model results in misconceptions. Since the phallus is the center and the male is its bearer, 

women are marked by the lack of it. The single sexual organ model based on male biology is 

blind to the woman’s body and the excess it bears. The vagina is considered the only sexual organ 

for the mature female as the counterpart of the male reproductive organ.  

For Lacan, woman exists only as a mother; she appears only in her relationship with the 

infant and only as the body that needs to be surpassed: “The mother is identified with a natural 

state that must be overcome for the subject to take up its place in the cultural realm” (Berg 62). 

When the subject goes through the mirror stage and enters the realm of the language, becoming 

one with the mother becomes nostalgia. However, if the subject is caught up in that nostalgia, the 

order/structure brought by the father’s code is lost and the child fails to mature properly. The 

unity with the mother in that sense is the loss of self, the ultimate fear coming true. The woman 

does not exist in the encoded stage of Lacan since she remains in the pre-discursive state. Irigaray 

contends that, woman is nothing but the womb in Lacan’s theory. Therefore, there is a need to 

define the woman from out of this limited field of reproduction.  

As she uses the symbolic take of psychoanalysis by Lacan, Irigaray criticizes him for 

making the representation of women in the symbolic order impossible by utilizing Derrida’s 

concept of logocentrism as it applies to the role of phallus.  Irigaray’s “evocation of 

indistinguishable yet multiple identities means that there can be no simple substitution for the 

desire for the mother. Lacan’s claim that language performs the inevitable exclusion of the 

woman is thereby shown to be false” (Berg 66).  The father reaches to break the unity between 

the mother and the child and the code of the father, namely language, replaces the love for the 

mother to bring order. For the child to grow up the mother needs to be cathected symbolically:  
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The maternal function underlines the social order as well as the order of 

desire, but it is always restricted to the dimension of need. Once 

individual and collective needs have been met, there is often nothing 

left of maternal female potency to satisfy desire, particularly in its 

religious dimension... Her desire, the desire she has, this is what the law 

of the father, of all fathers moves to prohibit... (Irigaray: 11) 

  

Under the current patriarchal system, women are hostages to the reproduction of the species. To 

strike a balance between the power relations of the two sexes is a matter of social justice for 

Irigaray and for this purpose women’s sexuality needs to gain its own cultural values. She asks: 

“What is woman, apart from her social and material function in reproducing children, nursing, 

renewing the workforce?” (Irigaray 1993: 10). She points to the need to construct a genealogy for 

women’s sexuality, which she defines in the preamble of Sexes and Genealogies as the “double 

axis of the genders as we know them today and as they have come into being over time”26.   

Irigaray’s ultimate aim is to add the feminine culture to existing male culture and she 

returns to women’s body as she sees that is the area that marks women’s subordination. The 

existing symbolic structure does not adequately express the female body and the emphasis is on 

the subject formation of the child27. For this reason, she creates her own imagery based on the 

female body. The sacrifice of the mother is at the roots of Western culture. Mother is seen as 

related to nature and as unthinking matter, or the object position. In this sense women need to 

attain a form of social existence other than ‘mother’ by going beyond the nature - culture binary. 

She contends that we have created an inverted image of the mother like a devouring monster, 

which is insatiable, because we have not come to terms with the separation from the mother.  We 

                                                     

26 Genealogy is a method of analysis used by Michel Foucault (along with archeology). It is not a 

historical analysis but an “enquiry into the conditions of emergence” of a discourse. (Salih 2004: 

10) 
27 For example, another French feminist of psychoanalysis, Nancy Chodorow’s in her widely 

cited book The Reproduction of Mothering: Psychoanalysis and the Sociology of Gender (1978) 

centers on the relationship between the mother and the daughter but the emphasis is still more in 

favor of the influence of the mothering practices as they factor in the subject formation of the 

daughter.  
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only have filthy, mutilating words to describe women’s sexuality as something other than but 

usually connected to motherhood.  

She draws an analogy between the umbilical cord and phallic erection. She likens phallic 

erection to the umbilical cord in the sense that it is a living bond between two people and it 

evokes life. Yet, under phallocentrism, the male organ acts as the only instrument of power in 

creating life. The wound from the umbilical cord, the navel, is the symbol of that separation. 

From the moment the umbilical cord was cut and the placenta discarded the two bodies are 

separated and the distance between them grows. The placenta is another concept Irigaray utilizes 

to activate the female body. Without the placenta, the woman’s body would reject the fetus as an 

alien organism. When the cord is cut the woman gains her independence back, yet she also gets 

rid of the organ that acts as the interface between the fetus and the woman. The placenta has no 

image yet it has an essential function during pregnancy.28 Irigaray’s efforts were not accepted 

among mainstream psychoanalysts. 

Although Irigaray writes about issues in the symbolic order or imaginary, the 

consequences are observed in daily life, which makes it highly political. The quest for Irigaray is 

the construction of a genealogy of women, which will alter the power relations between sexes29. 

This should not be read as an attempt to replace the phallic order with another hierarchy. For her, 

the real communication between women will take place starting with the mother-daughter 

relation. It will act as a model for all the female relations. The mother - daughter relationship is 

significant for Irigaray not only because it is problematic and did not receive enough attention in 

psychoanalytical theory. She claims that women need to strengthen the bonds among themselves 

                                                     

28 Placenta was also mentioned in the work of some other feminists before her, one of whom was 

Rich. 
29 Berg (1991) uses the term ‘lipocentrism’ for Irigaray’s attempts the create women in the 

symbolic order. The word is, of course a little random to pick up, but apt since in her 

understanding women’s body is comprised of various sexual organs unlike the unified male body 

centered on the phallus.  
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starting with mother-daughter relations. Only through the construction of a woman-focused 

language and with the recognition of the significance of mothers can women become free.  

Masculine intellectual systems are inadequate because they lack the 

wholeness that female consciousness, excluded from contributing to 

them, could provide… Truly to liberate woman, then means to change 

thinking itself: to reintegrate what has been named the unconscious, the 

subjective, the emotional with the structural, the rational, the 

intellectual. (Rich 1976: 81) 

 

Irigaray’s playful use of essentialism and ironic approach did not save her from being blamed for 

essentialism. Her work looks into the epistemology of women’s sexuality and the struggles that 

constituted the concept. Her own contribution to the field has been in the field of symbolic order 

and the role of mothers in that field. In her bouncy method, Irigaray criticized essentialism and 

attempted to deconstruct constructionist binaries of gender (Berg). Yet, since she relied heavily 

on the biological traits associated with the feminine body, her work is dangerously entangled with 

essentialism. In order to analyze mothering from a non-essentialist perspective then, there appears 

a need to revisit the concept of gender as it relates to sex. Poststructuralist analysis of gender and 

sexuality in the following section provide insights in terms of the relations between the sexing of 

the body and gendered performances.  

On the other hand, ‘what is a woman other than a mother?’ is a central question that 

different feminists posed within a variety of fields. While Irigaray, responded to the question with 

her attempt to construct the genealogy of mother within the symbolic universe of psychoanalysis, 

Gayle Rubin looked into the field of early anthropological studies such as Levi Strauss’ structural 

accounts (1976/2011).  Rubin in her foundational article  "The Traffic in Women: Notes on the 

'Political Economy' of Sex" coined the concept "sex/gender system", a phrase she used to refer to 

"the set of arrangements by which a society transforms biological sexuality into products of 

human activity, and in which these transformed sexual needs are satisfied" (1976/2011). 

Sex/gender system disguises the gendering process and presents people as they are born into one 

of the two biological sexes. From that perspective, women are already constituted in a 
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compulsory heterosexual system through their exchange values based on their reproductive 

capacities.  

 

2.5 Post-Structural Analysis of Mothering  

One of the foundational figures to write about sexuality was Michel Foucault. He analyzed 

sexuality as opposed to the ‘the repressed sexuality thesis’ of psychoanalysis and established its 

relations with power dynamics. His idea of sexuality needs to be explicated from a broader 

perspective on society and knowledge/power relations since he allocated a central role to 

sexuality as an instrument of power to manage and discipline both individuals and populations in 

line with the needs of the status quo. He did not specifically write about mothering but the 

concept of family was accorded a privileged position and the penetration of power into the 

intimate spheres of life.  

According to Foucault, as of 19th century in the West, state power took whole areas of 

life, both the individual bodies and the population, under its care by using technologies of 

discipline and regulation and thus created a normative and disciplinary society. His concept of 

biopower, explains the state control over the biological aspects of life by regulating the 

previously aleatory events in the population like reproduction, mortality and risks. He signifies 

the new techniques of power over the population as “make live and let die,” whereas in the 

previous era power was based on “take life or let live”, the sovereign was able to kill those under 

his mandate (1976). Under this new motto, any event that results in taking life needs to be 

legitimized by the promotion of life itself, such as the threats to national security. Creating 

subgroups in the society through racism can endow the states with the license to kill or 

subordinate certain groups. The disciplinary power, the anatomopolitics, works over the 

individual through institutions such as schools, medicine, and the military.  Biopower is 

superimposed onto disciplinary power to intervene at a more general level by using both scientific 
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and political methods. Norms can be taken as the overlapping element for both of these two 

techniques of power to function.  Since the discourse of sexuality exists at the intersection of 

individual and the population, it is a matter of both discipline and regularization. The functioning 

of the heteronormative order can be followed both in the individual bodies that are subject to 

disciplinary techniques of the institutions and the whole population that is subject to regulatory 

techniques. The role of the family is “to anchor sexuality and to provide it with permanent 

support” (1978: 108) and along with the deployment of sexuality, family is prominent in the 

deployment of alliances. In that sense, knowledge/power does not repress or censor sexuality but 

constitutes it discursively. From another angle it marks the homosexual identity as perversion to 

set the norm as heterosexuality.  

A later and broader concept by Foucault also gives a privileged position to the family: 

Governmentality or “the art of government” is the way the state governs the population through 

`the apparatuses of security`.  Foucault claims that family acts as a privileged segment of the 

society for the state since whenever there is a need for knowledge about the society, it acts as an 

instrument to collect it: “what now emerges into prominence is the family considered internal as 

an element internal to population, and as fundamental instrument in its government” (1978: 241). 

Simone de Beauvoir’s famous statement, “one is not born a woman but becomes one” 

(1971: 19) came as a response to the essentialist understanding of womanhood that defines 

women as the second sex. It was also a pre-cursor to the post-structuralist feminist analysis to 

come. Beauvoir established that gender relations are socially mediated and thus gender is subject 

to change. This also entailed that biology is not destiny. Judith Butler extends on this famous 

quotation by Beauvoir. 

As a post-structuralist, Butler derives both from psychoanalysis especially Lacan and 

Foucault to bring a post-structuralist perspective to the analysis of gender and sexuality, which 

had a lasting influence on the analysis of the field. The essentialism versus constructionism 
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debate had been going on for a while and at first it is possible to mistake Butler’s gender 

‘performativity’ in Gender Trouble as a subscription to constructionism. What Butler actually 

does is to take one step further away from both sides of the debate.  What makes her position 

radical is her claim that the performance exists before the performer. The subject is constituted by 

the very act of performing what is already in place – a form of language or gender discourse. 

Butler observes the repeated daily activities as the discourse of gender. Over time, what we do 

repeatedly becomes what defines and comprises us. And we tend to act within the limits of what 

is considered possible to stay within the limits of intelligibility. However, this does not deny the 

possibility of change and gender and sexuality are always evolving and becoming. Butler 

complicates the attribution of a gender to a sex and shows that gendered acts do not have to be 

associated to sexed bodies. The illusion of stable gender is maintained since our reproduction of 

gender follows similar patterns. In other words, we are performing a gender while becoming one.  

Butler looks into the relationships between sex, gender and sexuality as they relate to 

power, and she disrupts their apparent coherence. All identities are constructed through language. 

In fact, there is no iteration out of the discursivity. We are marked by sex at the very beginning of 

our lives. Sex and gender as we know them are the effects of normative institutions based on 

dominant discourses. We are not free in our gendered behavior, the best, in fact, the only, option 

for the subject is to choose from among the existing alternatives of behavior and the regulation of 

the outside world determines the possible alternatives. In other words, what we perform 

repeatedly by relying on norms that we were born into we become that sex regardless and 

unaware of our chromosomes. In this sense, “gender is divorced from sex (biology) and, 

therefore, “masculinity” does not necessarily have to be the domain of a biological “male” or 

“femininity” the domain of the biological ‘female’” (Mayer 1999: 4).  

The most striking achievement of the regulatory discourses is their power to make 

themselves invisible by a naturalization process that erases the signs of their formation and makes 
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the act or performance look natural. In Gender Trouble, Butler undertook a genealogy of gender, 

and by doing so she denaturalized it.  Such a complex task was a project that could not possibly 

be covered in one book.  In her subsequent work, she revisited the same topics to build onto her 

ideas, to clarify them or to extend on them30.  

Butler’s work has been subject to heavy criticism most notably from structuralist 

perspectives. Her work is descriptive and feminist expectations of prescriptive possibilities for 

social change were not met. When she undertook the task of theoretically disproving the 

existence of sexes outside the realm of discursivity, she annihilated the category of women. Thus, 

the basis for women’s organization and political struggle vanished. Butler deconstructs dominant 

discourse of the universal, stable category of women and that oppression is the only thing women 

lose by acknowledging gender diversity. If the inner truth of gender is a fabrication and if a true 

gender is a fantasy instituted and inscribed on the surface of the bodies, than it seems that genders 

can be neither true nor false but are only produced as the truth effects of a discourse of primary 

and stable identity (Butler 1990a: 337). 

  

For women to be able to organize and act together, the need for a category called 

‘woman’ is apparent. However, due to all the differences among women and deconstruction of 

gender and sex, the existence of such a category becomes vague and difficult to work with. To 

make the mobilization of women for political purposes a new kind of analysis became necessary. 

A form of analysis has been proposed for feminist scholarship and praxis; strategic essentialism 

(Stone 2004).  Strategic essentialism, sometimes also called political essentialism, is a term 

coined by Gayatri Spivak, and can be defined as acting as if there was some essence that brought 

a group of people together especially because those people need to act together for political 

purposes (Spivak 1988; Fuss 1989). On the other hand, it is possible to draw parallels with the 

field of anti-racist work. While the concept of race has been established as a social construct, this 

                                                     

30 Bodies that Matter (1993); Undoing Gender (2004) 
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does not erase the influence of racism on the lives of people of color. While analyzing 

racialization as a process, it is still possible to work against racism and such work does not have 

to be conducted by racialized people.   

To curb essentialism in the discourses on mothering, it is necessary to detach the practice 

of mothering from women’s bodies. Following Butler’s analysis of gender as a performance, we 

can claim that the highly gendered position of motherhood and the practice of mothering can also 

be taken as performances of parenting: ‘maternal performances’. 

2.6 Queer Mothering, Queering Motherhood 

Building on these theories of motherhood and sex/gender systems, in this section, I turn to the 

experiences and interventions of feminist and queer scholars and activists and present their re-

imaginations of motherhood.  

 Typically the variety of parents under the umbrella term queer was disregarded for a long 

time. Queer parenting is not limited to the parenting practices by people who identify as LGBT 

and parenting/mothering can be queered in unlimited ways. However, within the last decade of 

the century, discussions based on the extension of rights to recognize same- sex couples through 

civil unions or domestic partnerships or marriages were hard to separate from discussions on 

queer parenting. The gay-by boom in the 1980s in the US (Stacey 2006) marks a turning point for 

such discussions as well as institutional and governmental practices regarding reproduction.  

The early research concentrated on the possible ‘negative’ consequences on the children 

raised in gay and lesbian families; such as whether the sexual orientation of the children were 

influenced by the sexual orientation of the parents or not. Study after study concurred that there 

are no meaningful differences between the children raised by same-sex parents and 

heterosexually married couples. In the rare cases where there was a difference, it was in favor of 

the children raised by same-sex couples (Stacey 2003). While these studies provided the much 

needed support to same-sex parents who were fighting legal battles to obtain or maintain the 
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custody of their children in those years, this trend, of concentrating mainly on the children in 

early research, was challenged and criticized by later scholars. Among them Kate Weston, Judith 

Stacey and Elizabeth Davenport can be considered the most significant and influential in their 

challenges and interventions to queer parenting literature.  

Over the years, the planned parenthood strategies for LGBT people diversified. Through 

their extended use of reproductive technologies, they added new terms to family terminology 

such as birth mother, donor surrogate and co-mother that underlined the distinction between 

biological mothering and social mothering and even mothering by providing the egg.  Today, we 

witness an exponential rise in the numbers of self-identified queer parents especially in Europe 

and North America. For instance, only in the US, the estimated number of children being raised 

by gay and lesbian parents was two million in 2015 (Suter et all: 459). Thus, it is no surprise that 

the research and literature regarding these 'new families' has been also growing in the last 

decades. Despite the proliferation of research on parenting by sex and/or gender non-conforming 

people, gay, lesbian, bisexual and/or trans headed families are still called ‘alternative families”.  

Kate Weston’s groundbreaking study Families We Choose determined the name and 

perspective for the discourse of parenting in gay and lesbian studies (1991). Building on her 

ethnographic research, Weston pointed to the emergence of blended forms of family in gay and 

lesbian communities in the US, bringing together selected biological kin as well as spouses and 

friends who were chosen as members of one’s family. She argued that 'chosen families' are not 

extensions, reproductions or imitations of the 'blood families', but tentative, shifting solidarity and 

kinship relations with "extremely fluid boundaries" (108).  Providing emotional and material 

support and creating communities, chosen families do not replace but challenge the idea of family 

by decentralizing blood-centered imagination of it.   

Similarly, in their article “Queer Families Quack Back”, Judith Stacey and Elizabeth 

Davenport criticize the conceptualization of queer families as "the new normal family structure" 
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or the “brave new families” of the 21st century. Rather, they argue these parents are leading a 

change in the definition of the family, creating “an irreversible condition of family diversity, 

choice, flux, and contest” (Stacey and Davenport 2002: 356). Their chapter is limited to the 

research on gay and lesbian families, as most of the work in the field has been. Yet, their 

intervention to discussions on queer families, not as an extension on traditional family structures, 

but as “the vanguard of the postmodern family condition, because they make the denaturalized 

and contingent character of family and kinship impossible to ignore” (357) is significant. 

Following this logic, the scholars pose the question of whether there are any identifiable queer 

family values. They opine: “‘queer family values’ is somewhat oxymoronic, signifying a quixotic 

wish to fuse subversion with normalization, even so, for just this reason queer family values may 

serve as a fitting parodic figure to represent the paradigmatic paradoxes of postmodern intimacy!” 

(358). I agree with Stacey and Davenport that it would be a futile endeavor to look for such queer 

values. More so, while research establishes that some significant problems such as domestic 

violence occur among same-sex couples almost at the same level as heterosexuals, same-sex 

families present more egalitarian relationship models to their children.  

The case of gay co-fathers seems like an interesting point of entry for the scholars and 

non-scholars who expanded both the politics and scholarships of queer mothering. In the case of 

gay co-fathers, the role of the primary care giver, which is usually occupied by women who 

mother, is either divided among the two men or one of them takes a more labour intensive role by 

providing daily care. Stacey, for instance, claims that “gay fatherhood occupies terrain more akin 

to conventional motherhood than to dominant forms of paternity’ (2011: 81).  

 The distinctions between mother and father parenting roles gets complicated in specific 

ways in the case of trans parents. Not all trans parents would like to switch between the roles of 

fatherhood and motherhood.  In the case of trans women, some of them might not want to be 

called mother by the children they fathered. Riggs and Kentlyn argue that the coming out 
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processes of trans women are highly influenced by their familial relations (2014). While younger 

trans women might fear losing their family networks as a result of making their gender identity 

known, their older counterparts with children tend to wait until their children get older. However, 

waiting does not work to the advantage of the trans parent since, despite the common 

assumptions, children more easily adapt to the new circumstances that are explained to them, 

while the teenagers grapple to accept the parent’s identity that is new to them  (Riggs and Kentlyn 

2014). 

Focusing on more contemporary studies on queer mothering, it is mostly the case that 

there is a disconnect between the daily lives of queer parents involved in the labor-intensive daily 

chores of mothering a child/children and the literature on queer subjects. While most recent 

theory, even well-known works such as Lee Edelman’s highly-acclaimed book, No Future: Queer 

Theory and the Death Drive (2004), discusses the child symbolically as a point of failure on the 

side of the queer subjects in a contemporary project in "the fascism of the baby's face" (75) to the 

future. For Edelman, "fighting for the children" rather falls outside of queer as politics since: “For 

politics, however radical the means by which specific constituencies attempt to produce a more 

desirable social order, remains, at its core, conservative insofar as it works to affirm a structure, 

to authenticate social order, which it then intends to transmit to the future in the form of its inner 

Child" (2004: 2–3). In this sense, such research although it raises provocative questions, does not 

relate to the lives of people who are actually raising children.  

On the other hand, work by feminist parents strives to open up the analysis on mothering 

by bringing personal narratives of parenting together with feminist and queer theories. Just like 

feminist mothers presented in the previous section, queer mothers write from the perspective of 

their day-to-day experiences, blending their narratives with theoretical analysis. Whether it is 

conducted within the academia, in activist circles, or in personal blogs, such efforts are 

conducting the meaningful work of bridging the gaps. Thus, it is possible to claim that there is a 
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multiplicity in the contemporary work about queer mothering: scholars and non-scholars alike are 

blurring the lines between theories and experiences of mothering and theory.  

 For instance, Margaret F. Gibson, in the introduction to her edited collection Queering 

Motherhood (2014) writes:  

Motherhood is such a closely monitored and prevalent identity, such a 

fundamental component of social ideology, that there is ample territory 

for “queering”: academic concepts, political movements, cultural 

representations and institutional arrangements, to name a few options. 

Queering motherhood can therefore start where any of the central 

gendered, sexual, relational, political, and/or symbolic components of 

“expected” motherhood are challenged. (6) 

 

Thus, queering motherhood has far reaching consequences as it inevitably challenges the narrow 

definitions of family and kinship. Resonating with the early critiques of queer mothering 

literature by Weston, Stacey and Davenport; Gibson, too, points out to the potential of queering 

motherhood as a confounding force of how motherhood and family is imagined and experienced, 

and how queer motherhood is not an extension but rather a challenge to 'the traditional family'. As 

Audre Lorde, a Black mother and poet who identified as lesbian claimed, “the master’s tools will 

not dismantle the master’s house” (1984:2007, 100-114) so long as new forms of parenting 

practices reproduce essential and essentialising aspects of institutional motherhood, they will not 

be able to create the necessary space for queer mothering practices.  

A recent article collection follows in the path opened up by Lorde and aims to bring 

together the theory and practice of queer mothering in Revolutionary Mothering: Love on the 

Front Lines edited by Alexis Pauline Gumbs, Mai'a Williams and Loretta Ross (2016). The 

editors explicate their collective definition of queer as such: “Our definition of queer is that which 

fundamentally transforms our state of being and the possibilities for life. That which is queer is 

that which does not reproduce the status quo” (115). With this definition they distance themselves 

from the limited discussions on same-sex parenting and take the word back to its roots in the 

queer mode of analysis against normativity. Queer mothering becomes a challenge, an action to 
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change and dismantle the status quo. They imagine queer mothering as “an investment in the 

future that requires a person to change the status quo of their own lives, of their community and 

of the society as a whole again and again and again in the practice of affirming growing, 

unpredictable people who deserve a world that is better than we can even imagine.”  (Gumbs: 

115). I take this quotation as a response to the question posed by Stacey and Davenport regarding 

“values of queer parenting” (2002). If we adopt the approach of imagining queer parenting 

limited to the practices of LGBT parents, queer parenting does not have any specific values but in 

the context of people who are queering mothering/motherhood, queer mothering itself is a value 

as well as a political strategy.  

2.7 Conclusion 

In this chapter, I outlined a social history of mothering through summaries of narratives and 

theories on mothering. Starting with an emphasis on how feminists approached mothering as 

opposed to the patriarchal institution of motherhood through Rich’s Of Woman Born (1976),  I 

looked into what other imaginations of mothering we can capture that not only challenges but 

strives to dismantle motherhood as a patriarchal institution. I utilized Rich's foundational work on 

mothering as a ground which establishes the differences between the experience and the 

institution of patriarchal motherhood and thus recuperates it for feminism as a field that has the 

potential to be empowering. Then, I investigated the essentialist and essentialising aspects of 

mothering through a close reading of how binary logics of modernization marked the 

woman/mother as the other. A discussion on psychoanalysis was necessary since Freud’s highly 

specific narrative of healthy subject formation functioned as the regime of truth for the decades to 

follow. Through the works of the psychoanalyst feminist, Luce Irigaray, I highlighted how the 

symbolic world of psychoanalytic theory was challenged by feminist analysis. Irigaray's work 

was expanded in a post-structuralist critique of Butler by introducing gender and sexuality in a 

more radical way by bringing performativity into the debate. In the last section, I explored queer 
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mothering with a specific focus on the trend shifts in imagining and theorizing about queer 

mothering. Then, I concluded the chapter with a discussion on scholar and non-scholar 

interventions to queer mothering theory which centralizes the everyday experiences of anti-racist, 

anti-authoritarian feminist and queer mothering.  

It is possible to conclude that, there is a tendency in the literature from essentialist 

understandings of motherhood towards more constructionist analysis that makes room for 

multiple locations from which to mother. Yet, the field of reproduction is still saturated with 

widely accepted essentialist and biological determinist assumptions some of which are rooted in 

the early assertions of psychoanalysis. These assumptions are subject to change over time and 

differ by location, but still have the power to present themselves as static and universal. While 

parenting by same-sex couples inevitably challenges some of the norms that surround the nuclear 

family and conventional positions in regards to parenting, unless they are coupled with a queer 

politics to upset the status quo, they could end up reproducing the system that represses them. 

Thus the definition of queer parenting I adopt for this project is a form of parenting ‘that which 

does not reproduce the status quo’. I would like to end the chapter with a positive take on the 

notion, a poem on mothering collectively, written by the group Mamas of Color Rising to 

summarize their core values, and the core values of queer mothering:  

 

It’s hard 

It’s tiring 

It’s painful 

But 

It’s Love 

It’s Joy 

It’s Peace 

Mothering is an act of social justice 

Creating a community of solidarity and support 

That models the way we want the world to be. 

Using that collective strength to challenge 

Injustice 

And build alternatives for ourselves and our communities. 

How are the children? 
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How are the weakest in our society treated? 

Parenting socially just people. 

There is enough for each of us. 

Let’s share 

Stories 

Food 

Hugs 

And laughter 

If we can embrace 

Ourselves 

Our children 

And our community 

Give and find comfort and safety 

Without hiding truths. 

Mamas of Color Rising, Austin, Tejas, 2009 

(Gumbs et al 2016: 197-198) 
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Chapter 3  ‘Mothers of the Nation’ and the Heteropatriarchal National 

Gender System 

Turkey is not an exception in the sense that nation states create their sex/gender systems not only 

to discipline and manage their populations but also to establish their differences from other states 

and set their borders through the bodies of the citizens under their mandate. In Turkey, the idea 

that the family is the building block of society is carved onto the minds of individuals as early as 

primary school. The intended family takes a strictly specific form: the heterosexual, nuclear 

family. The ideology of motherhood has immensely changed since the establishment of the 

republic. Yet, one aspect of motherhood has not changed much; the sacralization of mothers and 

the moral values it is surrounded with. The privileged position of the heterosexual and patriarchal 

nuclear family within the nation-state along with the subordination of women’s bodies and labour 

in tandem with market relations, result in a normative heteropatriarchal sexual order. Despite all 

the rifts among different groups of people in the country, there is still an unspoken consensus 

about family and the role of women as mothers. In this context, the sexual orientation of a person 

involved in parenting is not subject to question and in fact all parents are considered heterosexual.  

This chapter presents an analysis of the sex/gender system in Turkey by historically 

tracing the narratives of motherhood through the myth of Asena, the privileged position of Valide 

Sultan, and the discourse of ‘mothers of the nation' and the current ruling party's (AKP) 

neoliberal conservatism. From a historical point of view, I present in this chapter the symbolic 

meanings associated with the institution of motherhood that are gleaned not only from the 

Ottoman past but also from the origin story of the Turkic mythology. The foundation of the 

Republic in 1923 marked a divorce from the Ottoman past, initiating the Western-inclined 
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modernization project through the Kemalist ideology31, the nationalism of the military elites who 

established the Republic. This social engineering project included a wide-range of reforms in 

educational, economic, legal and social structures among others. The regulation of reproduction 

and sexuality, no doubt, were also inherent elements in the formation of the new state. From the 

early times of the Republic, the primary responsibility of women was set as mothering and 

educating the new generations to build the young, modern nation. On the other hand, although it 

was not disregarded completely, sexuality was shaped as a private matter, thus it was pushed for 

the women, 'the new mothers of the nation' to disguise their sexuality in the public sphere. While 

the founding nationalist ideology of the Republic is scrutinized for the gender dualisms it created, 

I will address, in this chapter, how the impossible mission of being a mother to the nation and 

maintaining a sexless disguise in the public sphere is deployed as the main crack in the project of 

creating a modern nation. 

The main challenge to the Kemalist ideology came from the so-called post-Islamist front 

represented by the AKP that captured power in 2002. The AKP, under the leadership of Recep 

Tayyip Erdogan, rose on the promise to dismantle the Kemalist state structure, gaining domestic 

and international support for the cause. However, the last section explicates the reproductive and 

sexual policies of the governing neoliberal conservative party that once again left the binary 

gender order intact and even so created a more heteropatriarchal sex/gender system. In fact, I will 

argue that sexuality and gender policies constitute an arena where this shift in power from 

secular, Western-oriented, modern Turkish state to authoritarian, neoliberal, neoconservative, 

Neo-Ottomanist rule is crystallized.     

                                                     

31 Kemalism refers to six main principles of the Republic: republicanism, which means “Turkey is 

and will be a republican regime”; nationalism which means “turkey is and will be a nation state.” 

This can best be observed in Mustafa Kemal’s words “How happy is he/she who calls 

himself/herself a Turk”; Populism refers to the equality of the people before the law. 

Revolutionism signifies a commitment to social change. Statism implies that the modernization is 

based on economy and the state regulates all kinds of economic activities and laicism/secularism 

as the separation of religion and the state and in some periods removal of religion from public life 

(Zurcher 2004: 181).  
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3.1 A Mythical Past 

Myth making is a part of the nation-building process (Anderson 1983). Each national ideology 

constructs its own utopia and the construction of a ‘golden age’ is a part of this process. 

Regardless of whether that utopic period had these qualities or not, the long gone golden era 

would not come back but the discourse around it would act as a catalyst to cement the citizens of 

the modern nation state.  The history of the nation, or the manufacturing of such a history, 

received attention in the early years of the Republic. The prominence of a shared past for the 

people in the process of nationhood was acknowledged and it gave momentum to a variety of 

scientific research into the mythic history of the Turkish Nation. Especially given the secularism 

as one of the core principles of the Republic, there was a renewed interest in finding out the pre-

Islamic Turkish value systems and social structures. The new values of the Republic were shown 

to be a part of the continuity from this mythical past. In other words the history of the Turkish 

people, asserted the divorce from the fallen Empire. Among many other conclusions, the research 

by the institutions of the newly established republic deployed the pre-Islam Turkish society as 

more egalitarian based on the active participation of the sexes unlike the Ottoman Empire. 

The myth of Asena is a part of that mythical past as it presents a genesis story for Turkish 

people from pre-Islamic times. This story is still highly popular especially among the ultra-

nationalist people in Turkey and variations of it are widely told to children, even at schools. 

According to the legend, the Chinese Army attacks Turkish people and massacres an entire 

village of Turkish people. The sole survivor is a little boy who lost his feet during the attack. A 

she-wolf by the name of Asena captures the child and saves his life by breastfeeding him. Later, 

the boy impregnates the wolf and she gives birth to ten male babies. These children are the pro-

genitors of the nomadic Turkic peoples and they take the image of the wolf’s head as their 

symbol. The influence of the shamanic religion of the Turkic tribes at the time can be observed in 
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the story but the most striking point is the lack of women in the process of re-generation through 

reproduction. In the lack of women, the nature nurtures and reproduces the boy. The nature 

becomes the female in this story, or vice versa.  

The genesis story shows variation in different resources yet in all the variations it lacks a 

human mother who is actively involved in the mothering process. By evaporating women all 

together as a result of the failure of men to protect them, the female agency is totally eviscerated. 

There is no affirmation to the subject position of women in this story; instead it annihilates them. 

Furthermore, the essence of being Turkish, whatever it is that makes one belong to the 

community, is transferred biologically through the male body32. The wolf at the service of the 

male subject gained symbolic respect to the extent that the name Asena is still popular for female 

babies in Turkey and the word is taken up as the title for the female members of the youth branch 

of the Turkish ultra-nationalist party. The nationalist discourse strived to establish links with a 

past that was assumed to be based on gender equality, but even in this origin story it failed to 

provide new possibilities for gender and include women other than the role of mothering a boy 

child.  On the other hand, it also served a purpose to cherish the sacredness of mothers as nation-

makers. In that sense, mothering the nation as the main role of the women was furnished with a 

mythical, almost mystical, narrative, making it both traditional and contemporary in the case of 

the new republic.    

  

3.2 Valide Sultan 

While the Ottoman Empire precedes the modern Turkish Republic and the Republic both actively 

and discursively divorced itself from that past, certain discourses of gender, sexuality and 

motherhood remained intact. Therefore it is important to pay attention to the meanings of the 

                                                     

32 See Carol Delaney (1991) for an extended discussion on the concept of the seed and patrilineal 

family line.  
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institution of motherhood within the Empire, especially to the role of the mother of the Sultan or 

Valide Sultan, who had a significant position ruling the nation alongside her son.   

The rights and obligations of a mother to her child in The Ottoman Empire, which were 

determined by Islamic Hanefi33 laws, are reflected in the role of the mother of the Sultan. Tucker 

states that under the Hanefi laws the child belongs to the father’s family, but the biological 

mother is considered the best care giver (1998). The underlying belief was that women are well 

equipped to meet the needs of their biological children. This belief was so strong that the right of 

each child to the care of his or her mother was mentioned in court decisions. This kind of an 

understanding based on gender emphasizes patrilineage as well as patriarchy.   The mother could 

not get the custody of her children unless the father gave permission. The child had to be returned 

to the father or the father’s family at the age of seven for boys and nine for girls.  The embryo 

was considered the property of both parents and in case of a divorce, the father had to pay to the 

mother for breast feeding. 

Valide Sultan or The Queen Mother of the Imperial Ottoman Harem is the most 

prominent female figure of the Ottoman Dynasty, seemingly balancing the highly patriarchal 

structure.  The status of the Valide Sultan was the highest a woman could achieve in the Ottoman 

society whereas these women were originally taken from non-Muslim origin families in the 

Empire as hasekis (Consorts and concubines to the Sultan) in the Imperial Harem34. The position 

of Valide Sultan and her role as the mother of the Sultan had symbolic value since she gained 

power through her role as mother. Considering the architecture of the Sultan’s palace, the Valide 

Sultan’s suite is located at the center, Peirce concludes that the Valide Sultan was the dominant 

                                                     

33  One of the main schools of thought under Sunni Islam. 
34 Still, Peirce states that in a paradoxical way, free born Muslim women’s position were above 

concubines (Peirce: 107). Those women gained respect through their relations with the sultan. A 

concubine mother did not affect the status of her son negatively. In fact, the mother is seen as a 

source of legitimacy. Following the Turco-Mongol political tradition, the sovereignty is invested 

in the whole dynastic family including ‘concubine mothers, women from Christian territories 

enslaved and converted to Islam’ (Peirce: 17). 
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resident of the harem, and the Valide Sultan’s stipend in the imperial budget was also 

commensurate with the position she occupied within the hierarchy of the harem (Peirce 1993). 

Among all members of the dynasty, she received the highest amount of money, most of which 

was typically directed to charity work.    

The Valide Sultan had an important role from the beginning of the dynasty, but over 

centuries the ways sultans chose the women to reproduce the dynasty changed. At the beginning 

of the dynasty sultans married women from royal families, but they did not have children within 

those marriages. The reproductive policy of the dynasty was based on specific principles. Sultans 

gave up the custom of marriage since the concept of nikah [marriage] entails a contract between 

two families and there were no families to establish such a contract with the dynasty. Instead they 

started taking concubines and reproduced with them. Through this practice the dynasty eliminated 

the consort families but it also worked to the disadvantage of the women as they had no family 

support. For a long period, there was a strict policy called ‘one woman; one son’, which meant 

that a woman who gave birth to a son was not a concubine anymore. The purpose was to avoid 

mothers’ favoring one son above the others; so that all these only sons were equally treasured by 

their respective mothers. At the same time, the mother of the prince was honored by being free 

from sexual obligations and thus gained respect. With only a few exceptions, these women, had 

no husbands or sexual life due to the one woman one son policy of the dynasty. Their lives were 

devoted to their children especially sons and they had no families of origin to turn to. 

Symbolically, they called their sons, through whom they received status, ‘arslanım’ [my lion]. 

 Starting in Sultan Yıldırım [Bayezid I, 1360-1403]’s period, the princes were sent to 

provinces with their mothers and tutors: ‘Mothers of princes were responsible for the proper 

behavior of their sons in the provincial posts’ (Peirce, 48). The relation between the prince and 
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his mother was tight, and they had to rely on each other in the struggle for the throne35. The 

networks those women established were important in power relations around the throne as they 

were not only the mother of the potential sultan, but they were also mother-in-law to the husbands 

of their daughters who usually occupied significant posts in the dynasty. These women had an 

important ‘mitigating and conciliatory role’ (Peirce, 26) in critical situations involving their sons, 

and acted as regents in their stead when their sons were away on conquest for extended periods of 

time.  

To the western eye the Imperial Harem has always been mystical and had a central role in 

the process of orientalization or the othering of the non-West (Yegenoglu 1998). Despite its 

widespread orientalist depiction, the Imperial Harem did not constitute a collection of idle 

women, but it functioned as a school to educate women for the Ottoman elite. The women were 

equipped with the necessary qualifications to become the mothers of the sultans or wives to the 

governing elite. The Westerners, in search of a queen because of their understanding of 

companionate marriage as the model, could not properly place the Valide Sultan in their analyses. 

This is partly because they were looking for a conjugal couple at the heart of the ruling relations, 

and they failed to recognize the prominence of the mother-son dyad. Another reason was that the 

public-private dichotomy that dominates in the West, fails to explain the Ottoman Empire. As 

Lapidus argues: “The governing distinction in Ottoman thought was not between private and 

public, but between inner and outer, privileged and common. Without leaving the harem, women 

exercised power in the outside world” (1995: 363). In the later years of the Empire, the Valide 

Sultans took on diplomatic responsibilities and formed bureaucratic relations with the West, 

especially in trade and charity work.    

                                                     

35 It is significant to remind here prominent scholar Fatima Mernissi’s discussion on mother-son 

relationship in Muslim societies:  “In Muslim societies not only is the marital bond weakened and 

love for the wife discouraged, but his mother is the only woman a man is allowed to love at all, 

and this love is encouraged to take the form of life-long gratitude.” (Mernissi 1985: 121) 
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Despite the respect the Valide Sultan received both from the Sultan and from Imperial 

Ottoman society, their roles changed over the centuries and they became more influential after the 

period of government centralization during the 16th century. During Sultan Suleyman’s reign 

[1520-1566], a single royal household was established, and all princes and their mothers began 

living together. The practice of fratricide ceased as the one mother-one son policy was relaxed 

and hierarchy in the Harem among women became apparent with the Valide Sultan being at the 

top position. The one concubine-one son principle of the dynasty was also broken in that period, 

and powerful hasekis ruled for periods of time when there were no Valide Sultans. Ironically, the 

tension between the haseki and Valide Sultan seems to have worked to the disadvantage of 

younger women and limited their power.  Two of the most famous Valide Sultans, Hürrem and 

Kösem, constitute examples to that since neither of them had a Valide Sultan to rule over them 

and they became the most influential hasekis who had more than one son. In fact, Murat III 

[1574-1595] was the last sultan to dispatch a son to a provincial governorate. 

The influence of Valide Sultan as a narrative has deep impacts in the imaginations of 

motherhood in Turkey, even after the Republic succeeded the Empire. As will be further 

discussed in the following chapter, mothers who gave birth to sons, especially if they have aged, 

still occupy a rather privileged position in the gendered hierarchy, on the other hand, younger 

women aspire to have the same power as their mothers, or mother-in-laws, by giving birth to a 

son (Kandiyoti, 1988).   

Moreover, within the last five years, Turkey has been the stage of neo-Ottoman fantasies 

emanating from the ruling party. The Ottoman history that is being presented through popular TV 

shows anachronistically deploys the Ottoman dynasty as the ultimate heteronormative extended 

family. However, the role of the Valide Sultan in these shows is either romanticized as a 

companion similar to the early orientalist imaginations of the Harem, or villainized as the 

conspirators for reigning power.  As I will expand further in this chapter, within the last couple of 
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years, the unemployment rate among women has dropped to the lowest levels in the history of the 

republic and the number of feminicides have increased to record breaking levels, yet the nation is 

rejoicing in a past that is being fabricated in the boundaries of heteronormative family.  

3.3 ‘Mothers of the Nation’: Mission Impossible for Women 

The nation is comprised of sexed subjects whose `performativity’ 

constructs not only their own gender identity but the identity of the 

entire nation as well. (Mayer 1999: 5) 

 

The word reproduction, as commonly compared to the word production, forms a binary and 

denotes two domains or spheres, namely the private and the public, which are reserved for 

females and males respectively. The privileged position of production over reproduction is in 

parallel with the dichotomy of the sexes they are associated with.  Such a construction of 

reproduction leads to repro-sexuality, which refers to understanding life around the possibilities 

of sexual reproduction, in other words, it places motherhood at the center of a woman’s life as her 

raison d’être. Sexuality is simply the means of 'getting there'. This understanding is similar to the 

life cycle of women in Turkey as discussed in Kandiyoti’s research (1997) and it is still prevalent 

in gender research in the country.  The representation of women in state discourse limited women 

to their reproductive roles, and is referred to as ‘the mother of the nation’. This understanding can 

be followed in the famous quote from Mustafa Kemal Atatürk, the founder of the Turkish 

Republic: “A woman’s highest duty is motherhood” (White 2003: 153).  Albanese asserts that  

Nations and nationalists idealize and prescriptively construct images of 

women as mothers, in and of their nation…The image of the prolific, 

chaste, and virtuous “national mother” is a strikingly common symbol 

across nations. Nationalists need women as mothers, as both symbols of 

the nation and actual cultural and biological reproducers of it. (2007: 

828) 

 

Moreover, women’s prominence in the context of nationalism in general is often explained by the 

reproductive roles they take both biologically and symbolically (Mayer 1999; Yuval-Davis 1997). 
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One of the ways nationalism uses women is as ‘border guards’, people who can identify others as 

members or non-members of a specific community.  The women acting as border guards define: 

The mythical unity of national ‘imagined communities’ which divides 

the world between ‘us’ and ‘them’ is maintained and ideologically 

reproduced by a whole system of what Armstrong (1982) calls symbolic 

‘border guards’. These ‘border guards’ can identify people as members 

or non-members of a specific collectivity. They are closely linked to 

specific cultural codes of style of dress and behavior as well as to more 

elaborate bodies of customs, religions, literary and artistic modes of 

production, and, of course, language. (Yuval-Davis 1997: 23)  

 

In a similar vein, women often come to symbolize national honor36, and in the early years of the 

Turkish Republic, this feature of nationalism blended well with the contemporary, local gender 

climate: women served as symbols of the honor of their families of origin, and then this honor is 

transferred to their husbands after marriage. By putting emphasis on the honor of the nation 

which is symbolized in the bodies of women as the reproducers, Kemalism acted on an already 

existing schema and used it to garner the loyalties of women, instead of allowing them to 

challenge the constraints on their lives.  

 The nation states have not challenged the institution of the family but relied on it to the 

extent that it has been subsidized as the bedrock of the nation. One of the significant points to 

consider in relation to this central position is the construction of the self as a relational identity. 

As opposed to the individual who needs to be freed from the familial bonds to be liberated, the 

successful person in this system is able to manage her familial and kin relations. By looking into 

the role of family in Arab societies, Suad Joseph (2008) reveals the construction of a relational 

subject position unlike its liberal counterpart in Western societies. Family is taken as the basic 

unit of the nation unlike the Western states where the focus is on the individual. The family 

constitutes the safe haven for most women, not an institution that one needs to be liberated from. 

Joseph also adds the fact that most of these countries have had repressive states for decades both 

                                                     

36 There is an association between the honor of women and the honor of the vatan, the 

motherland. For example, the expression “hudut namustur” means the border is honor in Turkish. 

It is possible to read the expression literally written on the mountains near the borders by soldiers.  
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in the colonial and post-colonial years. She argues: “Connectivity entails cultural constructs and 

structural relations in which persons invite, require, and initiate involvement with others in 

shaping the self with fluid boundaries organized for gendered and aged domination” (Joseph: 24). 

In their endeavor to build the ideal citizen, Kemalist elites were trying to control the 

gender experiences of the new citizens, which counteracts with the fluidity of gender as it cannot 

be immune to change. The aim was to break from the traditional Ottoman Empire and to make a 

clean start within the modern world.  To have a closer look into the ‘mother of the nation’ 

discourse in the early Turkish Republic, we need to situate it in relation to the ideology of 

Kemalism.  

3.4 State Feminism 

When the Ottoman Empire was defeated at the end of World War I, most of the country was 

occupied by the colonial forces of Britain, France and Italy. Mustafa Kemal and his friends 

organized people's forces in Anatolia (Asia Minor) and succeeded in an anti-imperialist War of 

Independence [1919-1923] paving the way for the establishment of the Republic. The ‘issue of 

women’ was on the agenda of the Kemalist cadres all through the struggle to form the new 

modern state. Given the post-war conditions in the early 1920s, such as lack of material resources 

and loss of a massive number of young male population, creating a new nation of modern citizens 

was considered an urgent and imminent task for women. The founding cadres of the Republic, 

both men and women, were highly educated and through their early established-networks in 

Europe, they were also familiar with the latest trends and discourses of politics and policy-

making. Thus, it was no surprise that 'the women issue' was addressed with what is called state 

feminism, that was in line with the demands of the mainstream feminists of Europe at the time 

such as the rights to vote and be elected, equal access to education and employment. Especially 

education of women as the mothers of the new nation gained utmost importance in the early 

Republic years.  
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The Kemalist elites admired the ideals of the French Revolution. Influenced by the European 

lifestyle, these Turkish elites had a vision for women, whom they wanted as wives and 

companions. Also, a sex segregated country, such was the Ottoman Empire, was not in line with 

the image of the new republic they wanted to convey to the world. Some Kemalist men voiced 

their visions publicly in Istanbul, which resonated among women who were already active in 

demanding women’s rights in Turkey.  

  However, an independent women's movement was out of limits in the paradigm of state 

feminism.  In 1923, when women attempted to initiate a women’s political party they were 

refused with the excuse that it would distract people from the Republican People’s Party, the 

political party of Mustafa Kemal, which was the only political party at the time . By 1934 women 

had gained full universal suffrage in Turkey, yet two years after that, the state closed the Turkish 

Women’s Federation on the grounds that Turkish women had gained all their rights. Under 

Kemalism, women’s rights became an issue to be handled by the state. As a result, the construct 

of modern Turkish women was an achievement of the state. The modern Turkish woman as an 

achievement of the Republic is mentioned by Jenny White as such: 

The ideal Republican woman was a "citizen woman," urban and urbane, 

socially progressive, but also uncomplaining and dutiful at home. 

Modernity, as defined by the Turkish state, included marriage and 

children as a national duty for women. Marriage was to be 

companionate, rather than contractual and segregated, and children 

were to be raised "scientifically" by mothers educated in the latest 

childrearing and household techniques from the West. Beyond that, 

state feminism did not concern itself with what happened behind the 

closed doors of the home (2003: 146). 

There is no agreement among feminist scholars who wrote on the effects of state feminism in 

Turkey. While Sirin Tekeli (1990) and Deniz Kandiyoti (1997) argue that the state curtailed 

feminist movement, according to White, the strong feminist movement in the 1980s was possible 

as a result of the Kemalist ideology and its project of modernizing the country. For Tekeli, the 

delay of the establishment of women’s organizations was caused by the state’s repression of each 

and every attempt by women to get organized by claiming that there was no need for a separate 
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organization and they were already given their rights. The grammatical construction of these 

sentences in passive voice in this discourse was a common practice until the 1980s when feminist 

historians recuperated the women’s movement as it was continued from the Ottoman times into 

the Turkish Republic (Ozturkmen 2013). Kandiyoti asserts that by acknowledging the rights of 

women to vote and be elected, Mustafa Kemal aimed at emphasizing the difference between the 

Turkish Republic and the fascist states in Europe such as Mussolini’s Italy and Hitler’s Germany; 

thus women’s rights were markers of a modern and democratic state (1997: 68).  

While the reforms in Turkey created space for women in public space thorugh education 

and employment for some women, they barely touched upon the intricate issues of gender 

relations such as the double standard in sexuality and the depiction of women’s roles within 

households. Women were prohibited from mobilizing to change their conditions and therefore it 

is wrong to consider them emancipated. Kandiyoti is of the idea that the republican women are 

liberated but not emancipated (Kandiyoti 1987). Unlike Tekeli, she looks for the reasons in the 

specific experiences of women and the social control over their sexuality.  Kandiyoti puts the 

focus mainly on the women in the rural areas where the influences of the republican ideology 

were not as strong. Another strong argument she brought is that the reforms benefited only the 

upper class elite women in the city centers. In the 1920s, only twenty percent of the population 

resided in cities. The state ideology was unable to infiltrate into most rural regions for many years 

and only after the country became highly integrated into a capitalist global economy and had been 

through several waves of urbanization, did the majority of the people meet Kemalist ideology. 

Currently, however, more than two thirds of the population live in cities.  

By claiming domain over women’s bodies, the nation also controls the gateways to 

membership in its community. This does not only control the growth or decline of population 

through reproductive policies, but also determines what kind of people become citizens of the 

nation. Turkish nationalism was constructed as a unifying category for all the citizens in the 
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country and demanded the loyalty of each person in the country. The Kemalist elites wanted to 

naturalize belonging in the nation more like a speech act rather than a biological relationship and 

wanted to use it to cut through all the differences, including but not limited to ethnic and religious 

differences, in the country. However, as a modernist project that aimed to control and construct 

the nation, it had to rely on binary opposites to define who was included and who was left out. In 

terms of gender, this method was full of contradictions and impossibilities. At a discursive level, 

it was able to accommodate women only in their role as the reproducers of the nation, namely 

mothers. It invested only in the constraining definitions of motherhood preventing even its own 

promise of modern citizen. The word, mother, is used in an essential and essentialist way and 

imposes motherhood on women as their main responsibility. Women are reduced to ‘walking 

wombs,’ and self-sacrifice is the expected norm.  

 Kemalist discourse was silent about the role of the father, but demanded self-sacrifice 

from the masculine gender as soldiers who would protect the vatan or ‘motherland’. The essential 

characteristic of the masculine citizen was being a good soldier. This is not surprising since the 

state elites were pre-dominantly comprised of military members including Mustafa Kemal 

himself. This fraternity of males served to protect the nation as their first duty of loyalty to the 

state.  

 It is significant to note here that the militaristic imagination of masculinity can be read as 

an extension of Turkey in relation to the threat of colonization. The Republic of Turkey has never 

been colonized. Yet, the modernization project in the country showed striking similarities with 

the post-colonial states. The ever-present threat of colonialism, like the sword of Damocles, 

deployed the young republic's military as the core of manhood. The first line of the national 

anthem, "Don't be afraid, this red flag swaying in the horizon won't fade away", can be read as a 

reflection of that sentiment. The new nation was inevitably militaristic not only because the 

cadres who established it were of militaristic origin but also because the army was the main force 
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to protect the nation against such a threat. Besides, with the mandatory military service for men 

the line between the civil population and professional soldiers was already blurred. In that 

context, the nation was proud of their army as their sons. As the well-known military cadence 

goes, “Each Turk is born a soldier.” We could borrow from Simone de Bevouir and claim that 

one is not born a soldier but becomes one. It is primarily the role of the mothers of the nation to 

raise their sons by nurturing them in this becoming.  

3.5 Feminist Critique to Binary Constructions of Kemalism 

The Kemalist system, as a modernization project, relied heavily on gender binary opposites as it 

presented itself as the opposite of the old Empire as backward, and traditional. It created a 

constraining gender order through the stark differences between utilizing the already existing 

binaries and constructing others like public and private, traditional and modern. The women were 

pictured as the mothers of the nation whereas the men were depicted as the protectors of the 

nation including the women. It is ironic that the Kemalist gender system’s reliance on strict 

binary opposites brought one of the biggest challenges to its rule. However, as it was stated in the 

explanation of ‘performativity’, gender identities are fluid and constantly in a process of 

becoming. This fluidity cannot be disrupted. The Kemalist approach to gender assumes 

subjectivity as an entity frozen in time. More so, such was the case for state feminism. State 

feminism, in the lack of an autonomous women's movement, became static, losing its ground on 

the grassroots, preventing further reforms or revolutions in the women's rights front.  

As it has been established by this point, one of the most striking binary pairs in the 

Kemalist modernization project was the public and private dichotomy. On the surface, Kemalism 

seemed to regulate the public sphere and leave the private untouched. Michel Foucault’s 

biopower debunks such an idea since it is the institution of family as situated within the so-called 

private sphere that acts as an indispensable apparatus of the disciplinary power of the state. The 

modernization of the Turkish nation had direct consequences both inside and outside the house. 
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The mothering practices that took place most of the time in the private sphere is an example. It 

appears as if mothers belong to the private realm and that it is completely different and separate 

from the outside world. 

While the Kemalist state interfered with the sartorial expressions of gender in the public 

sphere, for example banning the wearing of the fez by men and encouraging women to unveil, it 

was silent about the private sphere, which strengthened the belief that the citizens were free to do 

as they wish there. This naturalized the existence of the binary construct itself and also created 

the illusion that women are sexual beings only in the private sphere when they are in the presence 

of their husbands.  In the public sphere, the woman was expected to turn into an impossible being 

devoid of sexuality and the agents of the honor of the family. As they were not protected from the 

male gaze by the veil anymore, women needed a metaphorical armor of sexlessness as a symbol 

of their chastity, which was achieved by modest sartorial styles and constrained manners. Thus 

the way that Kemalism allowed women out of the house and into the public sphere, was to leave 

sexuality in the house rather than to challenge the patriarchal gender system. Women were given 

an impossible mission since the traditional ideology that the republic inherited from the Ottoman 

Empire entailed that the family honor was dependent on the sexual purity of women.  

In the process of creating citizens from subjects of the Ottoman Sultan, the logic of 

governing the population followed principles of biopower (Usur Sancar 2004). Female and male 

members of society were expected to behave in different and specified ways through self-

regulation. The threat from the all-mighty Sultan towards his subjects was replaced by duties 

internalized by the citizens of the newly formed nation. The government determined what was 

considered good and bad for the society in order to establish a “modern,” “civilized” country. The 

decisions of the state were based on principles of scientific rationality as opposed to the central 

role of religious dogma controlled through the sovereignty of the Sultan.  Whether traditional 

empire or newly established nation state, the ultimate good for Turkish society was not open to 
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public discussion; it was decided first by the Sultan who was also a religious leader, and then by 

the state elites.  

Every political system looks for its own ideal type of citizen. We know 

the character of the I˙stibdat (autocracy) system’s citizen. The man of 

our Atatürk system, of our Kemalist revolution, is fit, intelligent, brave, 

dignified, frank, cheerful and earnest. This is what we are looking for. 

The goal of beden terbiyesi [body discipline] is the intellectual and 

moral discipline of citizens. (From the interior minister Sükrü Kaya’s 

speech, delivered in 1938, just before the adoption of Beden Terbiyesi 

Kanunu [the Body Discipline Law] in the Turkish Grand National 

Assembly). (Alemdaroglu 2005: 1) 

The new state regulations were promoted to the public through different channels. The 

institutions of education had a central role in promoting the modern values favored by the 

republic. To emphasize the prominence of education, Mustafa Kemal called himself “the head 

teacher,” and often he emphasized the respect teachers deserved in his public speeches. Teachers 

were the reproducers of the nation, and came second only to mothers in performing this essential 

duty. Once the initial excitement of founding the republic was over, not surprisingly, teaching 

positions became highly populated by women such that today, teaching, especially of younger 

children, is a highly gendered occupation that is seen as an extension of the duties of women in 

child care.  

State-sanctioned feminism created its own tradition. A cohort of women in the new 

republic, mostly from privileged backgrounds, was raised as modern, republican women and their 

accomplishments set a sample to the women of the nation influencing the gender climate of the 

republic. They were well educated and in many ways they were considered the equal of men in 

the public sphere. Their life experiences were enriched by the gender alternatives at their 

disposal. They were admired as mothers of the nation, and they mothered their daughters 

differently from their own mothers. They followed the principles of scientific rationality, and 

most of them became professional women whose daughters were as passionate as themselves 

about Kemalist ideology. Many of these women expressed gratitude towards Mustafa Kemal until 

the day they died. Although state-endorsed feminism created cadres of relatively empowered 
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women and allowed them decision-making positions, and space outside their homes, it did not 

benefit women from all walks of life.  

Some women, especially the ones who were not from privileged families, were rendered 

silent. What they learned as young women about female empowerment stood in contrast with 

their experiences with no words to describe the mismatch. Elif Ekin Aksit conducted a study of 

graduates from the Girls’ Institutes, which were boarding schools for girls from rural or poor 

backgrounds. “In order to ‘rationalize’ women’s functions in housekeeping and childcare and to 

bring order to family life, The Girls’ Institutes were set up under the supervision of the Ministry 

of Education” (Alemdaroglu 2005: 6) . Socio-economic class structure was emerging at the time. 

Up until then, the main social divides in the nation were along the axes of ethnicity and religious 

background, and urban and rural residence.  

The modernization of women was a priority in the modernization process of the Turkish 

Republic and Republican women became symbols of Westernized development of the country. 

The creation of the ideal female citizen was through the discourse of 'mothers of the nation' and it 

set women a task that was impossible to achieve (Serifsoy 2000).  State policies reinforced 

divisions between inside and outside the house within so-called public and private realms and 

undermined women’s sexualities while nothing was done about the traditional roles of women in 

the house, nor with the expected norms for a nuclear family.  Kemalism not only left the binary, 

oppositional and hierarchical construct of gender untouched, it also created barriers for women 

who wanted to organize and mobilize as a social movement. This left the sex/gender system 

unchallenged until the 1980s when the next wave of feminism arose (Tekeli 1990). The polished 

look of the modern Turkish woman, freed from the veil and possibly working out of the house, 

was in fact another veil hiding an increased workload in terms of both time and effort. The 

nationalist discourse of Kemalism as central to the project of creating a modern Turkey imposed 

the identity of the ‘mother of the nation’ on women as their main role. The women were liberated 
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and educated to become enlightened mothers to their children and rational companions to their 

husbands. The authoritarian rigidity of state feminism accounts for the loss of an opportunity for 

the creation of alternative women's rights discourses and movements and in relation to that new 

gender expressions.  

During the 1980’s, in the aftermath of the military intervention, Turkey witnessed the rise 

of an autonomous women’s movement. This movement, which is largely evaluated as the second 

wave of feminism in the country, brought together scattered groups of women after their, mostly 

leftist, organizations were closed by the junta and their leaders were arrested or went into exile 

(Diner and Toktas 2010). They were not only experienced in terms of political organizing but 

they also found the grounds to share their experiences as women in that ad hoc alliance of women 

from disparate organizations. These newly emerging women’s groups, which were organized 

non-hierarchically, initially acted as consciousness raising groups. As Nukhet Sirman (1998) 

pointed out, academicians gave the movement its nature which had similarities with western 

feminism. The non-hierarchical structure of the groups, ad hoc organizations, consciousness 

raising groups and distance with the state were all similarities with the West. Important feminist 

books were translated by a group of feminist women and published in Istanbul. In this period 

feminist literature appeared in the form of magazines. Those magazines were highly related to 

women’s groups all over the country such as, Women’ Circle, The Thursday Group in Ankara, 

the Women's Association against Discrimination-Sexism in Istanbul, the Kaktüs (Cactus) 

magazine, the Feminist magazine and a group of women in Izmir. In the liberal atmosphere of the 

1980s, those women were using a radical discourse. They adopted the ‘personal is political’ motto 

of second wave of feminism in the west and brought a critique to the institution of nuclear family 

that opened up motherhood to questioning in their publications.  In the late 1980s, woman were 

leading highly influential campaigns against domestic and sexual violence on a massive scale 

around the country. This period also staged cooperation among women’s organizations which 
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resulted in changes in the Penal and Civil Codes. The achievements of this active decade were 

observed as the rise of institutionalisation in the early 1990s such as the establishment of the 

Ministry of Women’s Affairs, Women’s Studies Programs at universities, shelters for battered 

women, and women’s library in Istanbul.  

Along with rising institutionalisation, the 1990s witnessed a diversification in the 

women’s movement which brought a multiplicity to feminist demands. While the militant 

feminists of the 1980s became activists and started getting involved in ‘project feminism’, 

Kurdish and Islamist women were leading their struggles against the repressive policies of the 

state. Kurdish women were organized especially in the Kurdish region of the country and they 

were critical of the patriarchal attitudes against women not only in the Kurdish region but 

increasingly all around the country. While they targeted sexism in their communities, they were 

also actively involved in the Kurdish Nationalist Movement (Diner and Toktas 2010). 

Some Kurdish women, who had migrated from the eastern parts of the country to 

Istanbul, were among the organizers of the ‘Saturday Mothers’, a group of women whose sons 

had deceased or disappeared under state custody, especially during the early years of the military 

junta. They started organizing silent protests to raise awareness about the issue and to demand a 

response from the government about the fate of their loved ones. Similar to the protests by 

Mothers of Plaza de Mayo in Argentina, the ‘Saturday Mothers’ in Turkey were consistent and 

they gathered about 200 times in Istanbul on Saturdays until the police violence escalated in 1998 

(Baydar and Ivegen 2006). They challenged normative assumptions in regards to motherhood 

with their silent protests in a central venue in the largest city of Istanbul. 

Another group who were getting organized for the first time in the 1990s was Islamist 

women. They were mostly mobilized against the ban on veiling introduced by the military junta 

of the 1980 coup. While they had considerable support among the organized feminists in the 
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country, there were some secular feminists who were of the idea that Islamism was a dangerous 

territory and the secular ideology of the Republic needed protection. 

Within the last decades of 20th century, Kemalism remained as the founding central 

ideology of the governance but it was challenged from multiple fronts. As mentioned earlier, the 

current ruling party, the AKP came to power through a rhetoric of challenging and dismantling 

the Kemalist ideology, which they held responsible for the military interventions in the country. 

With this argument they were able to garner support from different groups and Islamist women 

participated actively in their election campaigns. In the following section, I will look into how the 

AKP deepened the sex/gender system towards a more gendered and heteropatriarchal structure.  

 

3.6 The Rule of AKP through Reproductive and Sexual Policies37  

The AKP, has been in power in Turkey since 2003.  Emerging from the traditional Islamist 

politics, the AKP took a discursive shift, from what was initially called political Islamism to 

merging religious conservatism with neoliberalism38. At the same time, unlike traditional 

Islamism, it ardently supported Turkey's membership to the European Union, promising 

democratization of the country and dismantling the so-called militarist and bureaucratic tutelage, 

which they presented was a result of the Kemalist founding ideology of the state. The moderate 

Islamism of the AKP was cherished in and outside of Turkey as a model for Muslim majority 

countries, mainly in the Middle East and North Africa region. Yet, within a couple of years, the 

model of the AKP crumbled away and has become subject to criticism for its authoritarian 

                                                     

37 Parts of this section are adapted from an earlier publication: 2011. “The Construction of 

Heteropatriarchal Family and Dissident Sexualities in Turkey”. Fe Dergi 3, no. 1 (2011), 56-64. 

http://cins.ankara.edu.tr/20111.html 
38 This discursive shift as I will further explain below, is called the post-Islamist turn. 

http://cins.ankara.edu.tr/20111.html
http://cins.ankara.edu.tr/20111.html
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policies and practices39. The democratization packages the AKP introduced, in fact, has become 

the grounds to mark any act of dissidence as a danger to their state.  

Often called a ‘moderate Islamist’ party, it is no surprise that the AKP follows a 

conservative agenda based on a self-defined religiosity. Their era has been marked with a 

significant nostalgia for the Ottoman Empire as well as attempts to re-claim the heresy of the 

empire, instead of aspiring for an Islamist social and political order. Similarly, especially when it 

comes to sexuality and gender, the discourse government officials use avoids making direct 

references to Islam and follows a typical neo-conservative agenda with an emphasis on ‘family 

values’, instead of religious expressions. This has been analyzed as a strategic discursive 

departure from Islamism or what Bayat calls the post-Islamist turn (Bayat 1996, 2005, 2007).    

Not only a condition, post-Islamism is also a project, a conscious 

attempt to conceptualize and strategize the rationale and modalities of 

transcending Islamism in social, political and intellectual domains. Yet, 

post-Islamism is neither anti-Islamic, un-Islamic, nor is it secular. 

Rather, it represents an endeavor to fuse religiosity and rights, faith and 

freedom, Islam and liberty. (Bayat, 2005: 5) 

 

The AKP is taken as one of the most significant examples of the post-Islamist turn since it 

embraced a discourse that shifted from traditional Islamism and promoted a rhetoric of human 

rights and democratization. However, over the years AKP’s post-Islamist turn has proved to be 

nothing more than the “entrenchment of conservatism” (Tugal 2013). As Cihan Tugal argues, it 

has turned sour not because of pluralism as the post-Islamism argument promises, but because of 

a rejection of attempts to homogenize the country under a single-party system with an 

authoritarian leader (2013). To further this discussion, I argue that sexuality and gender policies 

constitute an arena where this authoritarian shift is crystallized. Reproductive and sexual policies 

constitute some of the most striking examples to the interventions by the AKP government. In 

this section, I will discuss some notable shifts in the reproductive and sexual policies by the AKP, 

                                                     

39 The conservative and authoritarian policies of the AKP government and its leader, Tayyip 

Erdogan in relation to the LGBT Movement and sexual dissidence are discussed more 

specifically in Chapter 5.  
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such as the repeated calls to have at least three children per family, the debates to ban abortion, 

and the condemnation of the sexual dissident as a medical pathology but not as a sinner.  

The AKP has been pushing a pro-natalist agenda on women using the state apparatus at 

its service while denying even the most basic rights to the sexual dissidents in the country. As 

many feminists in the country repeatedly argue, there is an undeclared war not only on women’s 

rights but on women’s bodies in Turkey. It is not rhetorical but literal as exemplified by the fact 

that Ministry of Justice announced a 1400 percent increase in feminicides in the seven years 

between 2002 and 2009 in Turkey (Gazioglu 2013). This undeclared war has multiple fronts and 

the reproductive policies is only one of them. I do not include, for example, the young women 

who suffer due to early marriages. The 'child brides', as they are referred to in Turkey, suffer 

health consequences or even lose their lives during delivery as they are too young to reproduce. 

These women do not count, not even as statistics among the murdered women.  

Abortion in Turkey has not been penalized or criminalized since 1965. Then came 

Erdogan’s statement in 2012 during the women’s caucus of the AKP: “In my opinion abortion is 

murder. No one should have the right to allow it. Abortion is no different than killing a child. I 

know that these are specifically planned steps to prevent the population increase in this country” 

(Milliyet 2012). This was only a statement but it was taken across the country as if it was an 

order, as is the case for all statements coming from Erdogan, and although abortion is still not 

criminalized, following the speech it suddenly became almost unavailable for many women. The 

operation can only be performed with the permission of the spouse, and it is widely surveilled as 

the doctors and the hospital administrations are now obliged to notify the next of kin, generally 

either the husband or the father. Although it is not illegal, state hospitals do not perform abortions 

after eight weeks of gestation, although private institutions continue to offer the service. The 

procedure in private hospitals is extremely expensive, making abortion a privilege that only the 
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wealthy can afford. Similarly contraceptive methods, including birth control pills, are becoming 

unaffordable for the average woman as prices keep rising exponentially.  

Another form of state control over women’s reproductivity is the current ban on elective 

C-section deliveries. This means, a C-section can only be performed if there is a life threatening 

situation. It is widely believed that the procedure reduces live birth rates (the AKP favors pro-

natalism), and it is also more of a financial burden on the health care system.  

Sexual and physical assault on women is also on the rise. While AKP supporters argue 

that this increase is a result of a greater documentation of cases, which would actually be a 

positive reflection on the AKP government, it doesn’t change the fact that combating violence 

against women is still not considered a priority for the government. In fact, in court cases 

involving sexual assault and the murder of women, the offender might still receive a reduction in 

sentence if he successfully argues that the woman involved was guilty of indecency and 

promiscuity. A recent case in 2015 involved a young university student, Ozgecan Arslan, who 

was assaulted and killed brutally by three men on her way home, and caused great public uproar. 

The AKP intelligentsia during this public outcry offered sexual segregation on public 

transportation under the name of “pink busses for women”. This segregation of women in the 

public space is a manifestation of the AKPs gender binary and the re-construction of public and 

private spheres on a sex-segregated structure. This position anticipates chances to separate 

women into women-only spaces, and removing them from the public sphere. Similarly in AKP 

municipalities, public spaces like parks and recreational areas are closely scrutinized to keep them 

“family-only” places.  Single men and women are expected to ‘behave themselves’ and not 

disturb families by mingling together, which is considered contrary to a vaguely defined concept 

of public morality. Such policies create homo-social environments assumed to be free from 

sexual desires and activities. This stance imagines Turkish society to be free from same sex 

desire, and is neatly categorized into two genders reflected in the national identity cards that come 
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in blue for men and in pink for women40. In this state sanctioned division of public and private 

spheres, sexism and heterosexism are interlocked and it would be a futile attempt to analyze them 

separately. 

One striking example of how sexism and heterosexism is interlocked in Turkey took 

place in 2010. Aliye Kavaf, the State Minister responsible for the affairs of Women and Families 

(as the agency was named at the time) declared in an interview with the daily Hürriyet that she 

believed gay people were sick. 41 “I believe [homosexuality] is a biological disorder, a disease, 

something that needs to be treated. Therefore, I do not have a positive opinion of gay marriage42”.  

It is significant to note here that she relied on a medicalized justification for her opinion, rather 

than on a religious one. In fact, she was publicly criticized by the Islamists for being unduly 

influenced by Western morals for not calling the act sinful. Her declaration was a precursor of the 

conservative policies both Kavaf and her political party later developed at the expense of women 

and sexual dissidents in Turkey.  

As a minister, Kavaf was the head of an institution responsible for the well-being of 

women, but even the name of the ministry was problematic for the AKP ideology. Erdogan, 

Prime Minister at the time, who insistently calls on women to have three children, decided to 

scrap the ministry and establish a new institution under the title of "Ministry of Family and Social 

Policies". The change was telling about the underlying ideology. The ministry clearly situated 

women not as individuals but as a part of the family institution. Even so, this individuality is 

imagined through the figure of a male persona in the public sphere and tends to exclude women.  

                                                     

40 As of 2017, the new identity cards are being replaced by new chipped cards which are not 

color-coded. 
41 Hürriyet Sunday Supplement, “Homosexuality is a Disease’ says Turkish Minister,” March 7, 

2010. 

http://www.hurriyetdailynews.com/n.php?n=8216homosexuality-is-a-disease8217-says-minister-

2010-03-07 
42 The question she received did not include gay marriage yet she assumed the connection 

between gay marriage and the possibility of gay sex since sexual relations are only imagined to 

take place between married couples. Besides, gay marriage is not even a demand voiced by the 

LGBT movement in Turkey.  

http://www.hurriyetdailynews.com/n.php?n=8216homosexuality-is-a-disease8217-says-minister-2010-03-07
http://www.hurriyetdailynews.com/n.php?n=8216homosexuality-is-a-disease8217-says-minister-2010-03-07
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 Kavaf’s statement aligned with the conservatism of the existing gender and sexual 

inequalities (Kocuk 2014). Considering that only 1 percent of women between the ages of 45-49 

have never been married, it would be safe to conclude that alternatives to heterosexual marriage 

barely exist for women43. I should also note that the majority of women in Turkey are married 

with children; at the end of their reproductive period only 2.4 percent have never given live birth, 

which would not necessitate a call to women to have more children. In order to apprehend the 

scope of the claim, it is significant to note the framework of sexual orientation and the 

construction of heteropatriarchal family in relation to the ideology of the nation state. Kavaf’s 

claim that homosexuality is an illness, the annulment of the Ministry of Women, and the Prime 

Minister’s call to women to have more children are the seemingly unrelated consequences of the 

same sexual ideology to regulate and control individuals through state sanctions in support of 

heteropatriarchal family forms. In other words, sexual and reproductive policies that have 

consequences both for women and sexual dissidents, sexism and heterosexism at the state level, 

cannot be discussed separately as these two groups are both populated with bodies that are 

subjected to the nation state.  

 As established in the introduction, citizenship is already a sexualized and gendered 

domain and the neoliberal discourse on citizenship shapes the mothering experiences of people 

through its manipulation of moralistic ‘family values’. While being a proper citizen for males 

includes doing the mandatory military service, the civic duty for women is cast as motherhood. 

Sacralization of mothering in line with the discourse of ‘mothers of the nation’. In Turkey where 

the family is already deployed as the smallest unit of the nation, those values gain significance to 

the extent that they become one of the pillars of the nationalist sentiments. However, in the case 

of the AKP, it is also branded through conservatism and neoliberalism. For instance, 2015 started 

with the press release by the minister responsible for health claiming that the principal career for 

                                                     

43 Hacettepe University Institute of Population Studies (HUIP), Turkey Demographic and Health 

Survey 2008,  (Ankara: Hacettepe University Press. 2009) 
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women is motherhood. He said: “Mothers have the career that no one else in the world has, the 

career of motherhood. Mothers should focus on no career but the career of motherhood" (Diken 

01.01.2015). Motherhood as it is prescribed here does not refer to the lack of employment outside 

the private sphere but it emphasizes the central position that procreation is expected to occupy in 

a woman’s life. It is important to highlight here that by signifying motherhood as a career, the 

minister strategically places it within the parameters of 'contemporary modern woman', or by 

valuing it in the terms of economic gains instead of traditionally marking the woman's place as 

home.  

 As it will be elaborated in the next chapter, Turkey is considered a 'hinge' (Bereket and 

Adams 2006) country in terms of LGBT rights since most of the countries to its east penalize 

homosexuality, whereas most countries that fall to the west provide legal rights and/or protection 

against discrimination to LGBT individuals. Although same-sex involvements are not 

criminalized according to the constitution, the Turkish Republic offers no legal protection to its 

citizens against discrimination based on sexual orientation or gender identity. Despite the 

apparent policy of total silence about same sex-issues, the existence of a discriminatory sexual 

system can be gleaned from various reproductive policies that prevent parenting by gender and/or 

sex non-complying people. First of all, heteronormative reproduction is protected as various 

institutions prevent reproduction among sexual dissident people, and reserving this as a right for 

heterosexual married couples.44 Co-parenting by same-sex couples is unheard of since there is no 

recognized marriage, partnership or joint custody rights. On the contrary, and until recently, 

lesbians were under the risk of losing the custody of their children from their previous 

heterosexual relationships due to a 1982 Supreme Court ruling when a lesbian lost the custody of 

her daughter on account of her sexual orientation45. In the absence of any law concerning the 

                                                     

44  For analysis of legal regulation of sex reassignment and sexual citizenship see: Kurtoglu 2009.  
45 The court's ruling was as follows: “The grounds for divorce [in this case] is homosexuality, 

namely lesbianism, which could never be tolerated by the society. Giving custody of a girl child 
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issue, this case sets a dangerous legal precedent for similar custody cases. Another legislation 

regarding reproductive rights that jeopardizes parenting by LGBT people is the 2010 ban on the 

use of sperm cryobanks outside the country. The prohibition was introduced by the Ministry of 

Health on the grounds of the preservation of 'Turkish race and/or ethnicity' and does not even 

mention LGBT individuals. However, since there are no sperm banks in the country, external 

sources were one of the few ways for lesbians to have a child, at least for the women who could 

afford the service. Finally, a policy that clearly defines dominant reproductive politics is the 

mandatory sterilization of transsexuals who seek sex alignment surgery.  One has to sacrifice her 

or his reproductive capacity in order to be officially considered a member of the sex he or she 

feels they belong to. These laws and regulations help preserve the heteropatriarchal family and 

reinforce the depiction of same-sex relationships as the end of biological reproduction, and 

actively construe queer parenting as an oxymoron.  

 In short, the binary gender logic of the Kemalist sexual system was maintained by AKP 

rule even though the party came to power with the promise to eliminate the oppressions 

associated with Kemalism. The sexual and gender system of the Kemalist era based on binary 

opposites did not only remain intact under its rival, the AKP, but deepened. Moreover, I conclude 

that the binary logic of the dominant sexual and gender system reflects the general authoritarian 

tendency inherent in the AKP governance. While authoritarianism was an indispensable element 

of the AKP from the beginning of their governance, they were able to garner support from 

                                                                                                                                                            

to a woman with such pathological habits could endanger the child’s future development. There 

would be no point in waiting for the child to grow and separate her from her mother after her 

personality is damaged. When regulating custody, not only the child’s current wellbeing, but also 

his or her future gains should be taken into consideration. Therefore, precautions should be taken 

before the child acquires bad habits. Under these circumstances, the child’s moral development 

takes precedence over his or her need for affection. Thus ‘the lesser of two evils’ should be 

preferred and the custody should be given to the father. Not doing so is against procedure and the 

law.” The Supreme Court of Appeals 2nd Civil Chamber dated June 21st, 1982 (file no. 

1982/5077 and ruling no. 1982/5531) cited in Shadow NGO Thematic Report on Turkey to the 

Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women: Discrimination and Violence 

against Women on Basis of Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity August, 2009.   
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different groups in the society by playing on the already existing divides in the society and 

creating new ones. This strategy is typical of the neo-conservative governance as marked by the 

infamous words of George W. Bush: “you are either with us or against us”. 

3.7 Conclusion 

In this chapter, I overviewed the main trends of sex/gender system in Turkey tracing the 

narratives on motherhood from pre-Islamic Turkic mythology which was utilized as an origin 

story in the Republican era, to Valide Sultan which was revived again, in a distorted form, in the 

latest state formation of neoliberal, neoconservative AKP government. I also looked into how 

'mothers of the nation' as a discourse was instrumentalized in the Kemalist nation-state building 

project, marking women both as sexless subjects in the public sphere and as agents in the making 

of the new nation. Coming to power in 2002, the AKP emerged on the promise of undoing the 

Kemalist state formation and their military tutelage, but I argued in this chapter, as a 

neoconservative and neoliberal Islamist government the AKP in fact has established a more 

authoritarian regime that deepened the binary constructs of sex and gender system towards a sex-

segregated public space and crystallized the sex/gender system of the country by centralizing on 

the neo-conservative rhetoric of family values.  

 Drawing from the discussions in the previous chapter, it becomes obvious that all of the 

three historic motherhood figures bear essentialist and essentialising qualities of motherhood that 

constrain women’s lives. While nature acts as the nurturing mother through the figure of Asena in 

the first narrative, Valide Sultan is the quintessential symbol of reprosexuality. It almost inverts 

the psychoanalytic story in favor of the son and the mother remains forever tied to her son and 

only one son. Her sexuality is cast away and she gains respect and power through that almost 

symbiotic relationship- mother-son dyad- that keeps procreating the dynasty. The ‘mothers of the 

nation’ in the foundational years of the Republic opened up the terrain by providing suffrage and 

education, yet it did not infuse into the gender and sexuality relations. Women gained more 
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responsibilities but not as much freedoms or autonomy. These figures had very limited access, if 

any, to the four empowering qualities of mothering for women as defined by O’Reilly: Agency, 

authority, authenticity, and autonomy46. While they can be taken as the long forgotten remnants 

of the past, they keep haunting and even inflecting the current understandings of women’s lives as 

limited to motherhood in the contemporary TR. Thus women owning up their sexuality and 

sexual identity are seen as threats to the system and even to the society. Under the conservative 

neoliberal governance of AKP, these ghosts of the past are deployed strategically in different 

moments and spheres of life as the political party merging with the state creates its own traditions 

in the country. As levels of education and employment go down among women and they are 

encouraged to return to their homes, the women are increasingly leading more precarious lives as 

evidenced by the increasing rates of feminicides. 

 Overall, this chapter provided a framework in which citizenship both in the Kemalist and 

the AKP state formation is described and maintained via motherhood for women and military 

service for men. In this context, mothering as an experience is almost made impossible especially 

for sexual dissidents. Moreover, sexual citizenship of the LGBT people in the country is no doubt 

rendered a failed citizenship. To expand on this argument, in the next chapter I will look into how 

sexual citizenship for the LGBT people in Turkey is framed as an in-between status caught 

between the West and the East, or between Islamophobia and homophobia.  

  

                                                     

46 As explained in chapter 2, section 3. 
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Chapter 4 Queer Transnational:  Can the Queer Muslim Speak? 

In 201347 Turkey launched a campaign to prevent children of Turkish origin from being adopted 

into non-Muslim and/or same-sex families in Europe. The campaign was initiated by an attempt 

to the Turkish government to retrieve a little boy from his lesbian foster parents in the 

Netherlands48. The situation quickly escalated to a diplomatic row between the two countries. A 

nine-year old, Yunus who was a Dutch citizen and the son of Muslim Turkish immigrants, was 

taken from his biological parents when he was six months old. After being taken to the hospital 

with a broken leg and bruises, he was placed with a foster family, a same-sex Christian couple. 

The Turkish Deputy Prime Minister at the time, Bekir Bozdag, condemned the incident as a 

tragedy and an example of Christian assimilation, with the claim that about 4.000 Muslim Turkish 

children in Europe were adopted into Christian families; Bozdag issued a call “to save the little 

ones”. Then Turkish Prime Minister Erdogan49 called the placement of Yunus a breach of his 

nation’s “moral and religious values.” While the Dutch Prime Minister dismissed the topic as a 

domestic issue that was not open to discussion between the two countries, Dutch authorities 

explained that there was a lack of Muslim families who volunteered as foster parents50.   

 In the Turkish media, the campaign surrounding Yunus was fueled by the cries of the 

biological mother demanding her son. Her sentimental statements about the pain of losing a child 

was circulated in the Turkish press for a couple of months and were accompanied by the AKP 

authorities’ claims and promises to help her. The expatriate Turkish NGOs and associations in 

Europe voiced concerns about the fate of the young people of Turkish descent in Europe. Finally 

                                                     

47 The year 2013 became a milestone in Turkish politics with the rise of public protests on the 

streets in May of that year. 
48 http://www.hurriyetdailynews.com/Default.aspx?pageID=238&nid=41350&NewsCatID=341  
49 http://www.thenational.ae/news/world/europe/turkish-child-fostered-by-dutch-lesbians-sparks-

diplomatic-row  
50 https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/turkish-prime-minister-criticizes-netherlands-for-placing-

muslim-boy-in-car  

http://www.hurriyetdailynews.com/Default.aspx?pageID=238&nid=41350&NewsCatID=341
http://www.thenational.ae/news/world/europe/turkish-child-fostered-by-dutch-lesbians-sparks-diplomatic-row
http://www.thenational.ae/news/world/europe/turkish-child-fostered-by-dutch-lesbians-sparks-diplomatic-row
https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/turkish-prime-minister-criticizes-netherlands-for-placing-muslim-boy-in-car
https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/turkish-prime-minister-criticizes-netherlands-for-placing-muslim-boy-in-car
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in 2015 an official campaign was launched by the first lady of Turkey, Emine Erdogan, to 

encourage the Turkish diaspora to become foster parents51. The little boy Yunus and his same sex 

foster parents went into hiding and we do not know how their lives have been affected by this 

campaign.  

 While the condemnation of Muslim majority countries by western states or international 

agencies for human rights abuses against women or ‘sexual minorities’ does not make for hot 

topics to be covered by the press any more, this event was different in the sense that the 

condemnation came from a Muslim majority country towards a western country. Yet, the reasons 

for the diplomatic row were in line with dominant sexual identity politics where accepted queer 

sexual citizens are white and established European citizens, while homophobia comes from 

racialized others. Thus this case did not challenge dominant discourse that attributes homophobia 

to Muslims, immigrants, and people of color, and Islamophobia to western countries. In this 

context, how should we frame the questions for analysis? Is it the prevalence of Islamophobia on 

the part of the Netherlands that resulted in the little boy being taken away from his biological 

parents? Or is it homophobia in Turkey that caused the unnecessary stir that resulted in the 

campaign? While the worn out concepts of Islamophobia and homophobia linger in the media and 

apparently in many people’s minds, I argue that there is an urgent need to open the framing of the 

questions themselves to questioning. What is the context that automatically brings these two 

concepts to the fore? Do we need to formulate them as either/or questions? Is it possible to 

respond by simply nodding our heads to both? I suggest that there is a need to pose more nuanced 

questions to open up the analysis; questions that invite a broader level of analysis to reveal the 

problems lurking beneath the surface.  

Deployment of this little boy as the perfect victim needs to be approached from a broader 

perspective of transnational relations in terms of gender and sexual policies. This was not a 

                                                     

51 http://www.dailysabah.com/turkey/2015/01/22/turkey-to-encourage-diaspora-to-be-foster-

parents  

http://www.dailysabah.com/turkey/2015/01/22/turkey-to-encourage-diaspora-to-be-foster-parents
http://www.dailysabah.com/turkey/2015/01/22/turkey-to-encourage-diaspora-to-be-foster-parents
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straight forward diplomatic row between Turkey and the Netherlands. It has ties to the popular 

rhetoric of ‘the clash of civilizations’ between the modern civilized and civilizing west and a 

“pre-modern” Islam. It re-energizes the deadlock of the unbridgeable differences of the so-called 

civilizational divide that relies on the rhetoric of the “clash of civilizations”52.  With agreement on 

both sides about the homogeneity of the clashing civilizations, it marks the alleged fault line of 

this divide between civilizations, especially in regard to the arena of gender and sexuality, and 

limits the possibility of certain subject positions at the intersections of these locations. For 

example, when this neat division is followed it becomes very difficult to imagine that some of the 

foster or adoptive parents could be Muslim and queer.   

The lesbian foster parents of Yunus did not have a voice throughout the entire ordeal. The 

news reported that they had moved to an undisclosed location as they felt threatened by the 

ongoing campaign to return the child to his biological parents. The state authorities spoke on 

behalf of the same sex couple. As citizens of the Netherlands, they were under the protection of 

the state. This might not have been possible a couple of decades ago. The emergence of the rights 

bearing queer subjects is a recent development in Europe and North America, and there is a 

struggle with twists and turns behind this emergence. 

In order to unpack the story of Yunus, the little boy caught between the monstrous 

‘assimilating’ queers and the neglectful Muslim immigrant parents, I first present the history 

behind the emergence of the same-sex couple as rights-bearing sexual citizens in a recognized 

family formation in western neoliberal democracies coeval to the rise of neoliberal capitalism. 

The following section interrogates the spread of sexual categories originating from the West with 

the exponential rise in the influence of global capitalist relations along with the struggles for the 

LGBT rights activism for these sexual identity categories. Next section turns to Muslim queer 

subjects and discusses this intersectional location, which is rendered virtually impossible with the 

                                                     

52 For a discussion of the rhetoric of clash of civilizations see Razack (2008) Chapter 3.  
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revitalized rhetoric surrounding civilization and culture following 9-11. The anti-Muslim 

sentiment, dominant in many western cultures, is discussed alongside Sherene Razack’s concept 

of the ‘racialization of culture’. The chapter comes full circle in the last section when we visit the 

2013 European cultural scene through a well-known celebration of western European culture, the 

European annual song contest, Eurovision, when Turkey quietly leaves the contest as a result of 

the deepening schism between ‘European Culture’ and Turkey, an increasingly conservative, 

Muslim majority European Union candidate.  

4.1 Gay Liberation Movement 

The tug of war between the two prime ministers in the story of Yunus took place during a trade 

visit to the Netherlands by Tayyip Erdogan. Regardless of their disagreements on the matter of 

the adoption, ongoing trade relations between the two countries had central importance. Besides, 

Turkey is country that has been trying to become a European Union member, which is an 

economic and political union with a single market53.  

A brief history of the Gay Liberation Movement (GLM) as context for the same sex couple 

that we encounter in Yunus’s story will also show that despite the homogenizing and reductionist 

claims to depict a coherent category called ‘the West’ with uniform privileges and demands, there 

is no such single queer position and/or political stand. The LGBT movement in western countries 

along with the ‘subjectless critique’54 provided by critical queer scholarship and praxes are 

presented in relation to the shifts in capitalism.  

The LGBT movement in the West, with its demands and achievements, rests on the 

development of a homosexual identity from the scattered homosexual acts in the 19th century. 

John D’Emilio, in a widely cited article on the relations between capitalism and homosexuality, 

                                                     

53 As defined in the website for European Union: https://europa.eu/european-union/about-eu/eu-

in-brief_en  
54 Subjectless critique refers to a mode of critique that does not signify a stable identity category. 

As Eng et al. define it as such: “a subjectless critique establishes .. a focus on a 'wide field of 

normalization' as the site of social violence” (2005). 

https://europa.eu/european-union/about-eu/eu-in-brief_en
https://europa.eu/european-union/about-eu/eu-in-brief_en
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states that homosexuality as a standalone identity was only possible at a certain stage in the 

development of capitalism. In newly forming city centers as industrialization takes hold, for the 

first time in history people were able to survive by earning wages through their labour freed from 

the binds of family interests. Ironically this also marks the time when the family as a unit was 

itself transforming into a unit of consumption from a domain of production. Thus a move of non-

heterosexual people out of the normative family unit towards individualism is bound with both 

western-style sexual orientation categories and capitalism from the start. 

GLM is a part of the New Social Movements that started in North-America and Western 

Europe in the 1960s. Unlike the word homosexual, which has its roots in the field of medicine, 

the words “gay” and “lesbian” connote a political identity in regards to a staunch political subject 

position. GLM in that sense is a form of identity politics. The civil rights movement of black 

Americans that started with the demand to be free from oppression, and later moved to calls for 

equal participation in activities of the nation as a whole preceded the GLM. Adopting this model, 

the early GLM identified homophobia as the target and the source of all discrimination and 

exclusion. This resulted in a single-issue movement based on an ethnic model of organizing. 

GLM was also influenced by the feminist movements of the 1960s, where there emerged a 

critique of “the family” as a socially imposed institution that dictated sexual monogamy among 

heterosexuals. Early GLM echoed the Women’s Liberation movement starting with its title and 

its critical stance against the institution of the family55. Over the years GLM moved away from its 

more radical roots and settled on access to all the rights and responsibilities of full citizenship; a 

sexual citizenship that was originally intended only for heterosexuals. Gaining visibility and 

representation in all walks of life became the central aim of the movement. In this way they 

claimed, gay people were like heterosexuals with only minor differences, and thus they were not 

a threat to the system.  

                                                     

55 See Chapter 3 for further information about the feminist critique of family. 
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 The Stonewall Riot in 1969 New York is accepted universally as the moment of origin 

for GLM that turned the hidden and reviled subjects of the Homophile Movement into proud gays 

and lesbians claiming the public space that they deserve. While similar moments of resistance 

have been added into the history of the movement, Stonewall retains its significance as a symbol 

for the movement56. The revolt at the Stonewall Inn, a popular gay bar often raided by police, and 

the resistance against the oppression and brutality of the police force involved during the riot is 

seen as a revolutionary and revolutionizing moment that marked the decades to come. Today a 

linear progressive logic permeates the ritualized memorializing of the Stonewall riot, while the 

event itself is widely accepted as a starting point for a global LGBT movement. The riot is 

celebrated around the globe in the month of June with “carnivalesque” street parties with the 

theme of gay “pride” (Manalansan 1995). 

The most often cited trope in the story of the western style gay/ lesbian subject formation is 

‘coming out of the closet’ or simply coming out, which is described as the process of becoming a 

gay subject. The person comes to terms with his (and less likely her) inner gay self through the 

stages of the coming out process. Initially he becomes aware of his difference from heterosexual 

subjects and comes to announce this inner reality first to himself then to the people around him. 

In the logic of the GLM, coming out has been taken as a political process transforming the 

repressed gay person into a political actor who struggles against homophobia starting with the 

people in his own personal networks. Explicated by Foucault as an extension of the confessional 

practice of Christianity, which was later followed by a similar process in talk therapy psychiatry, 

the coming out model ascribes to a linear developmental model as a sort of prescription for 

western sexual orientation categories (1978). At the center is the notion of a stable sexual identity 

with an assumed need to express the inner self. Among gay people, coming out stories are 

popular and sentimental topics for conversation, and a shared experience that unites the gay 

                                                     

56 For further information about Stonewall see: The Making of Stonewall Myth, 2006 Elizabeth 

A. Armstrong and Suzanna M. Crage. 
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populations. Uncompleted coming out thus becomes a mark of a failing gay identity or a 

precarious belonging in the gay community.  Coming out as a political strategy constitutes one of 

the most central western norms for being gay and it creates an identity that marks the bearer as a 

modern subject, emancipated or on the way to emancipation. On the other hand, this political 

stance relies on stable identity categories and is inherently essentialist as a form of identity 

politics57.  

GLM, or as it is later referred to the Gay and Lesbian Liberation Movement, has been a 

success story in the west. It has been able to secure rights and recognition for the people they 

represent. The current LGBT movement that is under critique from the peripheries of the 

movement, relies on mainstreamed ideas and strategies from the success of that movement. 

However these demands for full participation in the privileged neoliberal western spaces without 

questioning the status quo or the expansion of the national ideologies to include them, has 

positioned them as subjects under state regulation. Hate crime legislation, recognition of same-

sex marriage and the right to serve in the army with open gay identities are listed among the most 

recent achievements of the movement. Yet these gains are problematic, which will be discussed 

in the next section in light of critiques from more recently developed queer perspectives.  

4.2 Queer Liberalism 

In the 1990s, during the AIDS epidemic, another group critical of both conservative and liberal 

progressives, queer activists, started gaining visibility. They criticized identity-based LGBT 

activism and rejected their policies as assimilation into the heterosexual-homosexual binary. 

Their protests were controversial and more aggressive. While the GLM, and later gay rights 

activists targeted homophobia, the new Queer Nation had a broader project: targeting 

heteronormativity or “the institutions, structures of understanding, and practical orientations that 

                                                     

57 See Chapter 3 for a discussion of essentialism and stable identities.  
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make heterosexuality not only coherent- that is, organized as a sexuality- but also privileged” 

(Berlant and Warner 1998). 

The critique of neoliberal capitalism as it relates to queerness was a focal point of 

discussion. Neoliberalism, according to Lisa Duggan (2002), is a political philosophy that 

emphasizes privatization, de-regulation and competition. In her words it is “the brand name for 

the form of ‘free-market’, ‘anti-big-government’, rhetoric shaping US policy and dominating 

international financial institutions since the early 1980s” (2002: 177). With its internal conflicts 

and contradictions, neoliberalism establishes itself as free-of-politics/non-politics and thus natural 

and inevitable.  

Duggan defines the shift in the policies of the mainstream movement as homonormativity, 

“A new neoliberal sexual politics”, “a politics that does not contest dominant heteronormative 

assumptions and institutions, but upholds and sustains them while promising the possibility of a 

demobilized gay constituency and a privatized, depoliticized gay culture anchored in domesticity 

and consumption” (2003: 50). Homonormativity operates within neoliberal capitalism. Gay 

identity or a gay lifestyle, as it started to be called after the 2000s, was established through 

consumption in a newly created market increasingly targeting gays, especially gay males. And so 

it was the market, not the state that first sanctioned gay citizenship or a homonormativity that 

“does not contest dominant heteronormative assumptions and institutions but upholds and 

sustains them” (179). 

For David L. Eng, Duggan’s concept of homonormativity must have come too soon since 

he argued that the influence of the concept was rather limited (2010). Yet his work is in 

agreement with Duggan in terms of the central role neoliberal capitalism plays. He theorizes 

queer liberalism as: “a confluence of political and economic conditions forming the basis of 

liberal enfranchisement and inclusion for certain gay and lesbian US citizen-subjects willing to 

comply with its normative mandates” (2007: 39). The strength of his theorization lies in the 
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contribution he made in terms of the racialization processes in relation to queerness. Queer 

liberalism does not resist but abets the forgetting of race and the denial of racial difference in line 

with the claims that we are living in ‘post-racial’ societies. Eng’s queer liberalism reveals ties 

between neoliberalism, race and sexuality in a racial context by focusing on intimacy and the 

private sphere. Queer liberalism marks “one recent incarnation of liberal freedom and progress, 

constituted by the racialization of intimacy and the forgetting of race” (2010: 12). 

Family as an institution and same sex marriage have a central role in the discussions 

around queer liberalism. The liberal stance that equates freedom with ‘choice’ is reflected clearly 

in the debates around same sex marriage. Janet Jacobsen (2004) asserted that the demand for 

same sex marriage was not progressive and did not entail freedom. On the contrary, she argued, 

in the US context, marriage is regulation by the state. The inception of marriage as a form of 

freedom for citizens is only limited to the freedom to choose who to marry, not whether to marry 

or not, which is determined by the racial, ethnic or class position one occupies. The state in its 

management of the racialization of populations has always had a deciding role in who can get 

married and who is not allowed to do so. For example, in the US, indentured laborers and slaves 

were not allowed to marry. Just like the end of miscegenation laws are presented today as the end 

of the racist era and as the beginning of a post-racial society in the US context, it is likely that the 

recognition of same sex marriage by the federal state will be marked as the end of homophobia in 

the pages of the western neoliberal democracies.  However, as Duggan asserts “marriage is a 

strategy for privatizing gay politics and culture for the new neoliberal world order” (2002: 188) 

and an opportunity for the re-insertion of ‘family values’ as an indispensable element of the 

organization of society in late modern times. 

Kate Weston’s ethnographic research on same sex families in the US, ‘families we choose’ 

(1991) has been the phrase to describe queer families that are formed in creative ways in the last 

three decades in the west.  Weston’s extensive research showed the new ways gay people were 
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forming families by relying on a variety of models not all of which involved relations sanctioned 

by the government or blood relations. However, contemporary kinning falls under existing 

neoliberal relations to ongoing racism and neocolonialism. The nuclear family model still 

occupies a privileged position. Increasingly reproductive technologies and adoption services are 

available to gays and lesbians to establish their nuclear families so long as they are willing to and 

able to pay for it. Eng aptly adds that “in the age of queer liberalism, homosexual identity is 

increasingly produced as a supplement to late capitalism. Queer family and kinship emerge in the 

historical context- indeed as an effect - of this new ordering of political economy and the 

governance of social and biological life” (2007). 

From the point of queer liberalism, other than same sex marriage discussions, queer 

investment in punitive measures is another way that the mainstream LGBT movement 

participates in the neoliberal state. Although there is no proof that increased penalties deter hate 

crimes, LGBT organizations have increasingly relied on hate crime legislation to fight against 

homophobia. Through their efforts, the idea of incarceration as a form of punishment is 

naturalized, punitive practices are normalized and presented as the only way to achieve social 

justice. In her insightful article “Queer Investments in Punitiveness: Sexual Citizenship, Social 

Movements and Expanding Carceral State”, Sarah Lamble explains how the neoliberal carceral 

state changed from a target of queer protest to a celebrated guardian for a narrow group of sexual 

citizens. 

Given ongoing colonial legacies of the carceral state, the 

disproportionate number of people of colour in prison and racial 

character of expanding prison populations, these queer investments in 

punishment are, by their very nature, investments in state racism and 

violence. (2014: 161) 
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Hate crime prevention legislation and campaigns to demand protection are usually prosecution 

oriented instead of prevention oriented. These measures are framed as progressive while the 

rising security system in place with its armed forces are framed as benevolent58.  

Yet another way the demands of the mainstream LGBT movement joined the ranks of the 

neoliberal state was through army participation. By repealing the “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” policy 

in 2010 the Obama administration, made it possible for LGBT people to serve in the most 

powerful army in the world without hiding their sexual orientation. Obama stated: "we're not a 

nation that says 'don't ask don't tell'. We are a nation that says ‘out of many, we are one.” With 

this statement, he underlined the exceptionalism of US nationalism both in terms of being the 

exception among other nations and “as a structure of feeling, and as participation in a collective 

fantasy about being members of a superior civilization” (Razack: 178). This process of national 

identity making is extended to the previously cast out group of LGBT individuals, yet there is still 

an ‘other’ population that defines the threat: Muslims.  

 Jasbir K. Puar explains the processes by which Muslim populations are marked as 

homophobic while queer populations are imagined as white (2007). She coins a new concept, 

homonationalism, to describe homonormative nationalism: Beyond gay racism or the rise of 

conservative policies among gay populations, homonationalism is a process, an assemblage, an 

“analytic for apprehending the consequences of the successes of LGBT liberal rights movements” 

at the expense of other marginalized populations (2013: 25). In her well-read book Terrorist 

Assemblages: Homonationalism in Queer Times, Puar imagines sexuality not as an identity but as 

an assemblage of sensations, affects and forces. Homonationalism: “the use of ‘acceptance’ and 

‘tolerance’ for gay and lesbian subjects operates through three major domains: queer as 

                                                     

58 The protest by Black Lives Matter (BLM) activists in Toronto last summer was a case in point. 

BLM activists stopped the pride march to protest the inclusion of the police forces and made a 

statement condemning the white LGBT activists for their racist attitudes. While they had 

previously voiced that they did not feel safe at the presence of police forces, the organizing 

committee disregarded them.  
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regulatory, western exceptionalism, and the ascendancy of whiteness.  Homonationalism was 

theorized to render visible the historical shifts in modernist approaches to sexuality in North 

America and Europe. Through a sustained analysis of the workings of the contemporary ‘war 

machinations’, Puar reveals that certain gay and lesbian populations are becoming complicit in 

imperial projects while the human rights of LGBT citizens are becoming the barometer by which 

the legitimacy of and capacity for national sovereignty is evaluated. 

Puar claims that in the midst of globalization “like modernity, homonationalism can be 

resisted and re-signified, but not opted out of: we are all conditioned by it and through it” (2013 

23). Thus the question, ‘is there homonationalism in Turkey?’ becomes irrelevant. Unlike Israel, 

the Turkish state does not actively engage in homonationalism. The state of Israel, in an attempt 

to brand itself as the only democracy in the Middle East and a part of the West, puts emphasis on 

the rights LGBT people enjoy within the country. While this tolerance comes at the expense of 

the human rights abuses against Palestinian people, including queer Palestinians, it makes room 

for queer Palestinians either as “gay or victims of their culture” (Schotten and Maikey 2012).  

These efforts that align with homonationalism, settler colonialism, and Islamophobia are called 

pink-washing by critical queer activists and scholars59. In an opposite direction, Russia made its 

hostile attitude against LGBT people legal by passing a legislation against the “promotion of non-

traditional sexual relationships” and presented it as a measure to protect children (Zebracki 2014). 

Yet, unlike Israel or Russia, Turkey does not make public claims about its stance but resists the 

trend of homonationalism. While the gory details of state homophobia/transphobia surface in 

studies of sexual dissidence in Turkey, the state maintains a discourse that depicts sexual 

dissidence as against ‘common morals in the Turkish society’ and refuses to legislate for or 

against LGBT people. In international relations especially with European countries, and when the 

                                                     

59 For further discussion see: Shulman, Mikdashi and Puar, Schotten and Maikey, Morgensen.  
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topic cannot be avoided, it is quietly dismissed as a cultural difference, so as not to jeopardize 

Turkey’s chances in joining the European Union. 

4.3 McQueer Culture vs Transnational Queer60 

In an already globalized world, the scale of nation-state is very rarely sufficient to analyze local 

contexts especially when the topic is local forms of sexual dissidence and/or the national 

sex/gender systems. The positionalities, discourses, legislations and other dynamics of power 

within the nation state are as much determined by what is taking place in the country as by global 

power relations. Overall, the nation state as a modern form of governance is faltering, yet as 

nation states increasingly lose power to transnational institutions and corporations, their power to 

regulate the lives of their citizens does not diminish. This process might even have the opposite 

effect of making national policies more dangerous for both citizens and for those who are 

excluded from nationhood. One implication of this global trend for this study is that we still need 

to carefully analyze and scrutinize the form of the nation state. Besides, globalization is not based 

on equal relations of power and when you are at the peripheries of the globalization the national 

identity becomes more relational  and it becomes necessary to “think the transnational through the 

national” (Boellstroff 2005b). This explains the emphasis on policies of the Turkish Republic and 

the sex/gender system it has been constructing, transforming, and shaping as it pleases.  

 Borders are exponentially more permeable and the use of transportation, communication 

and information technologies has shrunk the world in ways that we have yet to fully understand. 

The use of internet and more specifically social media in the Middle East North Africa regions 

has allowed for people not only to follow the new ideas and trends around the world but also to 

establish links with each other.61 Other than the instant sharing of ideas and news online, people 

are more mobile. Sexual identities are also travelling and they are received in a variety of ways in 

                                                     

60 As an invocation of Gay Global and McGay by Boellstroff 2005b 
61 For an extended analysis of the internet use by LGBT people in Turkey see Serkan Gorkemli 

2012 
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different places. To assume that people who are on the receiving end of transmitted ideas are 

passive consumers or empty vessels waiting to be shaped denies their agency. Western sexual 

identity categories take new forms as they travel. They transform the lives they touch as much as 

they go through a transformation process themselves in order to blend in with the new soil. Even 

the most common trope of the discourse on gay identity ‘coming out’ that emerged as an 

indispensable of stable core takes different forms around the world. It becomes situational as one 

comes out or avoids it in different domains of her life. Thus even when peoples of a distant land 

call themselves by recognizable terms to westerners, their understanding and use of the term 

could be detached from the origin. This territorialisation process inevitably entails a bargain. 

People will identify with, or reject some notions but they will also actively dis-identify with them, 

and alter them in the process. “Disidentification is meant to be descriptive of the survival 

strategies the minority subject practices in order to negotiate a phobic majoritarian public sphere 

that continuously elides or punishes the existence of subjects who do not conform to the 

phantasm of normative citizenship” (Muñoz 1999: 4). 

 The “new queer studies”, as it is referred to by Martin Manalansan in his ground breaking 

book Global Divas, is an interdisciplinary field of study that analyses the processes of 

globalization from a transnational perspective62 (2003). Queer analysis today is informed by the 

decolonizing methodologies of Indigenous critiques of settler colonialism, people of color 

critiques as well as by contemporary class and ability studies. Frederick Ferguson coined the term 

“queer of color critique” in 2003. Today this field is an interdisciplinary body of work that 

problematizes the erasure of queer of color concerns and contributions to the field. It seeks to 

destabilize relationships between multiple sites of oppression. The queer of color analysis is: 

A mode of analysis that interrogates social formations as the 

intersections of race, gender, sexuality, and class, with particular 

                                                     

62 José Esteban Muñoz, Martin Manalansan, Tom Boelstroff, Gayatri Gopinath, Gloria Wekker, 

Ann Cvetkovich, Juana Maria Rodriguez, Lisa Rofel and Adi Kuntsman are some of the scholars 

with significant contributions to that field.  
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interest in how those formations correspond with and diverge from 

nationalist ideals and practices. Queer of color analysis is a 

heterogeneous enterprise made up of women of color feminism, 

materialist analysis, poststructuralist theory, and queer critique. 

(Ferguson 2004: 149) 

 

An early example of this approach is provided by Gloria Anzaldua, who was a Chicana dyke 

writer, and poet. She used the concept of queer in her writings as early as 1987. In her 

explanation, her race/ethnicity is an indispensable part of her queer identity. So is her working 

class background. Yet, in contemporary Queer Theory her name is seldom mentioned as one of 

the founding figures.   

For me the term lesbian es un problema. As a working-class Chicana, 

mestiza—a composite being, amalgama de culturas y de lenguas—a 

woman who loves women, “lesbian” is a cerebral word, white and 

middleclass, representing an English-only dominant culture, derived 

from the Greek word lesbos. I think of lesbians as predominantly white 

and middleclass women and a segment of women of color who acquired 

the term through osmosis much the same as Chicanas and Latinas 

assimilated the word “Hispanic.” When a “lesbian” names me the same 

as her, she subsumes me under her category. I am of her group but not 

as an equal, not as a whole person—my color erased, my class ignored. 

Soy una puta mala, a phrase coined by Ariban, a tejana tortillera. 

“Lesbian” doesn’t name anything in my homeland. Unlike the word 

“queer,” “lesbian” came late into some of our lives. Call me de las 

otras. (Gloria Anzaldua 1991/2009: 163) 

 

Queer people of color analysis allows the researcher to approach contemporary conflict areas 

with a more nuanced approach. One of the most crystallized examples of the conflict that pits 

regulatory queer subjects against racialized populations in the contemporary world is the ongoing 

gentrification in metropolitan areas. This tension between existing poorer populations and 

incoming wealthier ones is especially heightened in European cities, but it is not limited to them. 

Some LGBT populations resist confinement in gay ghettoes while others benefit from the 

mushrooming of hip queer spaces for conspicuous consumption with new residents from higher 

class backgrounds. Contestations over space, especially the use of urban areas, are being 

discussed in the literature as a reflection of the daily lives and struggles of marginalized people. 

Who gets access to space and who gets removed from space, or who gets confined in terms of 
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space are significant conflict areas saturated with power relations and invite analysis inflected 

with race/ethnicity as well as class divisions.  The contestation over the use of space requires a 

transnational framework since it cannot be divorced from discussions on gay tourism and gay 

globalization patterns either.  

 The emergence of a global gay subject is a sign of approaching times that wherever he 

travels around the world, he will find the feeling of home in gay bars or in pride parades that 

commemorate the Stonewall riot. He is the authentic gay figure in juxtaposition to all the local 

queers doomed to fail in copying him. Diaspora is soon to become a feeling that escapes the 

global gay subject. As for local populations, as brilliantly explained by Jackie Alexander, the 

colonial legacy raises the expectation to greet those visitors with a welcoming smile, create a 

spectacle of your difference, your colors and exotic flavors worthy of the gaze (2005). 

4.4 Queer Muslim: An Impossible Location 

“Do Muslim Queers Really Need Saving?” is a reframing of the infamous question posed by 

Gayatri Spivak and extended by Lila Abu-Lughod regarding the western savior narratives used 

for Muslim women (Spivak 1988; Abu-Lughod 2002). In the times of increased racialization of 

Muslims in the West and attribution of homophobia to Muslims, these are dangerous narratives 

since they have been used to justify military interventions in the past, as in the cases of 

Afghanistan and Iraq. We witness the extension of this gender exceptionalism to sexual identity 

categories to include Muslim queers. At the same time, queer Muslims in diaspora, situated 

within the borders of neoliberal western democracies, are under interlocking forms of oppression 

along with homophobia attributed to immigrant populations, and racialization based on their 

religious identity.  This new form of orientalism bears similarities with the original theory of 

orientalism by Edward Said: 

Orientalism can be discussed and analyzed as the corporate institution 

for dealing with the Orient- dealing with it by making statements about 

it, authorizing views of it, describing it, by teaching it, settling it, ruling 
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over it: in short, Orientalism as a Western style for dominating, 

restructuring and having authority over the Orient. (1978:3) 

While Said’s seminal theory explicates the contruction of the Orient in the form of a binary 

opposition between the Orient and the Occident and reveals how it works to the disadvantage of 

the people marked as oriental, the new form is more aggressive and it is fueled by the rhetoric of 

‘clash of civilisations.’ It further essentializes the differences that exist between the Judeo-

Chritian West and the Muslim Orient by reducing them to homogenized entities that stand in 

opposition to each other and deploys Islam as the other of the modern West. The only way for 

these societies to coexist becomes the assimilation of the non-western people into dominant 

western values and ways of living.  

It is my hypothesis that the fundamental source of conflict in this new 

world will not be primarily ideological or primarily economic. The 

great divisions among humankind and the dominating source of conflict 

will be cultural. Nation states will remain the most powerful actors in 

world affairs, but the principal conflicts of global politics will occur 

between nations and groups of different civilizations. The clash of 

civilizations will dominate global politics. The fault lines between 

civilizations will be the battle lines of future. (Huntington 1993: 22) 

The differences that mark Muslims is considered to be unbridgeable as they are taken as inherent 

in the culture of Islamic societies (Scott 2007). In this sense, differences and conflicts among 1.6 

billion Muslims around the world are disregarded. Based on the ideas of Bernard Lewis, Muslims 

are seen as an enraged population that threaten the Judeo-Christian heritage; In his words:“Islam 

has bloody borders” (Lewis cited in Huntington 1993). This rhetoric  maintained the status of war 

after the end of the cold war era. In that sense, negative sentiment against Muslims pre-dates 

9/11. The Muslim population, which is often equated to Arabs in Muslim minority countries in 

the West, are depicted as in need of assimilation into the western values yet they are also seen as 

inassimible as they were understood through one aspect of their culture, that is religion. Thus they 

are rendered a threat, a population that needs to be surveilled and/or contained. 
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 The anti-Muslim sentiment that gained new momentum post 9/11 became a form of neo-

orientalism, and it re-energized the circulation of the clash of civilizations rhetoric. Commonly 

referred to as Islamophobia, “indiscriminate negative attitudes or emotions directed at Islam or 

Muslims” (Bleich 2011) it is in fact a form of cultural racism. As Etienne Balibar argues, we do 

not talk about racism through race relations any more. Instead racial processes are discussed 

through differences attributed to culture (Razack 2008). Yet in the West, we are bound by “a 

contemporary form of race thinking, namely, the story that we [as Westerners] are under siege by 

Muslims and that our governments must save us from this threat’ (Razack 175). In Casting Out: 

The Eviction of Muslims from Western Laws and Politics, Sherene Razack explains the racial 

process that starts by the marking of Muslims as a ‘different level of humanity’ that threatens 

western secularity and rationality (2008). Through the three central figures in her analysis, the 

imperiled Muslim women, ‘dangerous’ Muslim men, and the civilized European, she explains 

that rescue narratives are traps that condemn culture as pure and simple reasons behind the 

oppression of Muslim women, while the social, economic, and political reasons that play the 

dominant role are disregarded (2008). In the European context where Muslims constitute the 

majority of immigrants, “communities under siege are most likely to turn inward and reinforce 

the very practices that those on the outside are seeking to change” (An-Naim cited in Razack 

144). According to Razack:  

A central way in which racism is organized in contemporary society is 

through a language of culture. Although racialized groups are no longer 

widely portrayed as biologically inferior (as a cruder version of racism 

would have it), dominant groups often perceive subordinate groups as 

possessing cultures that are inferior and overly patriarchal, a move 

described as the culturalization of racism (2008:173) 

As the quotation captures, this is a highly nuanced field and scholars who work on these topics 

have to studies that pay scant attention to the social, economic, and political changes taking place 

in their respective locations play a role in perpetuating the rhetorics that they set out to demolish. 

Joseph Massad’s analysis looks into the field through the theory of orientalism. He follows the 
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lead of Said in his article “Desiring Arabs” (2003) and traces the orientalist discourse in the 

construction of Muslim and Arab societies as homophobic entities. He argues that the imposition 

of the Western model of sexuality on non-western countries incites a discourse on sexual 

orientation and works to universalize, first of all, heterosexuality as a norm: It creates 

homophobia in locations where heterosexuality and homosexuality do not exist as identities. 

Massad’s work establishes the links with the colonial past and traces the links to the post-colonial 

present: “While the pre-modern West attacked the Muslim world’s alleged sexual licentiousness, 

the modern West attacks its alleged  repression of sexual freedoms” (2002: 375). Yet, it fails to 

capture the nuances of the field. The Muslim and Arab societies have been changing constantly 

with not only the violent processes of colonialism and modernization imbued with all the binary 

contructs of gender and sexuality, which created a contemporary and anachronistic discourse 

about sexuality that wiped clean almost all the non-heteronormative desires and subjectivities in 

the past. He claims that: 

By inciting discourse about homosexuals where none existed before, the 

Gay International is in fact heterosexualizing a world that is being 

forced to be fixed by a Western binary. Because most non-Western 

civilizations, including Muslim Arab civilization, have not subscribed 

historically to these categories, their imposition is producing less than 

liberatory outcomes... (2002: 383) 

 

‘Incitement to discourse’ in that sense is posed almost as a form of violence. Yet, Massad does 

not provide an alternative suggestion that would lead to social change. Habib Samar, a scholar 

who has established herself as an emerging scholar with significant contributions to the field of 

gender and sexuality studies in Muslim majority countries, especially in the area of the ‘Middle 

East’ argues that ‘incitement to discourse’ is the best option for sexual dissident people in these 

localities (2010). Only by starting open discussions about the subordinated position of sexual 

dissidents can progress take place. The LGBT or queer organizations in the Middle East have 

been trying to open up these spaces.  
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Massad’s central argument is that with the universalization of gay rights in Western 

countries, the ‘Gay International’ has immersed itself in a missionary calling. Very much like the 

white feminists becoming complicit in the imperial projects of saving brown women from their 

own cultures and the brutality of brown men, these gay activists along with their counterparts in 

the Arab and Muslim geographies who respond to their calls to incite a Western discourse of 

sexuality, are disseminating Western notions of sexual categories where none existed before. This 

assimilationist project “is the very discourse of the Gay International, which both produces 

homosexuals, as well as gays and lesbians, where they do not exist, and represses same-sex 

desires and practices that refuse to be assimilated into its sexual epistemology” (2003: 162).  

Following in the footsteps of the white Western women’s movement, 

which had sought to universalize its issues through imposing its own 

colonial feminism on the women’s movements in the non-Western 

world —a situation that led to major schisms from the outset—the gay 

movement has adopted a similar missionary role. (361) 

 

Massad constructs a ‘Gay International’ based on several international gay and lesbian 

organizations mainly working in the field of LGBT human rights in the West. While his ardent 

archival work and literature review need to be recognized as a contribution to the field, his 

research was detached from the field and did not engage the political struggles in the region in 

terms of sexual politics.  

Massad, while criticizing Western scholars for not taking change into account in their work 

on Muslim or Arab countries, fell into that trap himself. Ironically he ends up making statements 

dangerously close to conservative political leaders such as the former Prime Minister 

Ahmadinejad of Iran who already made the claim that there are no homosexuals in their 

countries63. The attempts to analyze Muslim societies only through the difference that marks them 

as the other of the West are orientalist and reductionist. Relying on the Holy Scripture or ancient 

Islamic texts to understand contemporary Muslim societies is futile. Yet Massad fails to make 

                                                     

63 For an extended discussion of Ahmedinejad’s claims see: Mahdawi 2012. 
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room for critical engagements with power relations that would seek to dismantle or at least 

disturb these politics. Where the history of same-sex desire is erased from consciousness through 

colonial processes or the connections to same-sex customs are wiped out through the 

modernization attempts in the Muslim countries, there is no alternative to western categories that 

are assumed as universal truths. In his work, Massad depicted an Arab/Muslim world where 

sexuality categories and sexual identities based on sexual orientations do not exist. Therefore 

there is no homophobia in that context, which does not entail that discrimination against same-sex 

desire and gender non-conformity does not exist in the form of phallocentrism or erasure.  

There is no doubt that cultural imperialism is still at work and that the universalization of 

Western sexual categories function as a vector of unequal power relations emanating from the 

West. Yet, claims like Massad’s create a theoretical impasse and a gridlock of stagnant power 

relations. Power relations are not unidirectional, and as students of Edward Said we have learned 

about the disdainful attitude of homogenizing large groups of people into categories of our own 

making and thus representing them by telling them what they are or what they are not, or what 

they can or cannot be. As a way to bring energy to that stagnant theoretical impasse, this 

dissertation follows the new queer studies approach as explained in the previous section and 

centralizes the LGBT activist work in Turkey along with the people in the networks of these 

organizations. 

 Afsaneh Najmabadi does not take part in the spurious discussions regarding ‘Gay 

International,’ yet she concludes her article with a significant statement: “Perhaps, one of the 

problems with the current heated debates between proponents of ‘global gay” and opponents of 

“gay international” resides in the presumption, common to both groups, that “I am gay” or “I am 

a transexual” means the same thing anywhere it is pronounced” (2008 )64. As such she cautions 

                                                     

64 Based on her ethnographic research on sex reassignment surgeries in Iran, Afsaneh Najmabadi 

argues in "Transing and Transpassing across Sex-Gender Walls in Iran” (2008) that although the 

pressure on gays and lesbians to transition from one gender to another is real, the religio-legal 
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her reader about the pitfalls around marking difference and similitude. Along the lines of 

Boellstroff, another established scholar on sexually non-complying people in another Muslim 

majority country, Indonesia, she explains how words referring to western sex/gender categories 

go through queer transformations as they travel to distant locales. The new identities or subject 

positions that emerge as a result of the processes imbued with negotiations, identifications, as 

well as dis-identifications, take new meanings. To borrow a phrase from Boellstroff these are 

‘bricolage’ identities and “homosexuality does not globalize as a monolith” (2005: 173).  

 This does not close the argument that there are highly problematic LGBT organizations 

and activists some of whom are located in western countries. In “Gay Imperialism”, Jin 

Haritaworn and Esra Erdem speak of the rising conservatism among gay rights activists in the UK 

as well as Germany (2008). As a result of their critique of the work by Peter Tatchell, a well-

known gay human rights activist, their work was censored by the press. When Tatchell threatened 

to sue the publisher, the anthology in which their article was printed was recalled.  Strikingly 

through this article we learn that African LGBTI human rights defenders have written a press 

release asking Tatchell to: 

Stay out of African LGBTI issues. You have proven that you have no 

respect for conveying the truth with regards to Africa or consulting 

African LGBTI leaders before carrying out campaigns that have severe 

consequences in our countries. You have betrayed our trust over and 

over again. This is neo-colonialism and it has no place in our struggle or 

in Africa. (31 January, 2007, n.p.)  

 

The background to the press release was Tatchell’s inflammatory campaign against the Nigerian 

government, regarding a same-sex marriage prohibition which regional activists had in fact 

already defeated.  Haritaworn and Erdem very aptly wrote that:  

An effective intervention into the ways in which sexual rights and 

migrant rights have become constructed as mutually contradictory 

requires a critical historiography, which questions how white subjects 

                                                                                                                                                            

framework of transsexuality in Iran has produced paradoxical, and certainly unintended, effects 

that at times benefit homosexuals. 
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came to claim the right to define and theorize sexual liberation projects 

in the first place. (2008 82)  

 

Yet their critique is only accessible through the pdf files of the article that circulate on the 

internet, not from the original book since it is no longer available.  

 By focusing on the queer of color collective, Strange Fruit based in Amsterdam, Fatima 

El-Tayeb in “‘Gays Who Cannot Properly Be Gay’: Queer Muslims in the Neoliberal European 

City” analyses one metropole in Europe as a site of pseudo-homophile Islamophobia and the 

experiences as well as the resistance of queer Muslims. Such intersectional queer of color 

activism reveals the binaries between European and Muslim identities and explains how coming 

out narratives become normative (2012). As a result, queer Muslims are marked as ‘not properly 

gay’: 

Thus, queer Muslims, if such an identity can be envisioned at all, 

occupy a place close to that assigned to Muslimas, i.e. they are 

perceived as being too oppressed and alienated from their own needs to 

speak up as long as they still identify with Islam. It is only when they 

can make the step into western modernity – a step that necessarily 

requires the break with, the coming out of the Muslim community – that 

they can claim an individualized identity as feminist or queer, usually 

by expressing gratitude for being saved by their ‘host society’. (El-

Tayeb: 80) 

 

Queer Muslims are expected to dissociate with their cultures or denounce their religions or they 

would be blamed for being victims of false consciousness. Otherwise, their agency is ignored or 

actively crossed over.  

Another significant work that looks into the opposition between Muslim societies and 

LGBT rights is by Momin Rahman (2014).  In “Queer Rights and the Triangulation of Western 

Exceptionalism” he argues that Muslim homophobia enhances Western exceptionalism. The 

article presents a framework of the triangulation from a transnational perspective building onto 

three spaces of analysis: homonormativity as discussed by Duggan, homonationalism as 

discussed by Puar, and the neo-colonial development of the “Gay International” as discussed by 
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Massad. As a result of the modernization thesis and the marking of queer rights as a symbol of 

Western exceptionalism, resistance to queer rights is seen as indicative of a less economically 

developed, less democratic, and less secular social formation. Queer visibility is identified with a 

progressive modernity that is derived from the experience of Western modernization. Muslims, 

both at “home” within the West and internationally, are therefore characterized as bearers of a 

“traditionalism” that marks them out as resistant to queer rights because they have yet to fully 

experience or embrace modernity. 

Rahman coins another term to the field, which is already saturated with newly coined and 

operationalized concepts, homocolonialism, which he describes as: 

The deployment of homonormative nationalism within a dialectic of 

respectability/otherness in a classic colonializing mode, directed at 

“traditional” Muslim cultures as homophobic non-Western “others” that 

need to be civilized or modernized but also constructing “home” 

Western normative queer identities. This is not, therefore, simply a 

static or one-way process whereby the West projects its exceptional 

sexual diversity outwards but rather is a process of triangulation 

through homocolonialism: sexual diversity—as the “shell” for Western 

exceptionalism—is deployed in the space of international/internal 

relations and operates dialectically and definitionally towards the 

“traditional” space of the East but also towards the originating space of 

the West. (280) 

 

The other side of managing life is managing death and it is no coincidence that scholars have 

increasingly started utilizing terms to analyze the management of populations marked for death. 

In recent literature, scholars analyze the current context of ‘subjugation of life to the power of 

death’ in fields such as refugee studies and the analysis of violence, including incarceration 

within the prison industrial complex or in camps resulting from border policies. However, they 

rely increasingly on the management of death rather than of life using Foucault’s biopower, a 

theory of power that can either foster life or disallow it to the point of death. Achille Mbembe’s 

necropolitics, a concept that centers death in subaltern studies on race, war, and terror.  “The 

queer necropolitics refers to regimes of attribution of liveliness and deadliness of subjects, bodies, 
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communities, and populations and their instantiation through performatives of gender, sexuality 

and kinship, as well as through processes of confinement, removal and exhaustion” (Haritaworn 

4).  

Sima Shaksari in “The Queer Time of Death” (2014), focuses on Iranian queer subjects 

who are kept in a state of limbo in Turkey in terms of rights as they await the processing of their 

files to the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR). The LGBT refugees who 

are temporarily hosted in Turkey as they seek asylum in a country that recognizes LGBT rights. 

They will either be accepted into ‘modernity’ or will be sent back to their countries of origin, in 

this case Iran, where they would be persecuted.  These people constitute a precarious minority in 

Turkey as well as among their fellow Iranians. Their ideal and safe destination is unclear: should 

they seek asylum in a first world country as a gay “heaven” or return to their home country that 

they have fled because of risks to their lives. A common refuge sought by queer refugees are in 

countries such as the U.S., Canada, and Australia. While not all the applicants are granted asylum 

in these countries, they are commonly seen as benevolent and civilized nations because they 

support gay rights, despite the hidden struggles that continue for the refugees who are able to find 

asylum here65. The article depicts their waiting periods in Turkey aptly as a state of limbo.  

4.5 Turkey Leaving Eurovision: The End of an Era 

Ties between Turkey and the European states have been becoming loose, including in terms of 

culture, and the year 2013 was significant in that process not only because of the sensationalized 

story of the little boy Yunus but also because of another symbolic move in the arena of culture.  

                                                     

65 To further complicate the issue, Eithne Luibheid’s work, as exemplified in her article 

“Sexuality, Migration, and the Shifting Line between Legal and Illegal Status,” (2008) does 

illustrate the heteronormativity in legislation surrounding immigration, where the immigrant or 

refugee is imagined as heterosexual, but the queer is imagined as a non-racialized/ white, rights 

bearing subject/citizen. 
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The Eurovision Song Contest has been the longest running television show in Europe and 

has served as a celebration of European culture since 195666. Turkey had been taking part in the 

contest since 1975 with only a couple of years of abstention. Over the decades, the contest turned 

into a family event for people in Turkey, a night when family members would get together to 

watch the screening of the contest over the public television as they knew it was going to be the 

main topic of conversation in the country for a while. The voting process was constantly subject 

to critique for being political and contributed towards the peak moments. The general sentiment 

among the Turkish audience has been that Turkey is a “lonely and beautiful67” country and the 

sentiment was confirmed each time a western state did not cast a vote to our advantage. For 

Turkey, participation in the show represented a precarious form of belonging in Europe, yet it 

was a form of belonging. Alas, recently values that Turkey and the European Union identify with 

have been moving in opposite directions.  

Eurovision is also known for the gay icons it has created over the years. It has even been 

called “Homovision” in some gay circles.  In 1998, when Sharon Cohen, a trans woman pop 

singer, better known for her stage name Dana International, won the first position for Israel with 

the song ‘Diva’68, she became the talk of the day as ‘the Jewish Bulent Ersoy’ in Turkey and was 

compared to the most famous trans woman singer who was the only trans celebrity in the 

country69. Her gender expression was within the borders of the acceptable binary order in Turkey. 

Over the years though, the Eurovision stage became open to more transgressive artists in terms of 

their gender expressions and identities. While Turkey, under the rule of the Islamist conservative 

                                                     

66 See the official page of the Eurovision Song Contest: http://www.eurovision.tv/page/history  
67 As an allusion to the famous director Nuri Bilge Ceylan who declared that he wanted to 

dedicate his 2008 Cannes award for Best Director “To my lonely and beautiful country, which I 

love passionately.” For further information see: Alessandrini 2011  
68 This can be read as a pre-cursor to the Pinkwashing policies of Israel.  Later the state was to 

engage in sexual exceptionalism in more overt forms to depict itself as the only democracy in the 

‘Middle East’ through its alleged better treatment of gay people.  
69 See Chapter 1  

http://www.eurovision.tv/page/history
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neoliberal party in the 2000s, turned to a more conservative order. The cultural schism between 

Turkey and European Union was widening. In Turkey it became impossible to accommodate the 

performances for family screening, as was the customary viewing in the country. The rise of 

conservatism in Turkey made it increasingly more problematic to screen the contest on the 

Turkish public channel TRT. In 2012, Turkey cited the new voting policies that were deemed as 

unfair by the Turkish Broadcasting Agency as an excuse and declared that it was not going to 

participate in the contest70 

2013 marked the first year that Turkey did not participate in the Eurovision Song Contest 

since 1975. One year after Turkey silently left the contest, Conchita Wurst, a persona performed 

by the gay artist Thomas Neuwirth who couples feminine gender expression with a beard, won 

the contest for Austria with her song ‘Rise like a Phoenix’. It was the most genderqueer 

performance in Eurovision’s history. In line with their Russian counterparts, Turkish authorities 

were highly critical of the broadcast. But unlike in Russia, Turkish state officials did not publicly 

denounce the performance71. Turkey has not returned to the contest since then.  

It is possible to attribute this widening cultural rift to homophobia on the part of Turkey. 

Yet this condemnation would not be helpful in understanding the complexities surrounding the 

issue. The increased conservative attitudes of the party in power in Turkey needs to be analyzed 

from social, political, and economic aspects. As stated in the introduction, the two concepts 

homophobia and Islamophobia are the most commonly circulated ones in discussions. I argue that 

these two approaches are the least sufficient in understanding the dynamics of the context. 

Further, these concepts are reductionist and constitute part of the problem in that they further 

entrench a civilizational divide between Turkey and the West.  

                                                     

70The official press release by TRT is available at http://www.trthaber.com/haber/gundem/trt-

eurovision-kararini-acikladi-67160.html  
71 Some members of the leading party expressed in social media that they were relieved Turkey 

was not participating in the contest but purged their posts following the critique they received. 

http://bianet.org/bianet/diger/162104-ve-turkiye-3-yil-aradan-sonra-tekrar-eurovision-da  

http://www.trthaber.com/haber/gundem/trt-eurovision-kararini-acikladi-67160.html
http://www.trthaber.com/haber/gundem/trt-eurovision-kararini-acikladi-67160.html
http://bianet.org/bianet/diger/162104-ve-turkiye-3-yil-aradan-sonra-tekrar-eurovision-da
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Homophobia and Islamophobia are usually deployed in regards to the attitudes of the 

individuals. They both connote feelings of fear in the individual who are actually not under any 

imminent threat. On the contrary, homophobic or Islamophobic individuals could constitute a 

threat to the people they encounter. While both words result from, as well as reproduce, the deep 

seated and systemic discrimination in the society that requires social, political, and economic 

analysis and intervention, these dynamics are rendered invisible and reduced to individual bias 

against certain groups of people. In the case of Islamophobia, the links to the racialization 

processes, as well as the links to othering processes closely linked to colonialism and orientalism, 

are blurred. Thus the already well researched fields of anti-racist and feminist work become 

detached and the possibilities for solidarity with other racialized groups are impeded. More 

significantly, both Islamophobia and homophobia, define the problem as minority issues and 

indirectly responsibilize the targeted individuals to ‘educate’ the discriminating majority and to 

overcome their fear caused by their presence. Whereas in reality racism and discrimination are 

problems that need to be addressed by the society at large as they influence everybody.  

4.6 Conclusion 

Let us return to the story of Yunus who was removed from his biological parents in Netherlands 

and was given up for foster care to lesbian parents. The question in the title of this chapter, ‘Can 

the Queer Muslim Speak?’ is an allusion to Spivak’s provocative question ‘Can the subaltern 

speak?’ (1988). It is meant to open up discussion of who can speak and whose voice gets heard in 

the context that casts LGBTs against Muslims. Through our limited information, we see that the 

states (both the Turkish and that of the Netherlands) speak for the queers and the Muslims 

involved. Both are represented as under the protection of their respective state as either a queer 

person with state-sanctioned rights (The Netherlands) or a Muslim of Turkish origin whose 

heterosexual reproductive rights require protection. At the same time both voices are lost to the 

ears of the other state. While the Netherlands is reticent to hear the Muslim immigrant, who does 
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not speak their language, the Turkish Republic does not recognize the legitimacy of the lesbian 

family and depict their union as the worst environment to grow up in for a small Turkish child.  

In this chapter, I have presented some historical background behind the same sex foster 

parents of Yunus as a recent development in subject positions specific to Western neoliberal 

democracies. The shifts in the status of LGBT subjects are presented along with contemporary 

critical queer perspectives. The LGBT people in the West, most of whom still occupy 

intersectionally marginalized positions, are trying to define and protect their subject positions 

through their demands for inclusion in the imagined community of the nation states. However, the 

newly emerged rights endowing homonational queer sexual citizens with class and race privileges 

are providing legitimacy to the racist attitudes of their states. The attitude of attributing 

homophobia to other marginalized groups, namely to racialized populations, immigrants and 

Muslims needs to be challenged  and there is an urgent need for further studies that problematize 

or queer this neat distinction of aligning civilizations.  
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Chapter 5 The LGBT Movement in Turkey: “We are a Big and Colorful 

Family” 

“The LGBT Movement slays”72 

 

 

In this chapter, I present an overview of the LGBT movement in Turkey and the ‘imagined 

community’ of sexual dissidents, namely the camia, along with their slang jargon, lubunca.  

Inevitably the analysis builds onto some of the discussions about the globalization of sexual 

identity categories that originate from Western neoliberal democracies that I discussed in Chapter 

4, where I presented the main scholarly approaches in the analyses of these globalization patterns 

from a transnational perspective through a diplomatic row between the Turkish Republic and the 

Netherlands. In this chapter, however, I look into the local context in Turkey without losing sight 

of these transnational relations.  

The chapter presents the analysis of the data gathered through participant observation 

during the fieldwork as well as data from five focus group interviews with LGBT activists in 

Turkey and an in-depth interview with a trans-mother. A total of eighteen activists from the 

organizations Kaos GL and Pink Life in Ankara, Black Pink Triangle73 in Izmir and Istanbul 

LGBT Solidarity participated in the interviews. Some of them were NGO activists as employees 

of the organizations working on specific projects while others were associated on a volunteer 

basis. There is no autonomous women’s LBT organization in the country so I conducted a focus 

group with women who had tried to establish a women’s LBT feminist organization in Ankara. 

Focus group interviews lasted from one and a half to three and a half hours. Four of the 

                                                     

72 “LGBT hareketi sanliyor” is a quotation that was repeated by multiple participants during the 

focus group interviews with activists. It was even used in headlines in LGBT publications. 

‘Sanlamak’ is a verb in lubunca-LGBT jargon in Turkish-  that is close to ‘slay’ in queer slang in 

American English akin to making progress, doing amazing things.   
73    Original names in Turkish: Pembe Hayat in Ankara, Istanbul LGBT Dayanisma in Istanbul 

and Siyah Pembe Ucgen in Izmir. 
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interviews took place in the cultural centers run by the organizations while the women’s group 

invited me to a coffee house where they usually gathered. The interview with Mother Birgul, a 

trans-mother in the camia, was not planned. A large number of LGBT activists and sexual 

dissidents call her “mother” and she treats those people in a maternal manner. I was intrigued by 

that practice and asked her to tell me about the story behind it. I had no predetermined questions 

for her and was amazed by the account she shared with me.  Some of her stories are presented as 

they entangle with the history of the LGBT movement in Turkey.  

 Unlike in Western neoliberal democracies, no LGBT individual runs the risk of becoming 

complicit in homonationalism or “queer as regulatory” in Turkey. They live in a country where 

homophobia/transphobia is enmeshed with nationalism, does not hail sexual dissidents to become 

a part of the national system, but rather excludes them.  They are the sexual Others of the nation 

and their precarious relations to life itself are shaped by their locality and where they are situated 

in the spectrum of sexual dissidence as well as their ethnicity, religious and socio-economic 

status. This is not a claim that homonationalism as a conceptual tool is not useful to analyze the 

context of Turkey. It is rather a claim that Turkey as a country marked by its ‘otherness’ is 

already a part of the homonational empire-building project that has turned the treatment of LGBT 

individuals to a litmus test that measures the level of modernity of countries and even feeds into 

the rhetoric of “white man’s burden”74 to civilize the other cultures with an extension of western 

gender exceptionalism into sexual exceptionalism.  

 In the remainder of the chapter, I present an analysis of the demands and achievements of 

the movement over five eras. The two sections that follow, inform the reader on the affective ties 

that both bring sexual dissidents together with the movement and set them apart.  In the following 

section, I provide the context for the entrance of the concept of queer into the sexual dissidence 

scene in Turkey and discuss how it has transformed in its travel. Next, I discuss the camia and 

                                                     

74 As an allusion to Rudyard Kipling’s imperialist poem "The White Man's Burden: The United 

States and the Philippine Islands" (1899). 
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lubunca highlighting their significance for the movement.  In the last part, the LGBT activists and 

their allies join the camia and occupy two major cities of Turkey as they claim public space with 

their carnivalesque protests. In the last section, I discuss the LGBT scene in Turkey in relation to 

the rising trend of queer liberalism in the West.  

5.1 The History of the LGBT Movement  

A history of same-sex desire and gender non-conformity remains to be written in Turkey and the 

research on homoeroticism is very recent. However, the trajectory of same sex desire, especially 

among males, can be followed from the early Ottoman period.  Rare studies75, explain that in the 

Ottoman Empire same-sex relations were frowned upon, like all the other forms of sexual 

relations outside marriage, but the punishment for these was no different than heterosexual sexual 

relations out of wedlock (Zee’vi 2006). In their interpretation of Islam, as the guiding principle of 

daily life and morality, the Ottomans did not attribute same-sex attraction to any specific identity 

but warned all Muslim men against such kind of temptations. As Serkan Delice emphasizes in his 

analysis of sexuality in the Ottoman Empire, there is a need for studies that take into 

consideration historical continuities by avoiding reductionist approaches towards the sexual 

ideology either in the form of idealizing or blaming them (Delice 2008).  

5.1.1 Up to the 1980s: Desire without an Identity 

In the Republican times until the late 1970s, gender or sex non-complying individuals, such as 

male belly dancers, were seen as part of  folk culture and not considered as a threat to the national 

sex/gender system. Moreover, recalling this era, Birgul mentions how the small ghettos like 

Abanoz Street76 in Beyoglu77, Istanbul became a center of attraction for trans people, especially 

                                                     

75 Such as  Dror Zee'vi’s, Producing Desire: Changing Sexual Discourse in the Ottoman Middle 

East, 1500-1900. (London, England: University of California Press. 2006.) 
76 Abanoz Street in Istanbul was one of the ghettoes mainly for trans women and gay men who 

were involved in sex work. 
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for those from Europe and the USSR, who migrated to the district mostly for sex-work. The 

Turkish legal framework did not punish sex work and sex/gender non-complying individuals, and 

so unintentionally became a safe haven for the LGBT community.    

 However, in the mid-1970s, under a coalition government, the interior ministry was from 

the Islamist party of the time, the National Salvation Party. Operationalizing the adultery law78 

against members of the LGBT community, the first openly aggressive acts against sexual 

dissidents started to emerge in the 1970s. Constant police harassment, violence and ticketing 

forced some women to leave Abanoz to the further away Dolapdere district but they could not 

find a livelihood in that neighborhood either. This forced move in fact was the first of many 

ensuing dispersals of specifically trans women. Turkey was also to witness tides of gentrification 

in the following decades79 that ousted LGBT people, but specifically trans women, who were 

uprooted from their neighborhoods under the guise of cleansing the streets for the so-called 

decent residents and families.  

5.1.2 The 1980s: Under the Pressure of the Military Coup 

 The military coup on 12 September 1980 was devastating for many, especially for gender and 

sex non-complying individuals. In a country as militarist as Turkey, the fact that the military 

considers homosexuality an illness, a psychosexual disorder, is revealing. As explained in 

Chapter 3, “doing” military service is taken as proof of heterosexual masculinity and a rite of 

passage to becoming a man.  It can be read as a precondition to being a full citizen and its 

                                                                                                                                                            

77 Beyoglu is the neighborhood that surrounds the Istiklal Street and Taksim Square, the city 

center of Istanbul. It has been considered one of the most “sketchy” neighborhoods of the city, 

with LGBT and cisgender sex workers and the Roma as its residents. Currently, Beyoglu is going 

through gentrification turning the houses of these groups into high-end luxuries residents, forcing 

them outside of the neighborhood. Yet, because of the high tourist presence, as well as being the 

heart of the city, Beyoglu is still one of the few places that the LGBTs blend in the cosmopolitan 

atmosphere. 
78 The adultery law was part of the penal code since the second constitution of 1926 till it was 

turned down in the Supreme Court in 1996 and 1998.  In 2004, it was overruled.  
79 Other well-known examples are Ulker Street again in Beyoglu, Istanbul in 1996 and Eryaman 

suburban neighborhood in Ankara in the early 2000s. (Erdem and Elitemiz, 2012; Selek 2001) 
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counterpart for women is mothering. Under the junta, this framework of becoming a good citizen, 

especially for men, marked the sex and gender non-complying individuals as threats.   

 A crack-down on sexual dissidents in this era is a history that we are still learning about. 

Not much has been written80 about how the junta regime affected sexual dissidents and especially 

trans women who lived and worked in metropolitan areas as mentioned in the previous section. 

However, from the limited resources thus far, we gather that their collective lives were destroyed 

and they were left to survive alone on the streets. People were detained for being ‘homosexual’ 

and so-called homosexuals were treated as criminals even though homosexuality was not a crime. 

Trans women were banned from the stage in small and medium performance venues, which was a 

major source of income for them. They were subjected to all forms of police violence including 

house raids, beatings, detentions, torture, and exile from Istanbul. Birgul was hesitant talking 

about this era, which could be taken as a sign of how deep the trauma is especially for trans 

women. Stories such as how trans women were stripped naked, beaten and left in the forests or 

how gay men were tortured and forced to board trains to small cities in exile are part of a 

collective memory and a shared trauma of the LGBT community in Turkey.  

 Yet, the resistance of the LGBT in alliance with other dissidents in the country was also 

alive and as resilient as much as the state violence. One of the most significant examples of this 

resistance is what was called "the Radical Democratic Union", founded by Ibrahim Eren, who 

was an ex-member of the Turkish Labour Party in the 1970s.  

In 1985, inspired by the European Green Parties, Ibrahim Eren and a circle of feminists, 

anti-militarists, environmentalists, animal rights activists and LGBT people tried to establish a 

political party. The massive engagement of trans women and trans and cisgender sex workers in 

the organization brought media attention on the group, which also led to targeting. Ibrahim Eren 

                                                     

80 One significant resource to learn about his period is Being a Lubunya in the 80’s [80’lerde 

Lubunya Olmak] by Black Pink Triangle Izmir Association, which presents their oral history 

project with nine LGBT individuals who experienced the 1980s. The group published a 

companion to the book covering the 1990s.  
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was imprisoned and attacked several times in the prison and later when he was released, other 

founders were forced into exile. This initiative crumbled away.  

In 1987, at the peak of such targeting and police violence against sexual dissidents, a 

number of LGBT individuals started a hunger strike in the city center of Ankara and at the Gezi 

Park in Istanbul that lasted for ten days.  It was initiated by four people but they had support from 

around the world as well as from some local artists and activists. The media did not cover the 

event with some exceptions by alternative media like small magazines. Birgul remembers: “When 

I think about the past, even before these associations were established, we were all LGBT 

activists; each one of us. We staged hunger strikes in Istanbul and Ankara simultaneously.”  

 Ironically, one significant change in the 1980s came under the neo-conservative party 

(Motherland Party) that was assigned in 1983 to be the post-coup transition government. With a 

1988 amendment of the Turkish Civil Code, transgender people who went through sex alignment 

surgery gained legal status and they were able to officially change their identity. In Turkey, 

citizens are obliged to carry national identity cards that were color-coded in 1976 as pink for 

women and blue for men. With this amendment, transgender individuals were to gain the right to 

carry an 'appropriate national ID'. The interesting part of this change, however, was in the 

personal relationship of the Prime Minister, Turgut Ozal, his wife, Semra Ozal, and the Turkish 

singer Bulent Ersoy. As mentioned earlier, Bulent Ersoy was the first transgender person who 

went public. She became close friends with the Ozals, becoming the first transgender person 

given the permission to take to the stage after the ban. Also, her demand for a 'pink ID,' which no 

doubt gained a massive media attention, was the ground for Ozal and his government to pass the 

legislation. This is the reason why this significant legislation is still widely-called the 'Bulent 

Ersoy law'.  

5.1.3 The 1990s: The Rise of Organized Politics 
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Finally in the 1990s, LGBT people started finding each other in larger numbers. Kaos GL in 

Ankara and Lambda in Istanbul, were established and this was followed by the publication of the 

first gay and lesbian periodical in Turkey: Kaos GL. Both groups survived court cases to abolish 

them on the grounds that they are trying to promote homosexuality which is against 'the common 

morals in the society'. In 2006, the Ankara Prosecution Office turned down the attempt to abolish 

Kaos GL, and since then the organization works as an association recognized by the state. The 

association, Lambda, on the other hand, had to appeal the ruling of the court in order to remain 

open in 2008.  

 It is significant to note two turns in this era: One is yet again the rising police violence 

against sexual dissidents and the other is the participation of the LGBT individuals in 

representative democratic politics. 

 In the 1990s, the main ghetto of the LGBT, especially for trans women, was Ulker Street, 

again in Beyoglu, Istanbul. However, with the appointment of Suleyman Ulusoy in 1991 as the 

head of the police in Beyoglu District, the Ulker Street and the surrounding neighborhood became 

the center of police attacks. In an interview after a decade of his 'reign' in Beyoglu, Suleyman 

Ulusoy tells how he started his job:  

[In Purtelas Street, right across Ulker Street] There were men who wore 

bras, and size 13 high-heels, not even one-fifth of their bodies were 

covered but they were wearing make-up. It was the first time I was 

meeting a transvestite, I was shocked. It was a freakish image which 

was against our culture, our tradition and our customs. I said [to myself] 

if God Almighty grants me the [opportunity of being] the head of the 

forces here, I will cleanse this place. (Aydin 200581) 

 

When apparently his prayers were heard and he was appointed, those people in Ulker Street, and 

especially trans women, witnessed a series of violence like never before. Day and night, for 

months, the houses on the street were raided, trans women were taken into custody and tortured, 

their heads were shaved, their bodies were exposed and they were dragged on the streets. 

                                                     

81 Translations from the newspaper article are mine.  
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Suleyman Ulusoy rightly gained the nick-name Hortum Suleyman by the LGBT individuals, 

which literally translates as Suleyman the Hoser, due to his favorite torture 'technique' of beating 

people with a hose. In the same interview, Suleyman the Hoser rejects the "accusations of torture" 

but accepts that he took part in the beatings. He says;  

My job is to ensure law and order on the streets. Father beats his son, 

mother beats her daughter. Anyone who rejects it [that they beat 

someone] is a liar. (...) In Beyoglu, transvestites had snap blades and 

knives in their hands. Will I say to such person come and screw my face 

up? They are drug addicts, they have brute force.  Should I have let 

them say "The police of the state is beaten up by homosexuals"? Should 

we [have] let the state enfeeble? (Aydin 2005: n.p.) 

 

Both Kaos GL and Lambda attempted to open court cases against Suleyman the Hoser and to 

address the state in general on the grounds for police violence, but the case was overthrown by 

the court. Despite media attention and solidarity from other dissidents at the time, the Ulker Street 

violence went unpunished. I would argue this was one of the main forces behind the second turn, 

which was the LGBT participation in representative democratic politics to gain administrative 

power in the neighborhoods that the LGBT individuals were forced out of.  

 In 1999 two trans women, Demet Demir and Birgul entered the elections as political 

candidates. Out of all the work Birgul has been involved in through her decades of activist work, 

she says she has received the most attention through her involvement in local politics in Istanbul. 

In the local elections Birgul was a candidate for the position of muhtar in her neighborhood. In 

Turkey muhtars are the heads of the neighborhoods and they are elected every five years. 

Muhtars are predominantly male and Birgul was the first female candidate for that position in her 

neighborhood. As she explains, her candidacy was endorsed by feminists and in practice it was 

feminists and LGBT activists who ran her campaign. Her candidacy generated a lot of attention in 

the media and although she did not put much emphasis on her gender identity, she was depicted 

as the “trans woman muhtar candidate.” The same year another trans woman, Demet Demir, was 

a candidate in the national elections. Neither women were elected but their campaigns gathered a 
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lot of attention and they received a considerable amount of support. Their attempts were 

significant in the sense that they were the first open/out LGBT candidates in formal politics and 

the activists who worked in these campaigns gained invaluable experience in politics at both the 

local and national levels. 

 

5.1.4 The 2000s: Public Visibility and Structuration 

In the 2000s, the shape of the LGBT movement was changing rapidly, gaining further visibility 

and legitimacy in the country as a dissident group. For instance, Kaos GL's attending May Day 

marches or building student and labour networks in universities and in the labour unions were 

highly effective. 

 As discussed in chapter 3, at the beginning of the decade, in 2002 the neoconservative 

and neoliberal government of AKP captured the majority power in Parliament. Especially in the 

first term of the Government they signaled their eagerness for European Union membership. 

Under pressure from the European Union and other international agencies, the Turkish 

government became involved in a series of legislative reforms, which affected the LGBT 

individuals and groups profoundly.  

 The 2004 Penal Code reform was a part of this reform/ adjustment process for the EU 

membership requirements. In collaboration with the feminist movement, the LGBT Movement 

initiated a campaign to add sexual orientation and sexual/gender identity as a basis of 

discrimination in the Constitution. While the campaign gained great attention, and was successful 

in getting discrimination against sexual orientation and sexual/gender identity included in the 

draft proposal, in the end it was dropped.  

 Another significant turn in the early 2000s was the AKP's push for a so-called 'civil 

society'. Again, to meet with the EU membership requirements, specifically to enhance public 

participation in governance, the AKP found the way of “NGOization” through the model of 
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associations, as the most cost-effective way to effect political change. This involved a 

restructuring process for the political dissidence scene through the formation, or legalization, of 

single-issue based, hierarchically organized, tax-paying groups under the regulation of the 

government. In terms of transnational relations, Turkey's position as a peripheral country to the 

West, the EU, among other agencies, started to provide material and structural support for newly-

emerging NGOs. Especially in the period between 2003 and 2010, most grassroots organizations, 

from LGBT and feminist organizing to rural development and cultural preservation groups, were 

encouraged both by the Government and the transnational agencies to become structured, in 

hierarchical, and most importantly as professional activists. These new NGOs are mainly 

dependent on project-proposals as they receive funds almost solely for these projects. In fact, it is 

significant to note here that “NGOization” as a critical term was organically translated into 

Turkish and used widely by the activists as projecilik or, literally, 'projectism' or“project based 

work”.  

Following this trend, in 2005, Kaos GL became the first association working in the field 

of sexual orientation and sexual identity, followed by Lambda Istanbul in 2006. While the status 

of association brought legal acknowledgement to the groups, it also entailed a structuration 

process. For instance, they had to curb down their critical discourse due to constraints introduced 

by the legal framework or as mentioned earlier, their activities were constrained by the 

boundaries of projects, funds and campaigning. The issues of NGOization was one of the 

recurring themes during my interviews, especially in the focus groups with the activists. The sole 

dependence on funding agencies and the conformity it brought was an issue many activists raised. 

Moreover, what was called the "professionalization of dissent" by critical scholars (Kapoor and 

Choudry 2013) was at the core of the critiques in these interviews. Many of my LGBT activist 

participants aptly criticized a deepening rupture between the street and the associations. One of 

my participants, for instance, self-criticized saying that: "You have to work long hours to catch 
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the deadlines of the projects. One after another, you always work. There is really no time to catch 

up with the street politics." Another stated the power relations between the street politics and the 

NGOs. They mentioned how the NGO activism required a certain set of skills such as speaking 

English, higher education, being fluent in a "project jargon", being tech-savvy or at least being 

comfortable with working on computers and smart phones all the time. This skill-set also caused 

a rupture between the activists and the street to an extent that, as another participant says, the 

NGO activists started to socialize with academic circles instead of the camia82.    

On the other hand, none of these activists rejected the groups, in fact, they highlighted, 

and with which I agree, the significant work the organizations accomplish every day. Remember 

the "queer moment" in the introduction (Chapter 1), where a variety of significant work by these 

groups is acknowledged: from documenting LGBT hate crimes and murders to oral history 

research, from opening up shelters to host sexual dissidents in need, to supporting the ever-

growing LGBT refugees who are waiting to be processed in Turkey before reaching their final 

destination, from having hotlines for information and support to consistently publishing a journal.  

While the NGOization forced the organizations to “soften” their politics or re-align their 

politics with their funding agencies, ironically, these associations also provided legitimacy for the 

LGBT movement as a dissident group in the larger spectrum of political dissent. On the one hand, 

they were able to establish alliances across other groups not only as political dissidents but also as 

groups who go through similar structuration. On the other hand, these alliances provided a form 

of diversification in the movement. One of the participants for instance mentioned how, "we have 

met a diversity of voices", expanding the horizon of political dissidence of the movement. It has 

drawn from a variety of backgrounds cutting across class and ethnic divides, and exposing them 

to ideas that would not have been possible in other areas of their lives. Birgul explained how she 

has changed over the years: “I have been an LGBT activist for a long time now. I started with a 

                                                     

82 I explain camia further below.  
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hetero mind. I could even be considered a fascist in some respects. I started attending Lambda 

meetings in Istanbul. We learned our words, our language first. Then we received a set of 

trainings. We established Lambda [as an Association]. We were seven women both trans and 

lesbians.”  

 Oner is another activist who explained his activist work as a transformative process. He 

was raised in a Kemalist middle-class family and when he joined Lambda he met people whose 

paths would not have crossed with his otherwise: “They [people in Lambda] were all from 

different backgrounds and origins. I did not only meet LGBT people there for the first time. At 

the same time, for the first time in my life, I met people who expressed that they are Kurdish or 

Alewite or from a variety of different political ideologies” (Cingoz and Gursu 2013: 90).  

The strength of these alliances was showcased in 2010 against the notorious declaration of Aliye 

Kavaf calling homosexuality a disease83. The response, not only from LGBT associations but 

from a diversity of organizations, was quick. For instance, The Turkish Psychologists Association 

[Turk Psikologlar Dernegi] and The Turkish Medical Union [Turk Tabipler Birligi] announced 

that homosexuality is not a psycho-sexual disorder but a sexual orientation just like 

heterosexuality and demanded an apology from the minister. This quick but foundational reaction 

to the homophobic statements of the Minister can be recounted as the success of the LGBT 

organizations in changing public opinion. From such stories, as well as from my observations and 

interviews, it is possible to argue that the LGBT movement in Turkey constructed and maintained 

an intersectional approach, which has helped it to establish alliances with other dissident groups 

in the country despite the rising authoritarianism that tightened its grip over the years.  

5.1.5 Post-2010: LGBTs as a Part of the Popular Uprising 

In the spring of 2013, Turkey was shaken with a wave of protests which turned into an uprising 

around the country in a couple of days.  The events started at the Taksim Gezi Park in Istanbul, 

                                                     

83 The statement is discussed in relation to the policies of AKP in Chapter 3. 
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which has served as a cruising area [carka cikmak in lubunca] for gay men for decades. In fact, it 

had always been a contested space and hosted countless violent acts and protests. It was an 

Armenian cemetery once upon a time. Later it was used as the military barracks for the Ottoman 

soldiers. It is the same park that the hunger strike of LGBT activists that took place in 1987. 

 Along with other dissidents, some LGBT people, set up a commune in this small park to 

prevent its demolition as a part of the gentrification process in Taksim. People who occupied the 

park for 15 days were trying to protect it from being razed down along with the trees in it. The 

AKP government insisted on claiming the park to build a mall in the style of Ottoman 

architecture military barracks complete with a mosque: perfect symbol for their blend of neo-

Ottoman neoliberal ideology (Butler 2014; Cetin 2015).  When the police attacked the commune, 

new protesters kept joining them and the numbers grew exponentially. Once again, sexual 

dissidents were subject to police violence but this time they were not alone. People from all walks 

of life were standing with them to show their resentment against the AKP governance and the 

ongoing privatization of the public space around the country. The AKP, which had come to 

power with the promise to end the ‘military tutelage’84 had already taken ‘security’ measures by 

expanding the police force and equipping them with not only extended rights to intervene the 

protesters but also the technological means to make such interventions possible. As the protestors 

built up barricades to stop the police forces from entering the Gezi Park, then the Taksim square, 

and later almost all cities in Turkey, the LGBTs were at the forefront.  

As I discuss in this chapter, especially trans women whose collective memory, as well as 

daily lives, are filled with police violence, were the most "experienced" and comfortable on the 

streets and against the police. For instance, they invented a slogan at the peak of the uprising: The 

police in numerous occasions searched back alleys and streets for arrests and worse, and they 

shouted each time "Where are you sons of bitches? Where are you traitors?" In one occasion like 

                                                     

84 As explained in Chapter 2.  
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that, some of the trans women responded though: "'M’here darling". This later turned into a 

slogan, where someone asks "Where are you darling?", and the rest of the crowds responds: "I am 

here darling".  

 Such active and visible participation of the LGBT people in the uprising brought them a 

great popularity among the protesters. With new people joining the group every day, the LGBTs 

established an ad hoc bloc at the park and worked closely especially with feminists and anti-

militarists to raise awareness about the use of sexist and homo/transphobic slurs in the commune 

and protests. They took part in the public assemblies that were being held usually at parks not 

only in Istanbul but around the country. Some trans women for the first time in their lives said 

they felt safe in the crowds.  

 The popular uprising in 2013, that started at the Gezi park, was a success in terms of 

making the authoritarian policies of the government and the resentment against them clear not 

only in the country but on a global scale. Resistance against the neoliberal and neo-conservative 

policies of the AKP ruling was always vivid in the country, in smaller pockets of people such as 

university students or workers and even villagers organized mostly against the neoliberal policies 

of privatization, yet it crystallized in the uprising in that summer. While the AKP under the 

leadership of Erdogan, Prime Minister at the time, defined the protesters as a group of “thugs” 

and tried to infantilize and marginalize them, the police forces were brutal to attack not only the 

protesters but also the volunteer medical staff at the sites of protests along with the commercial 

venues that provided shelter to the protesters.  The LGBTs constituted only one of the diverse 

groups in the protest scene that included Anti-Capitalist Muslims, secular people, leftists, 

feminists, anarchists and many others. Mothers of the Disappeared85 joined the crowd along with 

other mothers, when the AKP asked parents to take better care of their children and the protests 

kept growing with people who were seasoned protesters as well as the people who took the streets 

                                                     

85 Comprised of mostly Kurdish mothers whose sons have been killed or disappeared under state 

custody as explained in Chapter 3.  
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for the first time in their lives. I do think that the uprising served as a rite of passage for the 

LGBT people where they proved that they are a determined and consistent group of the Turkish 

scene of political dissidence.  

Other dissidents, on the other hand, 'returned the favor': An estimated number of 100000 

people attended the Pride March in 2013 as well as in 2014. Seeing the potential of such 

dissidence, in 2015 and 2016 both the March against Homophobia in Ankara and Pride March in 

Istanbul were banned by the governors with the claim that they were not able to guarantee the 

safety of the participants. Yet, the dissidents took to the street in both cases in solidarity, despite 

the ban and were subjected to the attacks of the police on the crowds.  

 Most important for me, though, was how the LGBT slogan “No Individual Emancipation! 

It’s for All or None!” which was mentioned previously, quickly turned into the motto of the 

uprising and circulated around the country. It is for sure that the LGBT Movement in Turkey 

slays and the intersectional approach is an indispensable element of this success.  

5.2 Intersectional Approach of the LGBT Movement 

As mentioned in Chapter 1, a critical intersectional approach is significant for the movements and 

theories to overcome the boundaries of fragmented, right-based liberal politics. LGBT movement 

in Turkey can be considered a ground of how critical intersectionality is integrated in everyday 

politics.  

 I think the way Birgul defined her politics is a good starting point: “The only issue in this 

country is not the trans issue. There are so many issues in this geography. Working on one issue 

only and advocating only for the rights of one group is so lacking.”  The intersectional approach 

towards different forms of oppression as displayed by the majority of the activists reflects the 

common values among activists. The discourse they reproduce almost like a reflex showcases the 

language they have been constructing through the years in close contact with other political 

dissidents. Almost each activist stated their awareness about and participation in other forms of 
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activist work as well. While some mention their intentions to work within other dissident groups, 

some are already active in other fields such as the feminist, anti-militarist, and ecology groups. 

While sexism and heterosexism/cis-normativity critique are central and almost organic, militarist 

and nationalist ideologies and policies are also problematized and deciphered often during the 

discussions.  

It was also significant to see that most of the politics the LGBT activists allied with do 

not stem from their own positionalities or identity-formations. They were simply talking about 

problems they observed in the country, not necessarily as they experienced them as individuals, 

and their willingness to act against these oppressions regardless of whether they identify as a 

member of the oppressed group or not. One trans woman activist claimed that she did not want to 

be called a sexual dissident as her resistance in other areas of life is no less significant for her and 

sexual dissidence as a term for her prioritizes her gender identity as her main ground of struggle.  

Based on this endeavor for intersectionality, I think it is more appropriate to call the 

LGBT movement in Turkey a sexual dissident group instead of a right-based identity group. As 

mentioned in Chapter 1, sexual dissidents mostly maintain an intersectional critical stance 

towards the authoritarian government policies and LGBT activists are among the central actors of 

political dissidence in Turkey.  When I enquired about the differences of the LGBT activist scene 

in Turkey in comparison to other countries, almost all of my participants mentioned that the 

movement in Turkey is more politically engaged and informed about the social justice issues in 

the country in comparison to the LGBT movement in other countries.86 This can be interpreted as 

an organic critical stance against queer liberalism, which was discussed in Chapter 4.  

The LGBT organizations in Turkey are well connected and they maintain close contact 

with each other through the platforms they have established. They are well informed about the 

events and activities in other LGBT groups and are able to intervene when they spot an issue. In 

                                                     

86 This is in line with the findings of an early research aimed to determine the LGBT movement 

in Turkey as a New Social Movement. Kurbanoglu 2010 
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one instance a group based in Istanbul decided to make a press release after the murder of a trans 

woman, Melek, which means angel in Turkish. The title of the press release “May the Angels 

protect you, Angel” was altered after one Ankara based activist reminded the organization that all 

the organizations have avoided making references to Abrahamic religions in public 

announcements. As evident in this example, the LGBT groups are able to work together despite 

differences yet they can be highly critical of each other’s activist work at times. This dynamic can 

be explained through the fact that channels of communication are not limited to institutional 

relations. Since the community, the camia, is not very large, personal ties transcend the 

institutional channels of communication. 

5.3 Agreements on Disagreements: Main Divides in the LGBT Movement  

A lot of terms emanating from the West are not translated and English words are in circulation. 

Terms come with their baggage and coming/ being out is an example. Even when Turkish 

equivalents acilmak, acik olmak [literally opening up and being open] are used, the terms do not 

fit perfectly and the consequences are usually experienced on a personal level but jeopardize ties 

that bring the camia together. Most activists use coming/ being out without criticizing the concept 

although quite often they voice their concerns based on personal experience. A lesbian cis-gender 

woman activist in the feminist focus group was bitter about her experience among the LGBT 

activists as she felt coming out was being imposed on her. She explained that she was alienated 

and left the group as a result. It seems that she is not the only one troubled by the expectations to 

come out. During a day-long, women-only feminist gathering for lesbians and bisexual women 

that I attended as a participant observer87, I commented that coming out is a problematic concept 

and that we should not present it to new comers as a part of the natural or expected development 

process of a gay person. Afterwards the most vocal activists in the group expressed hostility to 

                                                     

87  I informed the group about my status as a researcher and asked for their consent to use the data 

collected during the event. 
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my idea, stating that coming out is also a political strategy. After the session was over, a couple 

of women approached me and told me that they agreed with me and that they had problems with 

the process of coming/being out. Still, they kept silent during group discussions and the 

hegemonic position of being out was not challenged thus constituting an example of the norms 

within the camia or homo-normativity. As explained previously in the fourth chapter, the Western 

teleology of coming/being out as being gay/lesbian/bisexual involves first, that the person realizes 

their internal truth; then they must come to terms with it, and finally they need to confess this 

identity to the outer world each time the concept is reproduced. However, this progressivist and 

essentialist explanation for queer identity formation cannot be applied to disparate locations 

around the world as a global and even prescriptive formula.  

Two other concepts that are a part of the shared glossary of Turkish LGBT activists are 

homo-normativity and trans-normativity. As was also discussed in Chapter 4, homonormativity is 

a concept coined by Lisa Duggan not as a counterpart of heteronormativity but as a 

complementing ideology. It can be described as a particular kind of sexual politics constituted by 

neoliberal policies which fragments LGBT communities by setting hierarchies of worthiness 

according to how much they conform to the heteronormative sexual regime such as acting 

according to the gender norms or being monogamous. As Martin Manalansan explains: 

homonormativity is a chameleon-like ideology that purports to push for 

progressive causes such as gay marriage and other ‘activisms’ but at the 

same time it creates a depoliticizing effect on queer communities as it 

rhetorically remaps and recodes freedom and liberation in terms of 

privacy, domesticity, and consumption. In other words, 

homonormativity anesthetizes queer communities into passively 

accepting alternative forms of inequality in return for domestic privacy, 

and the freedom to consume. (2005:142) 

 

The words are used without translation as there is no direct counterpart in Turkish. However, 

most of the times I encountered, they were used in a critical manner, almost akin to complaining, 

to define the norms homosexual or transsexual individuals impose on each other within the 
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camia. This specific usage is loosely related to the concept of homonormativity as explained by 

Lisa Duggan but is closer to the use of J. Halberstam in hir depictions of the early New York 

LGBT scene88 (2003). Some trans individuals also mention homo-normativity as the privileging 

of LGB issues and topics. “Homo-fascism” was also uttered in the heat of a discussion by a trans 

activist but the issue did not turn into a big argument or block the on-going conversation during 

the meeting. Following the fervid arguments regarding the scheduling of a trans gathering and a 

lesbian and bisexual, women-only, feminist gathering on the same day (so that it became 

impossible to attend both events), the LGB activists involved in the organization apologized. 

However, this point of conflict came up again in later discussions, almost akin to micro-

aggressions as experienced on a daily basis by trans people in the society at large, since it is 

related to broader problems of their inclusion in feminist or women-only spaces.  

Both LGBT activists and people in their networks state that it is high time LGBT groups 

with more specific concerns are established in Turkey. The current organizations are faced with a 

variety of challenges. They are over burdened with the amount of work they have to undertake 

since they have to address multiple urgent issues at the same time such as violence and 

discrimination towards LGBTs in the form of hate crimes and the LGBT refuges who are placed 

in Turkey temporarily by the United Nations. They have to function as umbrella organizations. 

Because the number of the organizations is very limited, they strive to be as inclusive as possible. 

While the activists claim that the organizations do not promote any ideologies, some people 

outside the organizations are of the idea that certain ideologies that are against nationalism, 

militarism and the policies of the state regarding Kurdish people (often called ‘the Kurdish 

problem’ by the state) are imposed by these groups and that it has an alienating effect.   

While the main difference among the groups is their focus either on trans or LGB issues 

there are others who are struggling to start or maintain their status as a single sexual-identity 

                                                     

88 Thus, I will stick to the hyphenated spelling of homo/trans-normativity for the context of 

Turkey. 
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group. The organization in the Kurdish region based in Diyarbakir has experienced problems 

sustaining its organizational base. Because the group was unable to maintain itself over a period 

of time, communication among LGBT people in this region was impeded. During an LGBT event 

in Istanbul, Kurdish activists from the region voiced their critical sentiments giving an example 

regarding one specific incident. Another organization held an event in Diyarbakir with the 

participation of other civil society actors in their city while the local LGBT people did not hear 

about the event and excluded from the event. I was able to talk to activists based in the city at the 

LGBT gatherings in Ankara and Istanbul through informal conversations but it was not possible 

to visit them in their organization or city as they were in the process of establishing another group 

after disbanding the group Hevjin. They released four issues of a zine by the same name both in 

Kurdish and Turkish and addressed the struggles they face as Kurdish LGBT people based in the 

Kurdish region of Turkey. The publication was a success for being the very first of its kind about 

LGBT issues in Kurdish.  Unfortunately, the new group, named Hebun did not continue the 

publication. While Kurdish LGBT activists were included in the research process thanks to their 

participation in activist focus group interviews, it was not possible to conduct a focus group 

exclusively for Kurdish activists. As of today there is no publication or even web site exclusively 

in Kurdish or for Kurdish LGBT in Turkey.  

 Women constitute yet another group that raised some issues in regards to organizing. 

Although historically speaking bisexual women and lesbians have been a part of LGBT 

organizing in Turkey all along89, there is no autonomous women’s group working in the field of 

sexual orientation or gender identity. Despite efforts by activists, women’s participation in mixed 

groups is not as high as men and it fluctuates over time. In a heteropatriarchal society, few 

women have the liberty to take on a divergent sexual identity and the class dynamics seem to be 

                                                     

89 There have been several women’s groups as constituents of the LGBT Movement in the 1990s. 

The first one was Sisters of Venus in Istanbul. The second was a feminist group by bisexual 

women and lesbians in Ankara, Daughters of Sappho (Ersoy 2011). 
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more influential on them (Oz 2008).  The invisibility of lesbians and bisexual women is still an 

issue that needs to be read along the lines of heteropatriarchy as the interlocking axes of power in 

Turkey.  

Some women in Ankara stated that women are organized both with LGBT organizations 

and feminist groups. Although they do not have a group of their own, I conducted a focus group 

with some lesbian and bisexual feminist women organized in mixed groups or with other 

feminists, after they stated their interest in this project. Among other topics, they told me about 

their attempt to establish a group exclusively for women. After an intense period of discussions 

over about three months, the group that consisted of more than twenty women based in Ankara 

lost energy and disbanded due to two main points of disagreement. The women were not able to 

reach an agreement about whether to work as a project based group and whether to include trans 

individuals. As stated in the second section, project work is a troubling field for all the 

organizations and there are multiple discussions regarding different aspects of the issue but 

ultimately it is a choice made by each group. Some groups later alter their attitudes.  

The other point of conflict is more specific to women’s circles. Some women in the group 

trying to establish the autonomous women’s organization were of the idea that certain events 

should be open only to cis-gender (has-gaci as commonly referred to in lubunca) women while 

the others demanded participation of trans individuals. According to the women in the focus 

group, neither group was able to change the ideas of the others or make compromises on either of 

the issues. The women’s group was not established since the women on both sides felt strongly 

about the issue and did not want to continue working with others whom they could not agree. At 

another focus group, trans activists talking about their experience with feminist women explained 

how they were left out and started to question feminism itself as well as their relations to it. 

However, later during the interview the same people came up with the idea of starting a feminist 

group at their organization, which currently has a focus on mainly trans issues. Although trans 
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activists are hurt by being left out, they still have a willingness to try again; this time on their own 

terms.  

5.4 The Advent(ures) of Queer in Turkey: A Significant Rupture  

The advent of the notion of queer in Turkey, both in terms of theory and practice, stirred the field 

of LGBT activism. It was first taken up by gay men with ties to Western countries. These men 

who had access to gay culture and academia in the West usually come from privileged 

backgrounds and the knowledge they brought into the ‘underground’ scene of Turkish LGBT 

activism was taken with a pinch of salt. One male cis-gender activist remembers that a gay man 

who presented on queer theory at the Kaos GL cultural center told them that ‘they would not 

understand it anyway’. The same activist added, “It took us a while but once we understood what 

queer was, there was no objection.” Along with many activists, he is of the idea that the LGBT 

movement in Turkey has had a queer approach from the very beginning. It has always had a 

critical approach against heteronormativity and the social and political system at large as 

evidenced by the motto of Kaos GL since the inception of the group: “the liberation of 

homosexuals, will also liberate heterosexuals.” 

The organizations have concerns about maintaining connections with “the street” 

meaning they want to keep their ties with radical movements and do not want to be alienated 

from the active protest scene. They also have concerns about moving away from the grassroots 

organization status since the institutionalization process enforced some structural changes on 

them. For example all the organizations stated their anti-hierarchical stance, whereas if they want 

to maintain legal status, they have to elect a managerial team, which signals a top-to-bottom 

administrative structure, as the state’s regulation of associations mandates. The LGBT 

organizations struggle to keep that bureaucratic necessity on paper only, in the hope it won’t 

influence the day-to-day decision making processes.  
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For political reasons, most activists identify with LGB identity labels instead of a queer 

stance against these labels. Their concern with the word queer is that it does not make sense to 

people when you organize an event in public, because the concept is new in the country. One 

male cis-gender activist stated: “When I am talking to 150-200 people who had never seen a gay 

activist before, queer is meaningless.” Coming from an activist who regularly travels around the 

country and gives talks to people who are not based in the large metropolitan areas, this concern 

expresses a practical side to the advent of queer in Turkey. A queer identification is not rejected 

by these activists who do not identify as such, on the contrary, it is the guiding ideology or even 

source of motivation as many continue the struggle against the violence of homophobia and 

transphobia. On the other hand, the word “queer” has never been translated into Turkish and there 

is no similar word that went through the re-claiming process that queer did in the West, despite 

some Turkish attempts.  

Some activists are critical about people who identify as queer in Turkey since they think 

it has become another identity category. Beyoglu activism90 is the phrase some used to refer to a 

group of queer-identified people: “Queer has created the stereotype that LGBT did not create over 

the years because they all look alike.” The claim is that queer-looking people are constrained to 

the Beyoglu area in Istanbul. This critique comes as a continuation of the discussions regarding 

the use of space by LGBT people which took place around Kaos GL in the previous years. One of 

the main claims made during this discussion was that LGBTs wanted access to the entire city and 

not only to specific ghettos.  

Queer91, when used for self-identification, seems to refer to a specific counter culture. 

Physical appearance including gender expression is a significant component of the Turkish queer 

image. During a workshop in Istanbul, I was with one of the key informants for my research who 

                                                     

90 This could be considered the equivalent of "Bay-Area Politics" in the US context.  
91 Being informed about these conflicts among activists I utilized sexual dissidence in my 

research and refrained from using queer to refer to people unless they specified it as a self-

identification. 
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identifies as a lesbian and has been an active member of LGBT activism for more than a decade. 

During the discussion, she was criticized for being “straight-looking” and “passing” [as straight] 

due to her long hair and casual clothing that did not strike anybody as queer. The implication was 

that she was not as queer as some of the other activists. While she did not turn the issue into an 

argument, we both found the comment offensive. In her response she explained that “some of us 

have to keep a job outside Beyoglu to make a living.”  

A significant turn pertaining to discussions around queer in Turkey took place when 

Judith Butler visited Turkey and gave a public lecture in Ankara. She came to Ankara during the 

Week against Homophobia organized by Kaos GL. Her talk entitled “Queer Alliance” took place 

at a lecture hall with a capacity to seat six hundred people92. The lecture hall was full and some of 

the audience had to stand at the back or sit on the stairs. Butler was well informed about the 

LGBT movement in Turkey. Later both Kaos GL and Pink Life activists mentioned their 

correspondence with the scholar preceding her visit, which was reflected in her speech. Following 

her visit, the lecture was translated into Turkish and disseminated through mostly feminist and 

LGBT channels. The translated title was Queer Yoldasligi, which literally means queer 

comradery/comradeship. This phrase kept popping up during my focus group interviews as well 

as outside conversations with activists.  The leftist connotation of the word comradery was added 

during the process of translation and had remained. The other alternatives for alliance would be 

ittifak, or koalisyon and since they have militaristic and governmental connotations, the choice 

made by the translators seems to be the closest fit. This line of communication between a 

prominent queer scholar and the LGBT activists has had lasting effects on both sides. The 

following month after her visit, Butler rejected an award offered to her by an LGBT organization 

in Berlin on the grounds that she does not want to be complicit in their racist and anti-immigrant 

                                                     

92 To read the transcript see:  Butler 2010.  
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policies by accepting their award93. Such transnational alliances are fertile grounds for new ideas 

and the creation of more effective policies for intervention.  

Queer alliance seems to resonate with LGBT activists and its premises are very much in 

line with the policies that main organizations have followed. The LGBT organizations have been 

active in civil society in general and in the overall activist scene across the country and, unlike in 

the mainstream LGBT organizations in western neoliberal democracies, not limited to issues of 

sexual orientation or gender identity. As one activist puts it “there are established ties of trust 

between LGBT organizations and other civil society constituents” since they have been in 

dialogue over the years with moments of coming together to work on specific events such as the 

campaigns to alter the constitution mentioned in the first section. The ties with the feminist 

movement and the Kurdish movement are particularly organic in the sense that some LGBT 

activists are active in these groups as well.  

5.5 The 'Imagined Community' of Sexual Dissidents: The Camia 

The LGBT movement in Turkey is not the only group that the LGBT have a sense of belonging, 

or affiliation. Based on the accounts of the activists, there is another group which is in fact larger 

than the organizations. This larger community of sexual dissidents in Turkey can loosely be 

defined as an ‘imagined community', as explained by Benedict Anderson while describing a 

nation, in the sense that the members of a nation will never know all the community yet “in the 

minds of each lives the image of their communion” (1983/1991: 6). This community that LGBT 

individuals imagine is referred to vaguely as the camia. While nobody knows who the camia is, 

people have ties of belonging to it and they feel hurt when they are left out due to a variety of 

differences. More importantly, the complex and sometimes conflicted relationship between the 

camia and the movement is profound. Thus, I find it important and necessary to discuss camia, 

albeit briefly.  

                                                     

93 Butler  http://nohomonationalism.blogspot.ca/2010/06/judith-butler-refuses-berlin-pride.html  

http://nohomonationalism.blogspot.ca/2010/06/judith-butler-refuses-berlin-pride.html
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Camia means community and etymologically it is derived from the same word with cami, 

mosque in Arabic, Farsi and Turkish, as the congregation space for the community. Thus it is not 

any community but one that has a central importance in an individual’s life. For this community, 

these ties of affinity are not explicitly acknowledged or even stated but always alluded to since 

the attributes of the group are never specified. Many stated that they feel left out due to various 

differences they have or have not voiced including age, relationship status, sexual orientation, or 

even parenthood but often gender identity and whether they are out or in the closet in the Western 

sense. One female identified trans activist was particularly bitter about her experience in the 

community: “Even the outside [outside world, outside of the camia] is more compassionate 

towards us then each other.” Considering the high rate of hate crimes being committed on the 

streets, I do not take that sentence lightly. Trans individuals are highly aware of the violence on 

the street and they have mechanisms for survival. Whereas exclusion or discrimination in the 

LGB community hurts more as this is the scene they expect allyship with compassion.  

One expected component of an ‘imagined community’ that will bring the individuals 

together would be the vision of a golden age. This golden age need not to be in the past. It could 

be in a shared imagination, a vision of the future. As it is reflected in one of the most common 

slogans of the three major LGBT events; “No Individual Emancipation! It’s for All or None!”, the 

golden age for the LGBT activists and the people in their networks is mostly imagined as a future 

where there is no need for labels of sexual orientations and gender identities; where there is peace 

and freedom. This vision of a future where there are no labels, where it transcends the identity 

can be read as a shift towards a ‘subjectless critique’ which was explained in Chapter 4.   

5.6 Lubunca: Slang of the Camia  

Anderson in his conceptualization of the imagined community writes: ‘From the start, nation was 

conceived in language not in blood’ (Anderson 1983/1991: 133). For the camia, lubunca is one of 

the central elements that tie the imagined community together. It is the set of slang jargon words 
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known as the secret language of queers in Turkey94. It was created by trans women involved in 

sex work and effeminate males in precarious positions on the streets. Thus, it came into existence 

as a security strategy that allows communication among people in solidarity against the common 

threats they face such as police violence. While most of the words in lubunca are Turkish, it is a 

wide glossary derived from the languages of peoples who have been marginalized over the years 

such as the Roma People in Istanbul. LGBT individuals and the Roma People in Istanbul created 

lubunca together as a means of survival in the brutal conditions of marginalization that operates 

both politically and literally. These two groups of lubunca are silenced, violated, and physically 

pushed to the city limits of Istanbul (Selek 2001.) 

Lubunca literally means "the language of lubunya", a term that some local gay men use to 

self-identify, to signify a divergence from gey. Gey as a label usually does not signify the levels 

of masculinity or femininity in the sexual and/or romantic relations with other men. In contrast 

lubunyas are usually effeminate in comparison to their partners while the complementary other to 

the concept is laco, the masculine male partner of lubunya, who might consider himself straight 

or ‘norm’al’. Historically, there is a class aspect to the distinction between gey and lubunya, as 

most lubunya come from less privileged backgrounds and are more likely to get involved in sex 

work. Today lubunca words circulate among the sexual dissidents regardless of whether they are 

involved in sex work. It serves as a binding tie with its exclusionary effect. The people who 

understand lubunca words will perceive the meaning and the baggage the utterance conveys even 

when there are other people around who will be left clueless. Lubunca is also a remnant of the 

past for some veteran activists from the times “when only trans women and effeminate lubunya 

were around.” In that sense lubunca also serves as a cornerstone for the historicity of the camia.   

                                                     

94  Episode 135 of the Ottoman History Podcast, “Lubunca and the History of Istanbul Slang,” 

featuring Nicholas Kontovas. http://www.ottomanhistorypodcast.com/2013/12/istanbul-

slang.html  

http://www.ottomanhistorypodcast.com/2013/12/istanbul-slang.html
http://www.ottomanhistorypodcast.com/2013/12/istanbul-slang.html
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One male cis-gender gay activist from Kaos GL was of the idea that lubunca is gaining 

popularity and more people understand or even use lubunca words in their everyday lives. He 

explains that they consistently rely on lubunca in their publication, Kaos GL magazine, as well as 

the news coverage in their web portal to the end of not losing base with the camia in their activist 

work. It seems that the dissemination of the everyday slang of the camia also works outside of the 

camia. Acknowledgement and usage of lubunca by the other political dissidents in the country is 

perceived by the camia as a signal of compassionate alliance. Reminding my discussion on 

NGOization and the critiques of the camia for NGO activists, lubunca becomes even more 

significant as a tie that transcends the rupture between the street and the NGO activists as well as 

between sexual dissidents and other dissidents in Turkey.  

5.7 Family Photos from 2011: Claiming Public Space  

There are three main LGBT events held annually in Turkey: the March against Homophobia in 

Ankara, the Trans Pride March and the Pride March in Istanbul. These events are empowering 

moments since these are times that sexual dissidents gain public visibility. They are also special 

in the sense that they bring the LGBT activists and the camia together.  

Istanbul Pride is organized by an LGBT platform in Istanbul while the organizer for the 

march against homophobia is the Rainbow Coalition. None of these events are commercialized 

and they are not like pride parades in the Western countries. In each event, the protest atmosphere 

is maintained whereas the Istanbul Pride is more like a carnival and it is followed by a street 

party. Each one of these events is preceded by a week of presentations, workshops and art 

performances with the participation of LGBT scholars, activists and individuals not only from 

Turkey but increasingly from around the world. The common theme for all three events in 2011 

was the demand for the legal recognition of sexual orientation and gender identity in line with the 

campaigns that all the organizations and allies had been pursuing. 
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Normally the march in Ankara takes place on the International Day against Homophobia 

in May. The week-long events build towards the march as a culmination point. The fourth walk 

against homophobia in Ankara took place on a sunny day in 2011. The meeting point was the 

Kurtulus Park, one of the cruising areas for gay men in the city, where a young man was beaten a 

couple of weeks before the march. We marched along one of the busiest avenues in the city and 

reached Sakarya Square where a collective of anti-militarist artists and a street dancer performed 

for the crowd. We dispersed after the press release which emphasized the demand for the 

acknowledgement of “sexual orientation” and “gender identity” for constitutional equality, and 

we were not disturbed by the police. Banners read “Make room for LGBTs in the Constitution!”, 

“Annex to Article 10: Sexual Orientation & Gender Identity!” and “Discrimination Law must 

stop discriminating!”, while the slogans shouted were “No Individual Emancipation! It’s for All 

or None!”, “Dilek Ince/ Ahmet Yildiz95 is Here; Where are her/his murderers?”, “Failure to find 

the killers makes you an accomplice!”, “Love, love, freedom! Step back, hate!”, “For a boss- and 

pimp-free world!”, “No freedom, no Peace!”, “The world would shake if women/faggots/trans 

were free”, and “Another world is possible”. The anti-militarist, feminist as well as anti-capitalist 

stance of the LGBT organizations, individuals and their allies was reflected in the slogans and 

banners. 

LGBT refugees from Iran participated in the walk for the first time. The Canada-based 

group Iranian Railroad for Queer Refugees (IRQR) and Kaos GL organized travel from Kayseri 

to Ankara. To shout out their existence, the Iranian LGBT refugees travelled from this small 

periphery city, where they have to wait while their files to UNHCR to be granted asylum are 

processed, to the capital on a Rainbow Bus96. The crowd joined them as they responded to 

                                                     

95 A trans woman and a gay man who were murdered. Ahmet Yildiz is recognized as the first 

honor killing of a gay man in Turkey.  
96  The bus that is referred to as the rainbow bus is an ordinary coach that is usually rented by an 

LGBT organization to provide transportation services to LGBT people and their allies to reach 

the designated areas for the marches.  
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Ahmadinejad’s comment that there are no homosexuals in Iran by shouting in Farsi: 

“Ahmadinejad! We exist, we are here!”97 

Trans Pride in Istanbul was held for the second time in 2011. We took the Rainbow Bus 

from Ankara early in the morning.  When our bus reached Beyoglu, there was no police presence 

on Istiklal Street, the venue for the march. Although this street is under the heavy surveillance of 

CCTV cameras, it did not take us long to discover the police officers in plain clothes. The march 

initiated the events including talks, workshops, performances and screenings to take place for the 

Pride Week. The momentum continued to build over the week to reach the Istanbul Pride that was 

going to take place the following Sunday. 

These public events are a claim on the public space and the precarious position of the 

LGBT individuals on the streets is disrupted by the sheer number of the attendants. I attended the 

Istanbul Pride with Istanbul LGBT and because their office is pretty close to the Taksim Square 

where the Pride Walk starts and because the activists were too impatient to get started, we arrived 

in the square a little early carrying signs and rainbow flags, some of us wearing costumes and 

rainbow accessories. The size of the group was no more than 30 but we knew that there were 

other people right behind us. In this busiest square in the largest city of Turkey, we were a drop in 

the ocean but a highly visible one at the same time as we chanted against homophobia / 

transphobia and carried signs in both Turkish and Kurdish. The spectators around us gathered in a 

circle and, while some of them were smiling and waving hands, there was a cold look in a lot of 

the faces that I could see. The idle interest of people taking photographs and videos of us was 

proof that we were a real spectacle and they had to capture the moment rather than look at us in 

the eye or join us. The circle of people gathered around us was getting smaller and when I turned 

to a friend, an activist from Ankara, there was concern in her eyes. Although thousands of people 

                                                     

97 Sima Shaksari has analysed the conditions and contradictions concerning the lives of the 

mostly Iranian refugees in Turkey. Though she has not published a book about the topic, her 

articles are highly effective in capturing the complex web of relations. 
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were on their way to meet us in that square, we were not sure that it was safe for us at that 

moment. Then we started to hear chanting voices from a distance of another group approaching 

the square and all the faces turned that way. Probably startled by that moment, my friend took 

photographs of the faces staring at us during the march. Along with most of the banners and 

slogans used in the walk in Ankara, there were countless others including banners in Armenian, 

Kurdish, and English. To mark the significance of the events taking place around the country 

around that time, the most popular slogan was “long live the sisterhood of peoples.” 

What a crowd we were. The estimated number that year was about ten thousand. The 

numbers kept growing exponentially over the years since the first pride attempt in 2003 and over 

the years Pride Istanbul turned into the biggest Pride event in Eastern Europe. In 2011, I was a 

part of that unbelievable crowd with my kafiyya, pusi in Kurdish, on my shoulders, as it was only 

the previous week that a Kurdish boy was taken into police custody for wearing a kafiyya. On the 

day of the pride, there were protests all around the country demanding the release of the elected 

Kurdish Parliament Members who were incarcerated so that they could swear their vows and start 

serving in the parliament. Further along the way we smelt the tear gas and later learned that the 

Kurdish protest at a nearby location was dispersed violently and that police chased down some of 

the protesters on the backstreets of Istiklal, the street that we were walking on with our rainbow 

flags. As a trans activist in Istanbul LGBT expressed, maybe the police do not consider LGBTs a 

real threat and we become threats only when we are a part an alliance with other political 

struggles such as the Kurdish Movement: “They (the police) take us seriously only when we walk 

for peace”98.  

The Turkish Police forces, infamous after their treatment of protesters especially after the 

uprising in 2013, did not make themselves apparent during any of these three major LGBT events 

in 2011. This was in stark contrast not only to their attitude towards protesters in general but also 

                                                     

98 Here peace refers to end the armed conflict between the Turkish Army and the Kurdish 

Guerilla. 
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their treatment of LGBT individuals during the very first pride walks when they took participants 

into custody and later deported foreign activists. Unfortunately, this did not signal a better 

treatment of LGBT individuals by the police even at the time. They still write random tickets to 

trans women for ‘being against the common morals in the society’ or coordinate with people who 

harass trans people to displace them from their neighborhoods.  The police still curse the people 

they attack by calling them ‘ibne’, faggot in Turkish. Yet, they avoided engagement with 

thousands of ibne gathered on the busiest, heavily surveilled streets of the two largest cities in 

2011. While we walked on Istiklal Street during the Istanbul Pride, they were probably shouting 

‘ibne’ to the Kurdish protesters on the backstreets as they chased them down, shot tear canisters 

at them. Kaos GL activists who made their first public appearance during the Labour Day events 

in Ankara in the early 2000s have also been active participants in the events ever since that year.  

They are not treated differently by the police during the demonstrations and they take their fair 

share of police violence. They are targeted just like all the other ‘ibne’ and run the risk of being 

chased, beaten and being shot at with tear gas canisters. In the eyes of the police forces, who are 

the agents of the state to enforce order regardless of whether it is heteropatriarchal and 

discriminatory or not, all the dissidents are ‘ibne”. Despite the notoriety of the Turkish police, it 

is the LGBT people who are finding allies as they struggle along with all the other dissidents of 

the country to the extent that ‘ibne’ is much less frequently used as an insult by the comrades in 

those fields and thus shifting away from its usage as an offensive word.  

Muhammad Abd el Halim, a Palestinian queer activist emphasizes one message strongly: 

“be relevant to your society” for people are much more than their sexual orientations or gender 

identities99. While the LGBT activists in Turkey reterritorialize concepts emanating from the 

West, they are relevant and are challenging the existing state of power relations, not complicit in 

                                                     

99 Presentation at the VIII International Conference: Naming and Framing: The Making of Sexual 

(In)Equality, Madrid, Spain, 06-09 July 2011. Panel entitled “Sexual Rights Activism in Middle 

East and Northern Africa.” 
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an assimilationist project led by some ambiguous foreign entity. Their identities are configured 

and reconfigured in relevance to this struggle. Each time the police call the dissenting protesters 

on the streets as faggots, and there are faggots in the group struggling with the police, faggot as a 

word moves away from an insult towards an expression of comradeship. Thus, the camia in their 

protest marches are queering Turkish public space. 

5.8 Discussion: Queer Liberalism in Turkey 

In order to question the influence of queer liberalism in Turkey, along with its rise in western 

neoliberal democracies, we need to evaluate the findings of this chapter in relation to 

transnational global relations and the theoretical trends that analyze queer globalizations as 

presented in Chapter 4. Only after a careful discussion of these transnational dynamics, can we 

fully analyze the dynamics of the local forms of LGBT organizing and forms of lived queerness 

or sexual dissidence in peripheral locations such as Turkey.  

As explicated earlier, queer liberalism is defined as assimilationist by critical queers as a 

rights-based approach – a form of domesticated identity politics- demanding rights such as 

marriage or to serve in the military, and resorting to punitive measures by appealing to the 

punitive system of incarceration. Queer liberalism does not bring a radical critique to the 

neoliberal capitalist democracies and has the capability to function alongside imperial policies 

and to become complicit in racialized power relations.  

To understand the influence of queer liberalism at a transnational level, there is an urgent 

need for more engaged research into sexual dissidence that puts the focus on local forms of 

praxes. These studies have the potential to reveal underlying power relations at a global level. 

Along the war mongering rise of conservative governments that rest on the so-called clash of 

civilizations, the TR is one of the countries marked as the constitutive Other to the neoliberal 

western democracies as it does not acknowledge the rights of its LGBT populations. Sexual 

dissidence is defined in a highly narrow manner and even reduced to gayness in this mindset. It 
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imagines a specific model of globalization for gayness, in which non-heteronormative desires and 

subjectivities come only in one form. Gayness is a package deal that contains essentialist coming 

out narratives accompanied by the organized single-issue struggle to demand franchise. The 

tokenistic extension of rights to LGBT subjects in the form of queer liberalism in western 

locations aligns with the conservative policies of the governing party in the TR. This provides 

them with an argument that gayness, the only model of sexual dissidence they recognize, is alien 

to their societies and cultures. Among the conservatives, most of whom constantly prove 

themselves as against policies that work to the advantage of women and sexual dissidents in their 

home countries, there is almost a mutual agreement to disagree. By constantly emphasizing and 

investing on differences and essentialising them, by disregarding the actual social, political, and 

economic conditions, they define the Other as a threat. In fact, this mutual agreement to disagree 

has a stake in this neat and reductionist categorization.  

The praxis of the actual sexual dissidents in the country holds a potential to disrupt or to 

queer this neatly naturalized discourse. Against this depiction of sexual dissidence as an alien 

concept by the conservative politics, the local organizations and activists have been working to 

prove themselves through their intersectional politics. The last popular uprising in the TR proved 

that it is possible for sexual dissidents in the country to act in alliance with the masses, to gain 

their recognition and even support. Hidden in these moments is the realization that sexual 

dissidents are an organic part of the society in Turkey. It is the authoritarian attitudes and policies 

of the conservative governments that cast them as outsiders, as aliens and as apolitical subjects 

marked by their sexuality.  

In the rest of this section I will discuss the entrance of queer liberalism in Turkey in 

relation to the LGBT movement in the country or rather as an imposition on their policies. I will 

first bring together some problem areas that the explication and discussion of the LGBT activists 

and the scene in Turkey has brought forward. We have seen that the activists and organizations as 
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constituents of the LGBT movement in Turkey have close ties with each other as well as other 

dissidents of the country. The organizations are trying to meet the urgent needs and organize 

direct political action despite and against the rising authoritarianism in the country. They are 

overburdened with the demanding conditions and are increasingly in more precarious positions. 

Yet their networks both in the global and local scales are extending despite the authoritarian 

policies imposed on them along with all the dissidents of the country. LGBT activists with their 

consistent engagement with other marginalized groups in the country have established themselves 

as a part of the scene of dissidence. They are creating real change within those allied groups 

whereas the movement has a risk of losing its transformative power especially in its own 

community, dubbed as the camia in this chapter.  

Ironically, the process of NGOization brought extra burden on the activists. The 

structuration process they went through in the early 2000s brought legal recognition but it also 

introduced new regulations and taxation on the major organizations that turned into associations. 

The association type of organizing does not allow for the lateral structure that is more in line with 

the policies of the organizations but imposes a hierarchical structure. In order to maintain the 

organizations, project work is almost inevitable and that might bring extra structuration 

depending on the demands of the funding agencies. Project work is imbued with problems. It is 

also instrumental for the government’s agenda of containing dissent. A good number of funding 

agencies are located in Western countries and they provide funds on the basis of their own 

agendas. In order to be eligible for funding, organizations need to use the language these agencies 

require. While most activists use identity categories strategically in their lives, they are limited in 

their projects. Furthermore, project work could be divisive for the movement since organizations 

are pitted against each other for limited resources.  

This relates to a second major problem area. NGOization creates further alienation from 

their community, the camia. In fact, most activists are concerned that they have to spend their 
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time and energy working on projects instead of getting involved in the community. The activists 

increasingly are turning into a close circuit of people because they are the only ones to speak that 

language. The society at large and the LGBT activists are moving in opposite directions. As the 

conservative attitudes rise in the society and they become more nativist, the activists are 

becoming more integrated into a global LGBT community, a community that they consistently 

define as less political and single-issue oriented, which I would call queer liberalism. While some 

activists are professionalized, volunteer work becomes less attractive. The transformative power 

of the movement that more experienced activists mentioned as a force to create political 

consciousness runs the risk of slowly disappearing as a possibility.  

In other words, the change in the legislation in the early 2000s in the process of EU 

candidacy, altered the scene of sexual dissidence in Turkey. It has twisted the political direction 

of the movement from a queer mode to a more liberal direction. As activism is turning into a 

profession, interns are replacing the kezban100s in the organizations and the movement runs the 

risk of losing its transformative potential especially for the camia. Yet, as a trans woman activist 

explained, “LGBT activism is an affair of the heart [gonul isi]”, and I can happily affirm that the 

LGBT movement did not lose its heart and continues to bring sexual dissidents together with ties 

of affinity.  

Within that context, a discussion of the main demands and aims of the LGBT Movement 

in Turkey in relation to the rising queer liberalism in the western neoliberal democracies shows 

the disconnect between the two fields. The movement has been vocal and persistent in terms of its 

demand for representation in public space. They have been active participants of the political 

dissident protest scene in the public space, which is in line with their intersectional approach. 

Same-sex marriage as a demand has never been voiced by the movement. Yet, because sexuality 

is only imagined between married couples in conservative minds, marriage and demands for 

                                                     

100 Kezban means the new and naive person in the camia in lubunca 
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marriage have been voiced by AKP politicians multiple times as if they had received such a 

demand. The activists in the focus group interviews consistently mentioned that they would not 

invest in such an effort as they prioritize the inclusion of sexual orientation and gender identity 

into the constitution under the article against discrimination.  While it is possible to read this 

demand as a form of investment in punitive measures, due to the high number of transphobic and 

homophobic murders in the country, it is actually a survival strategy to keep sexual dissidents 

alive101. On the other hand, I would like to add that, the smaller groups that are located at the 

peripheries of the movement have a potential to lead transformative change as they are not legally 

recognized associations, therefore not constrained by the burdens of NGOization and are not 

leading project work. 

In this chapter, I have presented an overview of the emergence and development of the 

LGBT movement in Turkey by drawing from my focus group interviews with LGBT activists in 

the country. I looked into the ties that unite the members and the dynamics that tear them apart. 

The chapter also discussed the shift in the meanings of the concept of queer as it became known 

among sexual dissidents of the country as a form of comradery. Later, I presented an analysis of 

the camia, or the imagined community of sexual dissidents in Turkey highlighting its significance 

for the movement. Camia acts almost as a check and balance system for the movement keeping 

the politics of the movement grounded and relevant. The following section of the chapter, 

presented the three annual events in the country and included moments from 2011 when the 

protest marches in Ankara and Istanbul were being held without police intervention. In the last 

section, I discussed the findings of the chapter along with the theories of queer globalizations and 

                                                     

101  Documentation of hate crimes based on sexual orientation and gender identity is an area that 

the LGBT movement in Turkey has prioritized. This effort has established that the hate 

murders are still on the rise in the country. According to the 2015 United Nations Annual 

Periodic Review, between 2010 and June 2014, there were at least 41 reported hate murders 

of individuals known to self-identify as lesbian, gay, bisexual, or transgender (IGLHRC; 

Kaos GL; LGBTI News Turkey; 2015). 
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the rise of queer liberalism. While the focus was on the LGBT scene in Turkey both in terms of 

the LGBT Movement and the community of sexual dissidents in the country, the camia, in the 

following chapter, I will turn to sexual dissident parents in relation to the movement and the 

camia to present the conditions they struggle with heteropatriarchy under the rising 

authoritarianism in the country.  
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Chapter 6 Bargaining with Heteropatriarchy: Sexual Dissident Parents 

in Turkey 

In this final chapter of analysis, I present the sexual dissident parents in Turkey. In order to better 

explicate the complexity surrounding the lives of these hard to reach group of people who are 

rendered almost as oxymoronic beings in the country, I have drawn from seemingly disparate 

fields of literature and analysis. While I surveyed the construction of mothering and motherhood 

as separate forms of primary, and highly gendered, forms of parenting under patriarchy, I also 

looked into the ways these practices are queered to disrupt the normative regulatory practices of 

motherhood. I traced the discourse of motherhood in Turkey through narratives and myths and 

central political ideologies. Over the preceding two chapters, I presented an analysis of the LGBT 

movement in Turkey in relation to the dynamics of queer globalizations and imperial relations. In 

this chapter, I finally delve into the ‘lived experiences of queerness’ and parenting through the 

stories of sexual dissident parents in the entrenched form of heteropatriarchy in Turkey.  

Native feminist scholars, Maile Arvin, Eve Tuck, and Angie Morrill define 

heteropatriarchy as such: "the social systems in which heterosexuality and patriarchy are 

perceived as normal and natural, and in which other configurations are perceived as abnormal, 

aberrant, and abhorrent" (2013: 13).  If patriarchy is the rule of fathers, then heteropatriarchy is 

simply the rule of heterosexual fathers. In this study, and also elsewhere (Baba 2013), I argue, in 

line with Arvin, Tuck and Morrill that "the presumption that heteropatriarchal nuclear-domestic 

arrangements, in which the father is both center and leader/boss, should serve as the model for 

social arrangements of the state and its institutions" (13), heteropatriarchy is the current state of 
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the sex/gender system102 in Turkey. Yet, the question remains: What is the specific form of 

heteropatriarchy in Turkey? Or, in which ways does heteropatriarchy operate in the everyday 

lives of people? Acknowledging the depth of this question, in this chapter I argue that sexual 

dissident parents' experiences and positioning present a focal point for the heteropatriarchal 

sex/gender system's operationalization in Turkey as it crystallizes their particular struggles. While 

doing so, I theoretically frame the data I collected in terms of the ground breaking work of Deniz 

Kandiyoti, “Bargaining with Patriarchy” (1988), to show how sexual dissident parents in Turkey 

bargain with heteropatriarchy.    

 Kandiyoti argues that “women strategize within a set of concrete constraints that reveal and 

define the blueprint of what I will term the patriarchal bargain of any given society, which may 

exhibit variations according to class, cast and ethnicity” (1988: 274). Kandiyoti maintains that 

patriarchy is an overused but at the same time under theorized concept. I argue that 

heteropatriarchy is not overused but it is an under theorized concept which could help us to 

develop more concrete and “culturally and temporally grounded understandings” of 

heteropatriarchal systems. 

 Kandiyoti’s concept of patriarchal bargains precedes the current debate concerning agency 

especially among feminist scholars. One of the prominent contributors to the debate has been 

Saba Mahmood via her research on women who are involved with the Mosque Movement in 

Egypt (Mahmood 2009). Mahmood convincingly argues that we do not always recognize agency 

because of the liberal definitions of the concept. Agency is easily acknowledged when it takes the 

shape of resistance especially towards the systems that are oppressive. However, when agency 

takes the shape of complying with the system, we tend to ignore it or automatically label it as 

false consciousness, victimization, submissiveness or even ‘stupidity’. This is especially valid 

                                                     

102Gayle Rubin coined the term in “The Traffic in Women: Notes on the ‘Political Economy’ of 

Sex.” It refers to the variety of ways sexuality, gender as well as reproduction are regulated in a 

society. 
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when it applies to gendered processes and conservative ideologies such as the context Mahmood 

discusses in her work. In that case we, as scholars, become the ones who fail to recognize the 

agency of women when we interpret their participation within conservative movements. Despite 

their differences, her analysis shares similarities with Kandiyoti’s explanation of patriarchal 

bargains. For instance, Kandiyoti argues that, “they [patriarchal bargains] also influence both the 

potential for and specific forms of women’s active or passive forms of resistance in the face of 

their oppression,” (275) and adds, “patriarchal bargains are not timeless or immutable entities, but 

are susceptible to historical transformations that open up new areas of struggle and renegotiation 

of the relations between genders” (275). 

 For this study, I will follow Kandiyoti’s analysis since the participants in this project are 

not active constituents of any social movement or adhere to any specified ideology. Utilizing the 

few methods at their disposal these parents are strategizing within a heteronormative and 

misogynist or femmephobic103 system that subordinates and oppresses them.  

 Following Kandiyoti’s analysis of patriarchy, the main premise of the chapter is that: 

Sexual Dissidents who are involved in parenting strategize within a set of concrete constraints 

that reveal and define the blueprint of what I will term the heteropatriarchal bargain of any given 

society, which may exhibit variations according to class, ethnicity, and gender as well as sexual 

orientation and/or gender identity. As an extension of the first premise, it is argued here that these 

heteropatriarchal bargains also influence both the potential for and specific forms of sexual 

dissident parents’ active or passive forms of resistance in the face of their oppression. Along the 

lines of Mahmood, “I want to suggest we think of agency not as a synonym for resistance to 

relations of domination but as a capacity for action that historically specific relation of 

subordination enable and create” (2009: 180). In order to acknowledge the agency of these 

parents, this chapter looks into not only their resistance to existing power relations but their 

                                                     

103 Femmephobia is usually defined as the fear or hatred of all people who are perceived as 

femme or feminine.  
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capacity for action. Rarely does their agency take the form of open resistance, yet as the chapter 

will unfold, even more rarely are they complicit with the system and its reproduction. 

 This chapter has multiple aims. While it seeks to define the heteropatriarchal sex/gender 

system in Turkey, it gains entrance through the experiences and accounts provided by 10 sexual 

dissident parents104. The first part introduces the parents and discusses the prevalence of sex or 

gender non-complying parents in Turkey. The next part provides information about the legal 

framework. Since there are no specific laws, the items that have influence on LGBT parents are 

brought together. This part also includes the ideas of the parents regarding the legal framework 

and how it influences their lives. In the remainder of the chapter, I follow the active and passive 

resistance strategies towards heteropatriarchy within three fields of the LGBT parents’ lives. 

These strategies comprise the heteropatriarchal bargains they are engaged with in different realms 

of their lives. The third part looks into the field of the LGBT movement from the perspective of 

the parents. The fourth part situates LGBT parents within the camia, or the loosely affiliated 

LGBT community in Turkey. In the last part, I present the parents within their family networks. 

The relations with ex-spouses and/or spouses, their families of origin, children and/or the families 

they have chosen. In the last section, I present a discussion of heteropatriarchy and queering 

motherhood based on the findings of the chapter. 

 It should also be noted that I use sexual dissidence for the parents purposefully. I argue 

that under the form of heteropatriarchy in Turkey, all parents who are sex and/or gender non-

complying are sexual dissidents regardless of whether they identify with any given identity 

categories. As I briefly explained in the first chapter, during the interviews I provided a very 

general definition of sexual dissidence to the participants: people from all sexual orientations and 

gender identities who are against the gender regime that imposes heterosexuality and the binary 

                                                     

104 As a part of this project, I conducted 10 semi-structured informal interviews with sexual 

dissident parents in three major cities of Turkey. All the names in the chapter are pseudonyms 

and any information that would result in identifying a parent has been eliminated.  
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sexual order composed of men and women. There are multiple reasons as to why I used sexual 

dissidence instead of LGBT, queer, or sex or gender non-complying. First of all, not all the 

people who do not lead non-heterosexual lives identify with any of the terms in the acronym. 

Some people do not identify with any terms regardless of their sexual and/or romantic attractions, 

expressions or gender identities. Second, sexual dissidence does not specify the form of non-

conformity but only refers to going against the norms within the given society. In that respect 

sexual dissidence can take different forms in different locations and over time and thus it is 

subject to change. Third, sexual dissidence already stands in relation to other forms of dissidence 

in society and it denotes the critical approach of the subject against the norm. And fourth, the 

phrase, sexual dissidence [cinsel muhalefet], although not commonly used in Turkish, can be 

translated into the language. Unlike other terms, it is not loaded with a variety of other meanings 

and affects. It can easily signify local forms of resistance. For example I specifically avoided the 

term queer, since it received intense reactions in different circles.105 None of the parents voiced 

objections against “sexual dissidents” and most expressed that they would consider themselves as 

such. It specifically resonated with parents with leftist tendencies. For example, Sevda stated 

multiple times that the phrase would clarify the place of LGBT people alongside other dissidents 

in the country. She was glad that this part of her life is associated with such a political word that 

was in line with her leftist political standing.  

6.1 The Issue of Numbers: “We are the Tip of the Iceberg” 

I conducted ten semi-structured interviews with sexual dissident parents in Istanbul, Ankara, and 

Izmir. Female identified participants constituted the majority. While there were three males in the 

group, six of the participants were female. One parent identified as gender-neutral. Along with 

seven cis-gender parents, there were three trans individuals. While two of the participants stated 

they do not identify with any sexual orientation category seven of them used the categories for 

                                                     

105 The advent of queer to Turkey is explicated further in Chapter 5.  
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self-identification. More specifically there were three bisexuals, two gay men, one lesbian, one 

pansexual, one heterosexual and two non-identifying parents in the group. 

Each interview lasted from an hour to three and a half hours. Some of the parents invited 

me to their homes while the others met me in public places such as parks or cafeterias. I digitally 

recorded all the interviews with the (oral) consent of my participants and refrained from taking 

notes during the interviews. Although I had a set of questions, they were tentative, I rephrased the 

questions according to the participants’ responses and sometimes life stories. Each had a unique 

experience to share with me and their narratives brought extra questions.  

 Reaching sexual dissident individuals who have children was a challenge for this study. 

LGBT activists and people in their networks as well as my informants within the camia reached 

out to the few parents they were acquainted with. Initially there were very few parents, then I 

realized people are not always informed whether the people they know through the LGBT 

organizations or the camia have children. This is not always a topic that comes up during 

gathering or meetings. Parenting is not even considered in the context of sexual dissidence or the 

camia. Yeliz, a cisgender female parent, had not even realized that there were not many parents 

among her LGBT friends. “I have just realized when you asked. I do not know any LGBTs with 

children. The only other person I know is my partner and she is not open106. She is married with 

children.” Later on, one of the parents, Kerem, a heterosexual trans man, informed me that people 

might prefer not to talk about children in the camia. He was of the idea that “there is an attitude 

among LGBTs: if you have brought a child to this world you are somehow deformed.” Because 

you made a mistake in the past and the child is the consequence of that previous relationship. 

                                                     

106 Being open or going open is similar to the usage of being out for an LGBT person in Western 

contexts. While some participants use the original usage from time to time, the general manner 

parents use being open is not akin to being out. The problems associated with trying to fit some of 

these concepts are explained in Chapter 4. I used the phrases coming out or being out in the text 

when the participants used those words specifically. 
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Also, the critiques against traditional family forms prevalent among the LGBT activists can easily 

be taken as a stance against parenting altogether.  

 Despite the difficulty that I experienced trying to reach sexual dissident parents, I have 

repeatedly been told that there are a lot of parents who maintain their heterosexual marriages and 

have same-sex relations. Because they are almost never open in public, there is no way to find out 

about the numbers or percentages or to make any meaningful projections. The parents who 

participated in this study all maintained that it is a very large group and the open people constitute 

just the tip of the iceberg. I was convinced that the numbers of married people who are interested 

in same sex sexual relations was more than commonly imagined when Sevgi, a cisgender lesbian 

parent, told me about a woman she met in cyberspace while looking for sex partners. She was 

also married with children. Later on, it turned out that the two women were neighbors in a city 

with a population of about ten million, which made both of them uncomfortable for a while and 

they did not have any further contact. As Kenan explained “a large percentage of the [LGBTQ or 

non-complying] population is hidden. The ones who are out in the open are interested only in 

sexuality. It is very easy to find sexual partners.” He is of the idea that most people do not need to 

be open as sexual partners are easily available.  

 Considering the heteropatriarchal grip on society in Turkey, the question why so few 

parents are open or out about their sexual orientation needs to be paraphrased as such: Why are 

some parents open despite all the circumstances that work to their disadvantage? The question 

does not apply to most of the heterosexual trans people as hiding their gender identity would not 

be an option for most of them. Trans people who would like to pass as cis-gender and blend in 

society at large could constitute an exception although they would still be a precarious group. In 

reality, as Kerem, a trans man who had spent most of his life among trans women and in trans 

circles, explained “there are a lot of trans people with children but they are usually separated from 

their children. Either they deny their children or their children do not want them in their lives.” 
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This claim supports the idea that being a sexual dissident and not hiding gender identity or sexual 

orientation brings more risks for parents. They might end up losing their children. 

 Unlike other members of the camia or LGBT activists, those who are also parents are in a 

unique position to blend in with the society at large. The parents I interviewed tried to convince 

me that there are a lot of people interested in sexual relations only and these parents share an 

understanding with each other. As Sevda, a cisgender bisexual woman, explained “Most of those 

people are married with children and they prefer to contact people like themselves to feel safe.” 

Some even believe that the heterosexual nuclear family is a myth. Deniz107, a gender neutral 

parent, had started spending time with other mothers from the park where ze takes hir son to play. 

They started socializing and going out for drinks from time to time. Ze told them about hir sexual 

orientation and even invited them to some LGBT events. After a while, one of the other mothers 

also opened up to hir. Deniz rightfully asks: “When you get close to people you learn that nobody 

is straight. Who is that sacred nuclear family?” 

 Once we give credibility to the idea that the majority of the sexual dissident parents are 

actively engaged in posing as heterosexual, one question arises: what makes the parents, such as 

some of the parents I talked to, change their mind and go open in at least some venues? 

Increasingly over the last couple of years, the general population in Turkey has become more 

informed about sexual dissidence and gender orientation and sexual identity categories. As people 

are more informed through media and the efforts of the LGBT organizations in the country, 

alternatives to heterosexual marriage emerge as possibilities. For three of the women I talked to, 

what motivated them to go open was love. Some of these women had been married for decades 

and until they fell in love they were able to maintain their heterosexual marriages. When they fell 

in love “everything collapsed.” Sevda explained that most people she came across in the camia, 

especially on the dating sites, were interested in sex rather than enduring relations and they would 

                                                     

107 In order to refer to Deniz, I use the gender neutral pronouns ze and hir instead of gender 

specific pronouns she/he and her/his.  
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not expect to fall in love. She argued that some women did not even consider the possibility of 

falling in love with a woman although they had ongoing sexual relations for extended periods of 

time. When she fell in love with a woman, Sevda was surprised and felt guilty since she was a 

married woman. She had a rough time in both her relations with her husband and with her lover 

and considered divorce for the first time. She did not get a divorce because her lover ended the 

relationship. 

 Although divorce can be comprehended as an alternative for women out of their 

heterosexual marriages, it is a process full of challenges and might not always be a viable option. 

Since Olcay, a cisgender female parent, got a divorce, her life has been full of struggles. Suddenly 

she was not only struggling against the abusive attitudes of her ex-husband and her siblings who 

got informed about her relationship with a woman, but she also had to work to support herself 

financially. “I can assure you that it is much easier, more advantageous and safer to live in a 

marriage with a man. After I got a divorce, I have come to realize that my life was peaceful and 

comfortable.” Yet, when talking about other parents that she knows, Olcay was highly critical of 

them for not being open and maintaining their marriages “They also lead secluded lives. I do not 

like their life styles. I like people who live with dignity108 and work for a living.” 

 My male respondents had a different stance. Kenan, a cisgender gay parent who had been 

married for 17 years, explained that it was possible to imagine a future with a member of the 

opposite sex despite being gay if you are in a compassionate and respectful relationship. For men, 

heterosexual marriage remains an alternative. Apparently, it is a “choice” that men have to make 

at one point in their lives. As Kaan, a gay cisgender participant, asserted, “When I was separated 

from my partner, I met people [men] who are married with children. It is not the life I chose for 

myself.” He decided to get a divorce when he became sure of his gay identity: “I did not want to 

continue lying” he explained and then added “... and also, I was young at the time.” The last part 

                                                     

108 The original wording she used was namus which might be translated as honor but the word is 

loaded with a variety of other meanings so I chose another similar word: dignity. 
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of his statement did not make much sense to me initially. I came to the conclusion that he meant 

he would have made a different decision had he not been so young when he found out about his 

sexual orientation. Even for this man who considered himself to be a happy member of the camia, 

maintaining his heterosexual marriage was a viable option.  

 The alleged existence of a large group of married sexual dissidents, some of whom are 

parents, has also been a subject of discussion with experts who are in one way or another working 

with parents. Deniz told me about a pedagogue109 who was eager to talk to hir about being 

involved in same sex relations as a parent. She explained that among her clients there were a lot 

of “people in the same situation” but they were not open. The pedagogue was excited about 

talking to the one open parent that she had ever met. She explained that the parents maintained 

their lives under the guise of being happily married to their opposite sex spouses. The traumas 

that those parents bear were the main subject of discussion with the pedagogue and the 

conversations always came to a halt since there was no way to maintain the disguise and establish 

open communication within their families. 

 Another parent, Olcay, talked about the conversations she had with her psychiatrist. 

When Olcay announced right away, “I am a lesbian,110” the psychiatrist responded that she should 

not feel weird about it.  The psychiatrist was of the idea that Turkey was a 'homosexual country' 

since most of the socialization took place among people of the same sex. Most of the social 

gatherings, prayers and religious rituals and customs, even weddings in conservative circles take 

place in homosocial atmospheres. Although she was seriously confused about two different 

concepts, homosocial and homosexual, Olcay was convinced that the two issues were 

interconnected anyhow and came to agree with the psychiatrist. While it is not possible to 

establish a direct connection between the prevalence of same-sex relations and homosocial 

                                                     

109 An expert on child development and education who works closely with parents. 
110 Olcay had told me that she did not want to identify with any of the sexual identity categories. 

This tells me that some of the parents switch between labels in different spheres of their lives.  
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organization of life, it makes hiding same-sex relations much easier. On the other hand, we can 

surmise that at least some of the experts who are working with these parents are not informed 

enough to provide guidance to them.  

 Faking heterosexuality or posing as a happy heterosexual nuclear family can be read as a 

strategy of compliance within heteropatriarchy. These people are seen to be involved in the 

reproduction of the very system that discriminates against them. Yet, the number of parents who 

are actively involved in this strategy is immense according to each one of the ten parents involved 

in this study and it reveals the hegemonic nature of heteropatriarchy. At this point, I will turn to 

the legal framework in Turkey in order to understand the context in which sexual dissident 

parents encounter heteropatriarchy that is established as a hegemony. 

6.2 Grappling with the Legal Framework 

As explained in Chapter 3, there is no specific mention of sexual orientation or gender identity in 

the Turkish constitution. While people are not criminalized for being gay, lesbian, bisexual, or 

trans or for engaging in same sex sexual activities, the constitution provides no protection against 

discrimination based on sexual orientation or gender identity. These laws and regulations aim to 

preserve the heteropatriarchal family and perpetuate the depiction of same-sex involvements as 

the end of biological reproduction by actively constructing queer parenting as an oxymoron. 

 There are several examples to seemingly not related pieces of legislation that close the 

means to become a parent to sexual dissidents. Until recently lesbians were under the risk of 

losing the custody of their children from their heterosexual relationships due to a 1982 Supreme 

Court ruling when a lesbian lost the custody of her daughter on account of her sexual 

orientation111. In the absence of any laws concerning the issue, this case set a dangerous legal 

precedent for similar custody cases. Another reproductive policy that jeopardizes parenting by 

LGBT people is the 2010 ban on the use of sperm banks outside the country. The prohibition was 

                                                     

111 See Chapter 3 for the court's ruling.  
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introduced by the Ministry of Health on the grounds of the preservation of the 'Turkish race 

and/or ethnicity' and does not even mention LGBT individuals. Fertility clinics in Turkey provide 

services only to married couples and since there are no separate sperm banks in the country, out-

of-country sperm banks was one of the few ways to conceive for the women who can afford it. 

Finally, another reproductive policy that prevents sexual dissidents from becoming parents is the 

mandatory sterilization of transsexuals who seek a sex alignment operation.  One has to give up 

on her or his reproductive capacity in order to be officially considered a member of the sex he or 

she feels they belong to. They should also not be in a marital bond or the marriage will be 

annulled.  

 Same sex unions are not recognized by the state and adoption is not a possibility for those 

couples since they cannot hold joint custody rights to their child. Adoption procedures are 

handled by the Government and there are no private adoption agencies. Prospective parents have 

to go through intense scrutiny before they can adopt a child. Although single adults are able to 

apply for adoption, the criteria is very high, the procedure takes years, and the waiting lists are 

long. During the inspection process, sexual orientation or gender identity could easily be 

identified as grounds for refusal since sexual dissidence is considered “against the common 

morals in the society.” 

 The parents I interviewed are informed about the legal framework as well as the related 

policies and feel threatened by it.112 The campaigns for the inclusion of discrimination against 

sexual orientation and gender identity into the constitution were ongoing at the time of the 

interviews. Most parents were able to foresee the negative outcome of the campaigns. Cansu, a 

                                                     

112 This threat is one of the causes why a lot of LGBT people with young children turned down 

the invitation to join this project. This might also explain why the majority of parents in this study 

have adult daughters and sons. The ones who agreed to talk to me have all expressed that they 

trusted me as a researcher and warned me that it would not be easy to reach other parents. There 

were cases where parents did not want to take part. However had I reached the parents directly 

and asked them to take part in the study, instead of asking my contact people to introduce me and 

my study, the numbers would have been even lower.  
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bisexual trans parent related this pessimism to her general interpretation of the AKP governance: 

“They [the government in power] merely present themselves as tolerating. They are bigots to the 

core”. On the other hand, Yeliz, a cisgender female parent who does not subscribe to any sexual 

orientation categories was of the idea that:  “All the minorities are facing discrimination. It is not 

specific to us. The only hope might be the EU process.” As explained in Chapter 3, the 

adjustment policies implemented by the government during the early 2000s generated hope 

among dissidents in the country. Unfortunately, the European Union candidacy process had 

already been stalled at the time of our conversation. These participants’ predictions were right 

and sexual identity and gender orientation were eliminated from the draft articles for the new 

constitution with a sleight of hand and the Turkish constitution to this day does not provide 

protection against discrimination.  

 The legal framework is significant in terms of its influence on sexual dissidents but legal 

change will not entail safety for discriminated groups. Some parents stated that even if the laws 

were protective they would not feel safe unless the changes in the field of law are accompanied 

by social change. Besides, the existence of laws does not guarantee that they will be applied in 

practice. Banu, a well-educated bisexual cisgender parent who has a white-collar job, stated “you 

know that you have rights but you cannot exercise them.” Her ex-husband threatened to sue her 

for custody of their child multiple times. On one of these occasions he planted hidden cameras in 

her apartment and recorded her having sex with her same-sex partner. Her voice still trembled as 

she told me about such harassments of the ex-partner. Ultimately, she challenged him arguing that 

she would fight for her rights in court and would even raise her son as an open lesbian. The ex-

husband changed his mind and the case never went to court. She thinks that what got her to win 

the argument was the fact that her ex-husband did not want the mother of his child to come out in 

public during the hearings. She was able to stand tall and fight back thanks to her feminist stance, 

courage and also job security but even for such a strong woman the process was detrimental and 
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demeaning. Ironically, she was able to utilize the existing state of discrimination against same sex 

relations for her advantage. 

6.3 Sexual Dissident Parents and the LGBT Movement 

As a part of the heteropatriarchal bargains they are engaged with, the majority of the parents try 

to avoid visibility and taking direct political action within LGBT organizations. The main field of 

open resistance in an organized manner against homophobia and transphobia as well as sexism is 

not a part of the lives of many sexual dissident parents. 

 None of the parents were actively working with any of the major LGBT organizations at 

the time of the interviews. Yet some were highly informed about them and mentioned their 

activist work on and off over the years. It would not be wrong to claim that each one was in one 

way or another involved in the network of at least one organization. The only parent who had no 

relations to any such organization was Olcay, a mother with two grown up sons. She was 

considerably and consistently more conservative in her responses. As a devout Muslim woman, 

who wore a headscarf in the smaller city that she has lived in most of her life, she had been a 

homemaker for 24 years and raised her children. In the meantime she maintained her sexual 

relations with women until she decided to get a divorce. “I never contacted an [LGBT] 

organization. My life conditions were totally different. I had a husband and kids. I lived behind 

closed doors.” Although there is some distance maintained between most parents and the 

movement Olcay’s complete indifference towards it is unique among the parents interviewed, and 

in comparison she stands on the extreme end of the spectrum in terms of relations and attitudes 

towards the movement. 

 On the other end of the spectrum is Deniz, who has been affiliated with the movement for 

almost two decades. Ze works with smaller groups and believes in the energy and dynamism their 

existence brings. Ze has published several texts about queer families and alternative parenting 

practices. Ze is the only parent who has been considering getting organized around the issue and 
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creating support mechanisms for sexual dissident parents. Deniz had already made a call to other 

parents and even asked me to disseminate her call to other parents. Ze is willing and eager to 

stand in solidarity with any LGBT person to have a child, to share experiences and provide help 

with childcare.  

 Curious about the detachment between most of the parents and the LGBT movement, I 

asked the participants if they think the movement represented them. Some of the parents 

responded to this question with a giggle, which left me feeling that they have an answer, but they 

were not going to share with me. Maybe they even assumed I knew what was on their mind. What 

most participants told me was that the organizations should exist and they asserted that this 

requires hard and challenging work in Turkey. For this reason they were almost compassionate in 

their criticism of the situation even when they did not agree with the politics of the LGBT 

movement. Yeliz was appreciative of the movement’s efforts: “if somebody shows up and stands 

for the rights of LGBT people when no one else does, this has to be acknowledged. It is 

important.” The majority of participants believe that the movement needs to exist yet not as a part 

of their own lives. I do not believe they thought they would ever take part in it.  

 Each parent had a different reason to explain why they were not more closely affiliated 

with an organization. Even though they were mostly in support of the organizations and 

appreciative of the efforts by the LGBT activists, there are some parents critical against the 

LGBT movement. Kerem, one resentful parent, was a former activist who left the organization he 

was working with, with bitter feelings. My initial analysis was to disregard his claims since it was 

not related to him being a parent but then he explained his preference to work on his closer circles 

such as close friends and family members. When I asked about how the situation could change, 

Kerem asserted that, “everybody thinks that life constantly changes for the better. That is not 

always the case. The founding of associations did not solve the problems of LGBTs. We are still 

hiding; we are still the other in the society. We have to start our struggle with the people in our 
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lives to change them like our families and friends.” My understanding was that he did not lose his 

belief in struggle, he shifted his priorities for struggle to a more individual level as a result of his 

negative experiences with the current state of the LGBT organizations in Turkey113. 

 Non-involvement of sexual dissident parents with the movement occurs for various 

reasons. Not being open prevents them from being active in the movement and having a child is 

one of the reasons for not going open. Yeliz is one of the parents who stated this link directly: “if 

people are able to come out in Turkey they should be proud. There have been times that I wished 

to go open and be more active [in the movement] but I have a child.” Another parent, Sevda, is 

informed about the organizations and even participates in their networks but she said she cannot 

relate to them due to ideological differences. She is a self-identified socialist who claimed that her 

alliances lie with her union and political party. “The [LGBT] organizations are not critical enough 

towards the policies of the government and would be willing to make compromises to get certain 

rights such as the right to get married.” Later in the interview she mentioned avoiding events and 

gatherings by LGBT organizations since she did not want to come across people from her labour 

union, even though the union people who attended those events were most probably allies of the 

LGBT movement. Their presence at the event meant that it was not an exclusive environment. 

Sevda was still cautious in her behavior since she was not open at her union and did not want to 

raise suspicions. Ironically, as the LGBT movement has expanded its purview and gained more 

visibility over the years, sexual dissident parents who have been hiding for years are more and 

more constrained. The general public in Turkey is more informed than ever about sexual 

dissidence, but this does not bring any advantage to sexual dissident parents who are not out in 

the open.  

 Even the parents who are more closely affiliated with LGBT organizations are critical of 

them in certain aspects. For instance, Banu says: “The movement is a huge success. This is a 

                                                     

113 As discussed in Chapter 5 
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political arena that politicizes people but it is limited to certain issues.” Banu is also critical of the 

associations for their policies in terms of mothering. She argues that the movement has had an 

unchanging critique against the institution of family for constraining women within the private 

sphere, especially as mothers. Although she agrees with their critique, it has not evolved over the 

years and the organizations have not developed any policies to get women out of their homes. As 

a result the LGBT spaces tend to effectively exclude parents, especially mothers. Banu is of the 

idea that they ignore the fact that regardless of sexual orientation some women would like to have 

and to raise children. 

6.4 Sexual Dissident Parents and the Camia 

Most parents I interviewed are informed about the camia, the imagined community of LGBT 

individuals. Because this community is vaguely conceived, everybody seems to have a different 

understanding of what it is and this applies to parents as well. The only parent who had no notion 

of camia was Kenan who had been married to a woman for almost two decades and had ongoing 

sexual relations with men. Although he self-identified as gay, he had not informed anybody in his 

life including his spouse. After I explained the concept he commented as such: “whether we are 

aware of it or not, we are all a part of that community.” The fact that he was not familiar with the 

word camia is significant in the sense that it shows his level of detachment from the LGBT scene 

and probably from the movement as well.  

 The majority of parents have a problematic relationship with the camia and are not 

closely attached to it. Deniz says: “I consider camia a lumpen114 concept but I have been a part of 

it. It is ad hoc and not stable. One year I am at the center of it, the following year I am out. I 

cannot have fun in lesbian bars. You cannot smile at people or you might get into trouble. You 

need to be very butch. We created more inclusive spaces outside.” And ze tells me about the 

                                                     

114 Lumpen in Marxist terms refers to the detachment both in feeling and action from the 

revolutionary struggle.  
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smaller affinity groups that they formed in Istanbul. Only two of the parents situate themselves 

happily within that community.  

Among the parents, camia is commonly associated with nightlife and young people. The 

parents who consider themselves of the older generation prefer to socialize with other LGBT 

people close to their age group. The two parents who are happy about their belonging in the 

camia are also fond of socializing at LGBT bars and clubs. As already mentioned, some parents 

were critical about these venues too. The gay and lesbian bars were commonly referred to as dark 

and filthy places where everything was overpriced. According to most parents, the women who 

tend to frequent those places are another group as explained below. 

 There is an alleged group of young lesbians in the camia who socialize in lesbian bars 

and cafes who are defined as masculine. Some of the women among the parents interviewed 

described themselves and their group of friends in opposition to this group of women. The case 

was not restricted to any one of the cities included in this study and was mentioned in all the 

cities I visited: the three largest cities in the country. Most of the participants referred to groups of 

masculine young women as baç; loosely translated from butch. There was no specific word for 

the feminine companion of baç but they were described as feminine and under the protection of 

their baç partners. All the qualities of being masculine were attributed to that young group of 

women and the general sentiment was negative. The LGBT parents, specifically mothers, defined 

themselves in contrast to these masculine bad “boys.”  

 Age difference was one of the main distinctions between the women interviewed, while 

the taking on of sexual orientation or gender identities was another. Yeliz says: “the young ones 

have typical identifications. They are masculine and ready to start a fight. Among us even the 

more masculine women are still women.” The older women see their generation as defined as 

being a woman first and foremost. Being feminine in that case is not defined as a performance but 

the natural or expected order of things. “Camia is degenerate. It reflects the society as a whole but 
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it is more alienated.” On the other hand, the issue of visibility is also alienating for those people 

who are not visible as sexual dissident or queer.  Sevda says: “Maybe I do not have a sense of 

belonging in the camia because I am not visible. My loyalties lie more with my union and left 

politics. Our generation is more mature and responsible. We care about a stable life, our families 

and jobs. I do not understand the baç young women.” 

 Generational conflicts are sophisticated from a variety of perspectives. One of the easily 

ignored aspects of patriarchy is the age hierarchy it instils and then expects from people in the 

society. Younger people are expected to behave in a respectful manner towards older people even 

if they are not in any enduring relations. When it comes to kinship ties, age difference becomes 

even more significant and younger people are taught to behave themselves and obey their elders. 

Heteropatriarchy maintains that aspect of patriarchy. In Kandiyoti’s analysis of patriarchy (1988) 

generational difference is depicted almost as a fault line among women. She explains the cyclical 

nature of power among women as women tend to gain power in the household over the years but 

when they are young the elder women of the household have dominance over them alongside 

males. While patriarchy divides women in the private sphere in the intimacy of the family, 

heteropatriarchy seems to divide them in the public sphere and hinder solidarity among women. 

The attempts by some feminist and queer women to create more inclusive spaces, as Deniz 

explained through hir experience with small group organizing in Istanbul, is a way to breach the 

generational divide. However, when we turn to the private sphere and the intimacy of the family, 

generational divide is merely one of the peripheral problems.   

6.5 Sexual Dissident Parents within Family Ties 

The family of origin is overwhelmingly an arena of loss and disappointment for the sexual 

dissident parents. “I never felt like I had a family” was a recurring sentiment among the parents I 

interviewed. Although each had different reasons for making such a statement, heteropatriarchy 

was at the core of their negative experiences. Some were highly critical of the heteropatriarchal 
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nuclear family while others were maltreated by their family of origin or previous spouses or 

sometimes both. This brings a deeper level to the experience of loss and trauma to sexual 

dissidents in the context of the country where subject formation is considered more relational and 

the lines of individuality especially among family members and within kin networks is blurred115 

(Joseph 2008). 

 Each person holds a different understanding of family and in most cases this 

understanding is highly grounded in the circumstances of our lives especially in earlier stages. 

Sevda, a bisexual cisgender woman, is the daughter of a divorced couple. She grew up in an 

orphanage after she lost her mother at a very early age. She was determined to have a happy 

family as an adult and it was important for her to raise her children as a couple. She gave birth as 

a teenager and the baby was given up for adoption by her relatives since she was not married at 

the time. Then she met her husband and they raised his son together. She legally adopted the child 

and raised him even when her spouse was away as a political prisoner. Today Sevda and her 

spouse are “comrades in life” as she calls him. “It is a different type of love” she explained.  She 

has had sexual relations with women for years and did not want to keep her husband in the dark 

about it so she told him. It was painful for him but he agreed to stay together. Yet, this 

arrangement was shaken when she fell in love with a woman and re-organized her life with this 

new partner a couple of years ago.  

 One parent who felt that he never had a family was Kerem. As a trans individual, he grew 

up claiming that he was a boy despite all the pressure on him from his family and teachers to 

shape his gender identity as a girl. His parents forced him to act like a girl and decided to marry 

her to a 50 year old man when he was still in high school. They got married and had two kids. 

After the man died of a heart attack, he raised the kids all by himself. The family of his late 

husband gained the custody of one of the kids and he lost contact with the younger child. His son, 

                                                     

115 As discussed in Chapter 4. 
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who is a teenager now, calls him dad and his partner mom. Only at this adult stage in his life does 

he feel that he has a family. “I never felt that I had a family. Within these last couple of years 

with my partner, I learned to trust someone. I do not hate the concept of family anymore.”  

 For the older participants, troubling relations with their own parents and family of origin 

have improved over the years. There were ups and downs and some had even cut contact with 

their family members, while others are still trying to mend the ties that were broken. Having a 

child seems to provide an opportunity to foster constructive relations with the parents. Once these 

parents had a grandchild, attitudes warmed and relaxed towards their own children. Some of the 

grandparents became protective over the grandchildren and provided extra support both in terms 

of material support and childcare.  

 In many societies, including Turkey, marriage has a central role in the organization of the 

society and is even considered a magical cure for many troubles including same sex desire or 

transsexuality. Marriage in Turkey is often the initiation of a regular sexual life as sexual relations 

out of the wedlock are against the social norms. Marriage is also believed to be endowed with 

almost magical powers. The belief in the mysterious powers of marriage has had disappointing or 

even tragic consequences in the lives of sexual dissident parents. Kenan got married thinking that 

his sexual desires for men would disappear afterwards. He was sincerely disappointed when he 

realized that was not the case but he maintained his heterosexual relationship and is happy to be a 

father. Kerem, as discussed above, was coerced into marriage to an older man at a very young 

age. His parents were convinced that marriage would turn him into a woman and ‘fix’ his 

transsexuality.  

 Some women in the study avoided starting their families as a strategy of resistance 

against dominant concepts of patriarchy or heteropatriarchy. For some, marriage was not the way 

they planned their lives but they ended up getting married when they thought they found “a 

different man”, a man who did not have a patriarchal frame of mind. When Banu got married she 
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was expecting that it would be a totally different type of union between two people. After a while 

she felt trapped within the institution and it was not easy to get out. During the interview she 

realized that she avoids the word family: “I cannot even say that I and my son are a family.”  

 Another feminist who had issues with the concept of family was Deniz, who never had a 

plan to get married. Even ze was surprised when ze entered a union with a cis-gender male. From 

the beginning they agreed on a polyamorous lifestyle. Today ze has a large queer family 

composed of hir child and partners as well as the partners of the father of hir child. “The nuclear 

family is disseminating. I tried to avoid it for years. Now I am trying to separate family from 

marriage and have a different experience of family. If we can still call this a family is up for 

discussion but I am surrounded by people who prepare soup when I get sick. I call this a family.” 

Rather than hir sexual orientation, ze thinks that what determines hir family life today is being 

polyamorous or “poli” as ze calls it. It changed the way ze organized hir daily activities and home 

setting.  

 Family also has an influence on the parents in terms of restricting their behaviors when 

they are out in the public. Yeliz initially in the interview claimed she was not subject to any 

discrimination and that the city that she lived in was quite tolerant.  “I just apply some restraint on 

my behavior for the sake of my family. Otherwise I am quite relaxed.” Later on she expressed her 

doubts in terms of internalized censor mechanisms. As Kandiyoti explains, “patriarchal bargains 

do not merely inform women’s rational choices but also shape the more unconscious aspects of 

their gendered subjectivity, since they permeate the context of their early socialization, as well as 

their adult cultural milieu” (1988: 285). This is a compromise that Yeliz makes without even 

considering the issue. She restricts her behavior when she is not in LGBT venues “because she is 

part of a family.” Family ties in that sense have a regulatory function. The interesting aspect is 

that the compromise does not always happen as the result of a conscious decision-making 

process.  
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6.6  Relations with Children  

All the children mentioned in this study are born within heterosexual marriages but only three of 

the parents maintained their marital relation with the other parent of their children. One parent is 

Kenan who is in a marriage and his wife has no idea that he has sexual relations with men. The 

two women are open to their spouses, and both are leading open relationships. Deniz is in a 

polyamorous relationship that was planned at the initial stages of their relationship, and they built 

a life around it. Sevda and her husband have been “comrades in life’ for long and challenging 

years. Their political ideology and struggles keep them together.  

 All the parents interviewed have had active roles as primary or secondary care givers in 

the lives of their children especially when the kids were young. For some of the parents it was for 

a shorter period than the others. Kaan was able to spend time with his daughter only during the 

holidays after he had a divorce. The workload around the house was shared more or less equally 

between the parents in most of the houses. The two trans parents became sole caregivers after the 

death of their spouses.  

 The two parents who had more traditional care-giving roles were Kenan and Olcay. Both 

of their households, where the father occupied the breadwinner role, were more traditional 

compared to the other parents. Kenan was still happy about his role as a father and the warm 

familial relations they are able to maintain within the household as well as with the grandparents 

of his child both on the maternal and paternal sides. He considers himself a responsible father. 

Olcay was a home maker for almost two decades and she was the primary caregiver for her two 

children. She thinks she was a good mother who provided everything for her children within the 

house. She had a difficult divorce from her husband, and her now adult children have learned 

about the sexual orientation of their mother. Despite the bad mouthing by their father, both 

children are in contact with their mother and her same-sex partner.  
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 Sexual dissident parents share many concerns and worries of heterosexual parents from 

similar backgrounds, such as providing for children with limited resources. Sevda was worried 

that she had been unable to provide for the education of her son. Also, the neighborhood they live 

in is on the periphery of the city and she worries that her son might internalize the conservative 

ideas and the rising bigotry in terms of gender ideologies.  

 The feminist mothers struggle against the imposition of institutionalized motherhood on 

them and strive to create more freedom for themselves and their children. A cluster of women 

who had to spend years within heterosexual matrimonial bonds practically had to raise their 

children by themselves since the fathers were not available although they were present. Sevgi got 

married at a young age and became a mother without questioning if she wanted a child. “That was 

what people did in those years. You graduate, get married and have children.” As a working 

mother who had no experience with childcare, it was a struggle for her and she had no help from 

her spouse. She became depressed and even considered suicide. Although she was working in the 

field of health care, she did not receive any guidance. Once she overcame depression, she had her 

fallopian tubes tied and never regretted her decision.  

 Sevda and Sevgi both have adult sons and they both identify as feminist women. The 

most significant problem in their lives focuses on two questions. “Does my son know about my 

sexual orientation? If not, should I tell him?” Although they both want to share their life 

experiences with their sons they were both gathering courage while entertaining the idea of 

opening up to their sons who are young adults. Although they do not actively lie they are assumed 

heterosexual mothers since they do not claim otherwise. They do not want to lie to their children 

and would like them to know their mothers better.  

 On the other hand, both mothers spent a lot of effort to instill in their sons respect for 

women and acceptance of women’s autonomy. “Even if I could not manage anything significant 

in my life, I have raised a son respectful towards women.” These two women have not been 
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actively involved in feminist or LGBT activism but in their bargains with heteropatriarchy they 

raised sons who are not misogynists. All the women who had sons mentioned that they were 

actively teaching the significance of sexual consent to their sons. They did not use this wording as 

it is not a common topic in Turkey. But in effect, they achieved the same outcome. Both women 

recounted several events where their sons spoke in support of gay people who were being 

targeted. These instances when their sons spoke out against homophobia or transphobia made the 

mothers proud. Although, homophobia and transphobia were out of boundaries as discussion 

topics and they did not discuss these issues with their sons, the kids picked up these values 

indirectly from their mothers. 

 I asked the parents if their sexual orientation or gender identity had any influence on their 

parenting. The responses came in two broad groups. Half of the parents are of the opinion that 

their sexual orientation had no bearing on their parenting. The other half claim that their parenting 

has been influenced in a positive way by their sexual dissidence, even if they never disclose that 

information, since they have accepted themselves “the way that they are”, they have become 

more understanding against other people. Kenan says, “I am more flexible and I try to understand 

other people. This is unlike most of the fathers I know. They are stricter.”  

 Being open seems to cultivate different relations between parents and their children. 

Yeliz’s daughter, who is a young adult in her early 20s, found out about her mother’s sexual 

orientation through a coincidence. She was offended because her mother had not told her. The 

discovery has been a relief for Yeliz and she thinks that she is a better mom than she was before 

since her daughter knows her better and they have a closer relationship. Also, her daughter and 

her partner have a close relationship now.  

 The age of the child determines what type of explanations the parent provide in terms of 

being open or not to their child. If the parent does not want to disclose information regarding their 

sexual orientation or gender identity the age of the child determines what kinds of excuses are to 
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be found. However, adult children are usually better informed about the lives of their parents. 

Two of the feminist mothers follow different methods. Banu thinks that she provided too much 

information to her son that resulted in a reaction to certain issues in the child. She claims that the 

problems started at primary school when the child became aware of some discrepancies between 

what his mother told or showed him and what he learned at school. After a couple of incidents 

Banu decided that “I will not provide extra information but inform him about my life when he 

starts asking questions.” 

 Even at a very early age the child might perceive that there is something different in their 

household. In one instance, Banu’s son was in the car with her mom and her partner when they 

were hit by another car. No one was hurt but the police officers came to the scene to write a 

report. In the heat of the moment the little boy, who was about five at the time, started explaining 

to the police about her mother’s partner, with whom he had a loving relationship.  He told the 

police that she was actually engaged to a guy but had started to live with him and his mom since 

the engagement was broken and babbled on to provide excuses to explain their relationship. Banu 

told the police her son was under the shock of the accident as the police did not understand the 

reason why he was providing all that explanation. The child was scared for her mom and her 

partner and worried that the police might hurt them or their union somehow. Although he was not 

sure about the specific details regarding the police, the state, the institutions or the authority, he 

sensed that the relation was meant to be kept a secret and attempted to protect his loved ones from 

the police, the ultimate symbol of authority outside the house.  

 Deniz is open to hir child. They do not introduce sexual identity concepts since the child 

is very young but they respond to his questions in a way he can follow. However the main 

difference for this child is the organization of daily life. “We do not pose as heterosexual married 

couples. Our child knows no sacred parent bedroom. People sleep with each other when they 

want to and it is not about sexual relations.” 
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 The parents interviewed all agree that it is either very difficult or impossible for sexual 

dissidents to have and raise children in Turkey. This is in line with my contention at the end if 

Chapter 3 that mothering as an experience is almost made impossible in Turkey, other than 

fleeting moments, and the heteropatriarchal conditions of the country make room only for the 

patriarchal institution of motherhood that excludes sexual dissidents. Interesting enough, the 

parents think that all the laws can be broken or it is possible to find a way around them. The main 

barrier is the homophobia and transphobia in the society and especially within families of origin. 

For Kaan, “in terms of strict moralism we are no better than Catholic countries.” Cansu and Yeliz 

are of the idea that “the institution of family is the main barrier. It is not possible to lead a life 

within the existing social structure in an open manner. Either you are going to be separated from 

them or hide your identity.” The institution of family resurfaces as a regulatory mechanism in that 

respect too. The struggle takes place within the intimacy of the family and all the barriers, the 

impositions, and laws will not have as much of an influence on the couples’ decision about 

relationships. Yeliz asserted as a word of caution for prospective parents among sexual dissidents 

that, “if they can overcome the struggle within their families, the laws will not matter that much.” 

The most challenging struggle to go through is dealing with the broader family. It takes place in 

the so-called private sphere, the intimacy of the family behind closed doors and has utmost 

influence on significant decisions for life such as to have a child or not.  

 Some parents interviewed have even stated that they would not have had children had it 

been their choice. Kerem says, “I suffer since my child will be disadvantaged in life. As the son 

of a trans guy, he will be excluded along with me. He was named the other the moment he took 

his first breath.” Only Deniz is encouraging and ze promises to help hir friends who would like to 

have children.  

 Despite the circumstances and the ideals of most of the parents involved in this study, 

there is a growing number of sexual dissident individuals and couples who would like to have and 
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raise children in Turkey. While I travelled among the three cities to conduct the interviews, I 

stayed at the places of my friends. The couple who hosted me in Izmir included an old friend 

whom I had not seen in years. She was in a long-term relationship with quite a large family with 

their many pets. At one point there was a total of eleven cats and dogs in their small apartment. 

We had long conversations about queer parenting and I learned that they would like to have a 

baby together. After I finalized my fieldwork and left Turkey for Canada, they tried to conceive 

but neither of them was able to get pregnant due to health reasons. Had they managed to get 

pregnant, they were probably going to be the first same-sex couple to have a child together in 

Turkey. Later they bought a piece of land outside the city and extended their family with 

additional pets on their farm.  

6.7 Discussion: Queering Motherhood in Turkey 

The parents discussed in this chapter have the common denominator as heteropatriarchy that is a 

toxic blending of patriarchy and heteronormativity/cisnormativity but it is not possible to 

distinguish one from the other. Although we can observe that the impact on man and woman 

identifying people show variety, queer mothering/parenting in the heteropatriarchal context of 

Turkey is made almost impossible.  

 On the other hand, remembering Gibson’s statement that “Queering motherhood can … 

start where any of the central gendered, sexual, relational, political, and/or symbolic components 

of “expected” motherhood are challenged” (2014:6), as presented in Chapter 3, what we can 

surmise for the majority of the sexual dissident parents is that they are queering the overarching 

discourse on motherhood through their daily struggles. They are chipping away at the sex/gender 

system from where they stand through their parenting practices that go against the norms and 

impositions in Turkey. At the same time, there is a larger group of parents who are involved in 

same-sex sexual relations and maintain their lives as heterosexually married individuals as 

exemplified by some of the parents in this chapter. This could be taken as the internal but 
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inevitable crisis of heteropatriarchy that is based on binary oppositions not only in terms of 

gender and sexuality but also in terms of the organization of life over the dichotomization of 

inside and outside or public and private.  

 As presented in Chapter 4, the construction of heteropatriarchy in Turkey is deep seated 

and it is maintained over centuries despite ruptures even in the governing political ideologies. Yet 

the sacralisation of motherhood is a shared value among the major divides in the society ranging 

from secular Kemalists to ultranationalists and, last but not least, the Islamist authoritarian 

neoliberalism of the current government. The literature on how patriarchy operates in Turkey is 

quite rich and relevant maybe more than ever. Yet, how the two axes of power, patriarchy and 

heterosexism, are interlocked in the sense that they rely on each other, and foundationally affect 

each other remains a blind spot in both the feminist and LGBT literatures in Turkey. This chapter, 

and overall this project, presents how heteropatriarchy is deeply entrenched in the everyday life 

of the country, and it traces the ways the sexual dissidents challenge and adapt to it. As 

showcased in this chapter, no sexual dissident parent has planned or prepared for having a child. 

Rather, their lives led them to it. However, even if some of them are not open to their kids or their 

families, they strive to raise ‘decent’ kids which can be translated as kids who do not reproduce 

the heteropatriarchal sex/gender system by which their parents are oppressed.  

 That being said, this chapter showed that the sexual dissidents of Turkey neither reject 

nor adapt in full terms to heteropatriarchy, rather, similar to women's relations to patriarchy, 

sexual dissident parents of the country, too, bargain with heteropatriarchy through strategies like 

consorting to having both same-sex and heterosexual relations simultaneously, creating loose 

affinity groups and social networks of their own and seeking and instrumentalizing backdoors 

into the legal framework. The significance of this bargain with the heteropatriarchy is that it 

presents a deeply complex potential of active and passive resistance against the heteropatriarchal 

oppressions in the country, further complicating and challenging the already established 
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literatures on sexual citizenship and sexual dissidence both in Western and non-Western contexts. 

When it comes to the question of whether these sexual dissident parents reproduce the 

heteropatriarchal sex/gender system in Turkey as they are bargaining with it, I found out that 

except for two participants who are also the most conservative in their daily lives, the dissident 

parents actually strive to stay outside of the heteropatriarchal boundaries, if not dismantle it. It is 

also important to note here that these two parents are also the most detached from the camia: this 

may bring us to the conclusion that although the camia has its limits, and downfalls, it still carries 

a potential in the struggle against heteropatriarchy, even though this struggle is through the means 

of bargaining with it.  

 In this chapter, I deployed Kandiyoti's seminal work, “Bargaining with Patriarchy”, and 

investigated through the ethnographic data how the heteropatriarchal sex/gender system in 

Turkey operates in the everyday lives of the sexual dissident parents. Through multiple entry 

points like legal framework and everyday experiences of bargains and strategies of the LGBT 

parents in Turkey, I showcased the intricate networks of how the LGBT parents navigate the 

heteropatriarchal sex/gender system. In questioning the larger imaginings of affinities and kinship 

in the LGBT scene of Turkey, I explored the relationship of the parents with the LGBT 

movement and social life. As evident in the interviews, the imagined community of camia posits 

a central role in the LGBT networks in Turkey, even the criticism and disaffiliations of the 

parents with the camia proves this role. I also highlighted the sexual dissident parents' 

relationships and imagining of family, kinship and chosen families.  
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Chapter 7  Conclusion 

This dissertation aimed at investigating the relations of family and kinship as they crystallize in 

the lives of sexual dissidents and sexual dissident parents in Muslim-majority contexts in an era 

that is globally marked by the racialization of Islam, the rise of neoliberalism, and queer 

liberalism. Grounding on a transnational queer perspective, the project anchored in the field of 

queer globalizations and situated Turkey, a Muslim majority, and secular nation state grappling 

with the influences of neoliberalism, as a case study. I argued in this dissertation that the 

heteropatriarchal sex/gender system is one of the pillars of the nation state as opposed to and 

challenged by a young but vibrant LGBT movement. In general, I looked into how the sexual 

dissidents in Turkey imagined and built the ties of ‘familial’ belongings among the community 

and specifically I questioned how the sexual dissident parents located themselves both at the 

nexus of the hegemonic discourse of heteropatriarchal motherhood and their sense of belonging 

to this imagined ‘queer’ community. Borrowing from Deniz Kandiyoti's seminal work (1988), I 

investigated how the sexual dissident parents engage in a bargain with the heteropatriarchal 

system in both maintaining and challenging the sex/gender system in Turkey. Utilizing a queer 

ethnographic methodology, I outlined my findings from fieldwork based on participant 

observation, from focus group interviews with LGBT activists, and from in depth interviews with 

sexual dissidents with children.  

7.1 Overview of the Study  

I organized this dissertation in seven chapters including this conclusion. The first chapter was 

allocated to a brief introduction to the project as well as an overview of the discussions on sexual 

dissidence and sexual citizenship followed by an outline of my methodological approach and 

research design. Chapter 2 entitled “On Mothering: Mothering through Stories” examined the 

social history of mothering through a selection of foundational Western theories and narratives on 
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mothering. Through following formative works of Adrianne Rich, Luce Irigaray, Michel Foucault 

and Judith Butler, I traced the interventions to psychoanalysis and psychoanalytical perspectives 

on gender, sexuality and mothering and centralized on the critics of the essentialist and 

essentialising aspects of motherhood. I concluded the chapter with a discussion on the features of 

queer mothering. While this chapter functions as an enquiry into the historicity of mothering, it 

also presents the major theories behind the discussions of identity and essentialist notions of 

identities as stable locations for subject formation processes.  Moreover, I presented the examples 

of latest trends in queer mothering literature, which bring together the above mentioned 

theoretical framework with everyday experiences of anti-authoritarian, anti-racist feminist and 

queer mothering.   

The irony of writing this chapter for me is how easily I can trace the theories of 

mothering by relying on the erasure of non-white experiences. Whiteness is almost invisible but it 

permeates the trail of stories about mothering. Once I stepped out of the world of academia 

experiences of women of color posed a variety of different dynamics that shaped interlocking 

axes of power.  

In relation to that, Chapter 3 “Mothers of the Nation” looked into the local narratives on 

motherhood in Turkey. With a specific focus on mothering, the chapter analyzed the sex/gender 

system in the country as a post-imperial nation state. After summarizing the narratives of a 

mythic pre-Islamic mother-nature figure, Asena, and the Ottoman Queen Mother, Valide Sultan, I 

questioned how these narratives have been utilized and intertwined with the current imaginations 

of motherhood, the constructions of the heteropatriarchal family as well as the strictly bi-polar 

sex/gender system. Next, I discussed how the Republican era, inheriting both narratives of Asena 

and Valide Sultan, imagined and constructed an idea of woman as a sexless mother to the nation. 

The following section presented the privileged position of the heterosexual nuclear family and 

roles of women in relation to the nationalist ideology. The last section of the chapter analyzed the 
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shifts in the gender/sex system of the country under the neoliberal and neoconservative 

governance of the Islamist party that has been in power since 2003. I showcased how the 

reproductive rights in Turkey for women and LGBTs are being targeted and regulated in 

increasingly more overt and authoritarian forms.  

I opened Chapter 4: ‘Queer Transnational:  Can the Queer Muslim Speak?’ with a 

transnational motherhood story and discussed it as a moment in the ever-growing cleft between 

Turkey and the European Union. I argued that homophobia and Islamophobia, as the two 

concepts marking and fixing Turkey and the Netherlands respectively, are highly reductionist.  

By centralizing on the extension of gender exceptionalism into sexual exceptionalism as an 

imperial turn, I questioned the utilization of sexual citizenship as the normative symbol of 

modernity in the Western neoliberal democracies, which in turn reproduce the marking of Muslim 

immigrants as homophobes and constrains discussions of heteronormativity/cisnormativity to 

white-only spaces.  

In Chapter 5, "The LGBT Movement in Turkey: ‘We are a Big and Colorful Family’," I 

started with a brief history of LGBT movement over the past four decades. Through the story of a 

trans-mother, Birgul, who has been a part of the LGBT community since the 1970s, I looked into 

how the sexual dissident networks in Turkey are tied together in the form of an 'imagined 

community, that is, the camia. Then, along the interviews I conducted, I presented my discussions 

on the two moments in my field, the Pride Walk in Istanbul and the March against Homophobia 

in Ankara, as two grounds of investigation on how the camia builds ties, affinities and alliances 

with other dissidents in the country.  

In Chapter 6, "Bargaining with Hetero-patriarchy: Sexual Dissident Parents in Turkey", I 

shifted the focus to sexual dissident parents, the core participant group. Utilizing Kandiyoti's 

framework of "Bargaining with Patriarchy" in which she deciphered how the women in Turkey 

negotiate with the gender regime, I looked into how the sexual dissident parents bargain with 
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heteropatriarchy in their everyday lives and politics. Through ethnographic data, I presented the 

feelings and attachments of the parents for the camia and the LGBT movement, how they 

interpret "sexual dissidence" and mothering, and how they negotiate with the legal framework.  

Their coping strategies to deal with the disconnect between their lives as parents and as sexual 

dissidents, namely their heteropatriarchal bargains, are put into the context of their daily lives.  

 

7.2 Contributions of the Study and Limitations in the Literature   

In this project, I drew from a variety of the literatures, from gender and nation-states to queer 

globalization, from new queer studies to sexual citizenship and sexual dissidence. I would like to 

highlight here a couple of the most central discussions and results presented throughout the 

project.  

First, I found it significant to express the need to re-focus on sexual dissidence not as 

opposed to the framework of sexual citizenship but as a model on itself. I argued throughout the 

study that it is urgent to hold gender, race and sexuality lenses together in the analysis of power 

relations that brings an intersectional approach to the project and coheres with the sexual 

dissidence model. In line with the framework of sexual citizenship, I argued, the binary between 

the public and private is being reproduced in which same sex marriage legislation and parenting 

rights is often framed as an achievement, even though the freedom that it brought is rather 

limited, despite the high investments it requires, and it privileges white, upper-class male 

subjects. In other words, while such rights are celebrated as achievements in the public sphere 

(for instance through gaining visibility), it actually reproduces the brand of life style for certain 

privileged subjects and their lives contained in the private sphere.   

Sexual dissidence, on the other hand, is quite a fruitful model that reveals and 

complicates the assimilationist and mainstream LGBT politics, or queer liberalism, that privileges 

certain subjects. Sexual dissidence is a term that signifies a rejection to fit in, adapt, or extend but 
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proposes to transgress, cross boundaries and to resist. It also centralizes not on static identities or 

their politics but on different forms of sexual subjectivities depending on geographies and 

specific historicities. Keeping in mind my discussion on the binary logic at the heart of polarizing 

discourses such as ‘the clash of civilizations’, as well as public and private dichotomies, such 

redeployment of sexual dissidence as a standpoint  further complicates the tendencies that 

reproduce the rhetoric such as '(queer) family values', or the binary of 'Islamophobia versus 

homophobia'.  

Similarly, the rise of homonationalism is not the inevitable result of neoliberal capitalism 

and queer liberalism can manifest itself in a variety of ways both in politics and in everyday lives 

of sexual dissidents. It took a disparate but related turn in other locations, such as Turkey, while 

blending with the specific form of neoliberal authoritarianism in the country. Ironically, the 

structuration of the LGBT movement in Turkey coincides with the era of the AKP government as 

a part of the EU accession process. The country had already been declared a candidate state when 

they came to power and the adjustment policies that need to be implemented were on the agenda. 

Even so, the efforts of the LGBT movement in alliance with feminists did not result in the 

inclusion of sexual orientation and gender identity as grounds for discrimination in the 

constitution and the AKP had always been adamant to acknowledge the LGBT individuals in the 

country. However, the new legislation to create “civil society” in the country brought legal 

recognition to the organizations.  

My analysis of the LGBT Movement in Turkey reveals that it is in a bargaining process 

with the neoliberal policies imposed on it by the local legislation and the international agencies 

that provide funding to their projects regularly. While the imposition of the association type of 

organizing on the already existing groups stirred the activist scene, the legal recognition was 

contingent on restructuring the groups in line with that hierarchical and rigid model. The country, 

as a result, has seen a proliferation of LGBT associations. The model of NGOization, formulated 
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to create a ‘civil society’, coheres with neoliberal imaginings of dissent that does not pose a threat 

to the system but actually functions as a docile component of it. Only time will tell if these 

associations will turn to single-issue oriented, rights based approaches. For the time being, the 

activists are constantly over-burdened with the services they are now providing to the most 

vulnerable people in the camia, which includes highly precarious groups such as the LGBT 

refugees seeking asylum in Western neoliberal countries and elderly LGBTs who do not have 

social insurance or family support as well as the members of the camia who need legal advice and 

support as they get fired, displaced, and targeted in multiple ways. Moreover, the activists are 

juggling with the drudgery of project based work to fund the services they are providing. In that 

process, they find feelings of family and kinship within their organizations. In their larger 

community, the camia, life has a different pace.  

The dynamics of the alliance in the last popular uprising in Turkey, has proven that local 

sexual dissident subjects hold the potential to act as catalysts in moments of resistance against 

brutal processes of authoritarianism and neoliberal capitalism. Such moments also work against 

the influence of queer liberalism as sexual dissidents take part in the organic and ad hoc political 

organizing to voice the resentment and demands of the peoples in the country and gain 

recognition and support in the process. Studies that pay scant attention to the local social, 

economic, and political changes taking place in their respective locations play a role in 

perpetuating the rhetoric that they set out to demolish. Massad’s analysis that deploys a construct 

of ‘Gay International’ and remains blind to the struggles of the sexual dissidents in the field is a 

case in point. More engaged research into sexual dissidence that maintains the focus on praxes is 

able to depict a more realistic picture and contribute to the field of new queer studies. That was 

one of the guiding principles for this project  

Before I conclude this section, I would also like to point to some related areas that require 

further research. While in the field and during the writing process, one of the main areas that I 
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wished I had time to investigate was Bac women, who were introduced in Chapter 6.  Bac 

performance, I could observe, was slowly but steadily developing into a stereotype. Bac and non-

Bac as two opposite gender performances provide insights about how gender performativity 

reshapes the imaginations of the LGBT people about the camia, about each other as well as about 

their self-realization. One of the interesting points was that masculinity was depicted as if it is 

crystallized in the gender performances of that group whereas non-Bac performance was reshaped 

as the normative lesbian/bi and/or queer women. If I get the opportunity, I would very much like 

to expand this research into this area.  

As a case study, the early findings of my research was also acclaimed as the first study 

that investigates heteropatriarchy in Turkey through queering parenthood. There are two reasons 

for that: As mentioned earlier, the rapport that I had with the camia has been rather unique. In 

relation to that, the invisibility of the sexual dissident parents both within the camia and in the 

society at large can be considered the reason why recent literature on queer politics and LGBT 

movements in Turkey disregarded this area of research. While I had the intention to look into 

queer mothering practices in Turkey, this was not possible since the entrenched form of 

patriarchy does not leave room for mothering as an empowering experience for women. Thus it is 

limited to heterosexual families as an exclusive field. Sexual dissidents are left out of the practice 

with the aid of some strategic legislation as well as the heteropatriarchy in the society especially 

with the regulatory power of the institution of family. None of the parents I reached had become 

parents as sexual dissidents in a planned fashion or as couples. As a result, I extended the 

emphasis on the primary form of parenting, which is mothering, in the literature to understand 

how motherhood is constructed and how it leaves sexual dissidents out. For further research, 

mothering practices by sexual dissidents needs to be revisited since multiple people involved in 

the project voiced their desires to become parents.  
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7.3 Love as the Queering Force against Heteropatriarchy  

I would like to finish this project with Birgul, who joined this project unplanned, whose interview 

was unstructured but her narrative shaped this dissertation profoundly. In the years that I have 

been working on this project, even in the times that I was alienated from it, when I thought I 

could never finish it, I kept finding myself remembering her and our conversation. At one point, 

she told me how the practice of trans-mothering is disappearing.  

There is another mother in Istanbul. May Allah bless her with a long 

and healthy life. She is old now. But in the new generation the relations 

are not nurturing. The motto is ‘we do not have to love each other’. 

Then we are doomed to a life without love. For example, this 

association is based on solidarity. The reason we are here is to support 

each other and love is an important part of that. It is us, you and me, 

that make these organizations come to life. Otherwise they are four bare 

walls. 

 

This was the conclusion that I drew from my participants’ vibrant stories. Along the lines of 

Birgul: love is the queerest forces of all in Turkey in order to lead the sexual dissidents, parents 

and non-parents alike, to decide to organize their lives around their desires for life. Even if they 

do not expect to fall in love, and they get surprised when that happens, they can dismantle their 

everyday habits, get out of their comfort zones and reject material benefits and safety nets 

provided by the heteropatriarchal families and they build up organizations, groups, alliances, 

thanks to this queering force of love. It is love that gives them power to challenge the 

heteropatriarchal weavings in their lives. It is love that maintains all these LGBT organizations 

and the members and friends of the camia that helps them to hold on to life and dare to change it 

to make it a better place for all. 

If this project was to end with one conclusion, I would pick love as the queering force 

against heteropatriarchal authoritarianism in Turkey and say “M’here, Darling.”   
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